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1ntroduction

Introduction
W e live as i n a mystery dream
O n one of convenient planets

...

The Russian poet Jgor Severyanin wrote the
above lines in 1909. His idea of a mystery dream
implied, I believe, not the lack of scientific
explanation of the convenience of our planet. But
poet's intuition carried the spirit of his times
into his work. This makes readers see more between the lines than the poet himself intended
to say. Our understanding of physical phenomena
occurring on the Earth has so advanced since,
that the state we are in can be no longer called
a dream. I t is rather the state soon after awakening: logical associations are already established
but the consciousness is not yet completely
clear.
There is, however, a set of phenomena occurring
on the Earth or in the solar system where the
cause and effect relationships are quite clear.
This book deals with relations and integrity of
astronomical and climatic phenomena. These
relations are based on celestial mechanics and
thermal equilibrium of planets in general and
their external containments, atmospheres, for
one. The distinguished Soviet geophysicist
A. S. Monin introduced the term "geonomy" for
the science which deals with a comprehensive
analysis of the Earth and its cosmic fellows.
Yet this book is no Geonomy Made Easy since
i t does not describe magnetic fields of the planets,
as well as electric and optic phenomena in the
atmospheres.
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We shall make an armchair tour round the
Earth and its cosmic surroundings. Our vehicle
in this tour will be the knowledge of the basic
laws of nature. Theory will guide us to such places
which are impossible to be reached even by
spacecraft. For example, we shall visit the center
of the Sun. However, the description of nature
is not our major objective. There are, naturally,
some descriptions in this book but they only
serve to illustrate the explanations of phenomena.
Our wish has been to explain the structure of the
world and t o demonstrate what makes it so "convenient" to live in.
We begin with pinpointing the exact location
of our great home in space and time, namely,
describe the part of the universe immediately
around us, and the motion of the Earth around
the Sun. I n Chapter 1 we introduce certain
physical notions which are quite complicated
compared t o those studied at school but which
we need for the discussion which follows.
Chapter 2 describes the Earth and planets not
as material points but as rotating bodies conforming, however, t o forces acting between them.
Chapter 3 is focused completely on the Sun, the
principal source of energy and the center of
attraction in the solar system. Chapter 4 deaf
with the effect of the solar radiation and chemic
composition on the structure of the atmosph,
and oceans, with the origin of winds and oce
currents. Finally, Chapter 5 analyzes the c a w
of climatic changes on our planet. Amazing'
climatic alterations over long time i n t e r v ~ r s
depend also on the motion of other planets. So this
is the scope of problems discussed in this book.

Chapter 1. The Earth's Path in Space and Time

Tho ICarth's Path in Space
find Time
1. Celestial Sphere

Look a t the sky illuminated by countless stars
at a clear night. You know that the distance to
them is enormous in terms of terrestrial thinking.
You already know quite a lot about the arrangement of our world but leave aside the bookknowledge and t r y to feel the Earth, a tiny grit
of the universe rotating and moving in space.
Difficult, isn't it? Try again after having read
this book.
In this book we treat the Earth in its interaction with the surrounding part of the universe.
Therefore we must first of all identify our exact
location in space. The celestial sphere, or simply
stars in the sky, are our initial frame of reference
by which we find direction in space. The variety
of stars is very rich. Some of them shine, others
are hardly visible. The colour of light may vary
from blue to yellow and shades of red. Stars
are distributed over the sky quite unevenly:
there are some locations where stars are scarce
and then comes the Milky Way, a luminous band
across the night sky composed of stars which
cannot be separately distinguished by a naked
eye. The ancient Greeks had a similar name for
the Galaxy: Kyklos Galaktos, the milky ring.
If you keep looking at the sky for a long time
or memorize the locations of stars and then have
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another look a t them, you may easily note that
the stars have changed positions. This change is
however universal: the whole world of stars
rotates around us. Of course you know that i t
is, in fact, the Earth which rotates in relation
to- stars.
- . -To simplify the orientation in space we should
rather disregard the Earth's rotation.
Imagine t h a t you are a cosmonaut observing
stars from the orbit of a satellite. I t takes you
half a turn, less than an hour, to get the view of
the entire universe. The dispersed atmospheric
light does not interfere and the stars can be seen
even near the Sun. Stars do not twinkle in space,
the twinkling being the efiect of air motion in
the Earth's atmosphere. And, what is most
important, in space- we may disregard the geographical latitude, the time of the day, and the
season of the year since the location of stars on
the celestial sphere is practically permanent.
Ancient humans observed almost the same
view of the celestial sphere: the relative displacement of stars over several thousand years is
insignificant, therefore constellations have retained their shapes. The names of many constellations stem from ancient times. Strictly
speaking, constellations are 88 arbitrary configurations of the celestial sphere, the boundaries
between which were established by the International Astronomical Union between 1922 and
1930. The history of constellations goes back to the
groups of stars visible by a naked eye and t h e
ancient names of constellations may stem from
the configurations produced imaginarily by linking stars with lines. Drawings of ancient astro-
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Fig. 1. (a) Diagram of Zodiac constellations. The horizontal dashed line is the ecliptic. The point of vernal
equinox
and the direction to the Earth's perihelion @
are indicated on the line.
(b) Diagram of Zodiac constellations (continued). T is
the point of vernal equinox, 0 indicates the direction
to the center of the Galaxy.

nomers have not survived to our times. Figures
1 and 2 give the shapes of constellations suggested recently by the American astronomer G. Ray.
Yet a look a t his sketches of Leo and Aquarius
makes us think that he has only reproduced
ancient drawings by those who had named the
constellations. The names have come to us from
ancient Greeks, but the Greeks had borrowed
the division of the celestial sphere into constellations from the ancient Babylonians. No-

Fig. 2. Diagram of constellations of the nwthern hemisphere. P is the direction to the celestial pole, the larger
circle is its trajectory; E indicates the pole of ecliptic,
the smaller circle is its trajectory; E, is the direction of
the solar system's momentum; V is the direction of the
indicates the
solar system's velocity in the Galaxy;
north pole of the Galaxy.

+

tably, in ancient China stars were grouped into
constellations absolutely differently.
In Fig. 1 twelve constellations are located along
the dotted line to form the Signs of Zodiac:
Aries (r),Taurus ( 8 ) Gemini (x), Cancer
Leo (Q), Virgo
Libra (+), Scorpio
Sagittarius (A), Capricorn
Aquarius

(s),
(m,

(w),

(x),
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(E), and Pisces (H). I n brackets there are symbols invented in ancient times to designate these
constellations. "Zodiac" is a Greek word meaning
"animal" although the Signs of Zodiac include
not only animal names.
Figures l a and 1b are the developments of
a part of the celestial sphere. The dashed line
represents the great circle of the celestial sphere.
The drawing is closed while in fact the Zodiac
constellations are cyclic: Pisces are followed
again by Aries. This great circle of the celestial
sphere is called ecliptic. The ecliptic is the path
of the Sun among the stars during a year as
observed from the Earth. Stars cannot be distinguished a t day time because of the solar light
dispersed in the atmosphere. Yet even the ancient
Babylonians understood that stars do not disappear a t day and could determine Sun's location
in relation to constellations at any given moment
of time.
Figure 1 gives not only Zodiac constellations
but also two other ones: Ophiuchus and Cetus.
Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer, is positioned
on the ecliptic but i t was not included into
Zodiac probably on the grounds of its ugly
appearance and because of a superstitious wish
to make the number of Zodiac constellations
"luckier". We have added Cetus because Ray had
made i t look so attractive and partly also on the
grounds of superstition.
For orientation we shall need constellations
of the northern hemisphere given in Fig. 2. The
center of this figure, point E, is positioned in
relation to the ecliptic just as the North pole
of the Earth in relation to the equator, while
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directions to Zodiac constellations are indicated
by arrows. Note that the North Star is not in
the center of the figure but near point P.
Astronomers can calculate distances to stars.
In fact, stars which compose a constellation are
rarely close to one another. I n most cases the
"neighbouring" stars are separated by enormous
distances and their neighbourhood is purely
optical.
The same is true for distances from this planet
to stars. Thus Vega of Lyra constellation is
located a t the distance of 2.5 x 10'' m which
is 1.5 million times more than that to the Sun.
Vega's light reaches our planet in 26.5 years.
Such great distances account for the fact that
the positions of the stars in constellations are
practically constant. I n fact, stars travel in relation to one another with measurable velocities.
The average velocity of a star is 100 kmls. The
figure seems impressive, but let us calculate the
time taken by a star moving a t such a speed
perpendicularly to the direction from us to the
star (which is located very close to us, e.g. like
Vega) to transit by 1 degree in relation to other,
distant, stars. This time is:
t=-

lo
180°

2.5 x1017 m

lo6 m/s

.v 4 x 10iOs LX 1400 years.

There are however stars which transit over the
celestial sphere faster than by 1 degree in 1.5 thousand years but such stars are very few. Most
stars change their locations much slower since
they are situated farther than Vega. For this
reason the layout of constellations was practically
the same in ancient times as i t is today. I t

14
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should be noted, however, that the general view
may change not only due to the displacement of
stars but also because of the alterations in star
luminous emittance. I t is known, for instance,
that Betelgeuse which is presently a red star
was mentioned in ancient Chinese chronicles as
a yellow star. The general view of a constellation
may change radically if only one star turns invisible. This may account for the fact t h a t the
ancient names of constellations look strange
to the modern eye. Unfortunately, i t is yet impossible to calculate the evolution of numerous
stars back to ancient times with sufficient accuracv as well as to estimate their luminous emittance a t t h a t time.
As mentioned above, stars concentrate on the
celestial sphere about the Galaxy. Through a
sufficiently powerful telescope one can see t h a t
the Galaxy itself is composed of individual stars.
However, the projections of these stars on the
sphere are so close to one another t h a t a naked
eye can distinguish nothing but a continuous
luminous cloud. If observed from the Earth, the
Galaxy seems to stretch all the way across the
sky from horizon to horizon, but for a cosmonaut
who can see the entire heaven i t is a band of
stars around us. The ancient Greeks somehow
guessed it: they were the only people to call the
Galaxy a circle (Kyklos Galaktos).
Nowadays we use the word "Galaxy" to denote
the system of stars housing our Sun and the
Earth. We mean thereby not a circle in the
celestial sphere but a real three-dimensional formation of stars. We study the Galaxy from the
inside but if a sketch of i t were made by an out-
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side observer, the resulting picture would have
rather an odd shape. The Galaxy looks like a flat
and round pancake with a bulge in i t s center.
Spiral "sleeves" extend from the center of the
galactic plane and the concentration of stars
there is relatively higher. The Galaxy does not
have clear boundaries.
The maximum concentration of stars is in the
center of the Galaxy, in its nucleus. Unfortunately, the investigation into the nucleus is hindered by interstellar matter which absorbs light.
At that place-between Sagittarius and Scorpiothe Milky Way seems to fork over leaving a dark
band in the middle. From the center of the Galaxy
we receive radio-frequency radiation and shortwave X-radiation; the structure of the galactic
nucleus was also studied in infrared light.
Figures I and 2 give the galactic plane, the
direction to the center of the Galaxy, and the
galactic North pole. Sun's place in the Galaxy
is near the center of the galactic disk. If i t were
otherwise the Milky Way would not look like
a band around the great circle of the celestial
sphere but would seem just a bright spot covering
an extensive area. The distance from the Sun
to the center of the Galaxy is about ag r 3 x
loZ0m which by two billion times exceeds
that from the Earth to the Sun: a@ = 1.5 x
1011 m.
Stars of the Galaxy rotate around i t s nucleus
in conformity with the law of gravitation. The
projection of the galactic velocity vector of the
Sun is indicated by point V in Fig. 2. The vector
lies in the galactic plane, and this means that
the Sun has always been in the galactic plane.
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effect of galactic gravitation is quite negligible.
But if the period in question covers hundreds
million years, which is comparable to the period
of revolution round the galactic orbit, it is just
the weak but constant force of galactic attraction
that becomes the major force dictating the j3arth1s
trajectory. The solar gravitation causes only
minor alterations of the Earth's trajectory near
the galactic orbit of the Sun. Note that the velocity of galactic motion is almost ten times
va a
greater than that of the Earth around the Sun.
- 3 104i
~ kg,
m~ 7
To study cosmic effects on our planet we may
certainly limit oiirselves to the Earth's motion
where G is the gravitational constant equal to in the solar system and the Sun's motion in the
6.67 x
ms/(kg X s2). The total mass of Galaxy. But the time scale we shall need for that
the Galaxy exceeds that of the Sun by a factor purpose is larger than the period of revolution
of 10ll. Approximately this number of stars round the galactic orbit. Thus we shall focus
makes up the Galaxy.
on the longest time periods, i.e. cosmological
time. To do so we shall have first to go back to
the description of the surrounding space outside
2. The Cosmological Time Scale
the Galaxv.
The farther from us a cosmic body, the weaker,
There is a great number of equally enormous
certainly, its action. However, the weaknesz star systems beside the Galaxy, some of them
of a given action compared to another one is no! are similar to ours, others differ significantly.
a sufficient reason to neglect minor disturbance: They are called galaxies (with small letter).
completely. Let us exemplify it.
The nearest two galaxies are Magellanic Clouds
The greatest force acting upon the Earth i: )bservable from the Earth's southern hemithe gravitation of the Sun. Compared to thal ;phere. They are removed from us at the distance
force, the force of attraction to the center of thc
~f 1.6 X lo2' m; the size of each galaxy is about
Galaxy is insignificant:
! X 1OZ0 m. The Magellanic Clouds are irregular
n form and their mass is much less than that
(aela0)2 rn,/rno N 3 x 10-ii.
~f
the Galaxy. They are gravitationally conIs it negligible? The answer depends upon thl ~ected,
i.e. they are Galaxy's satellites.
period of time during which the motion is con
High-power
telescopes permit us to see an enormsidered. If i t is a period of several years, i.e
us number of galaxies, about 1011, removed to
several turns of the Earth around the Sun, th

The orbital velocity of the solar system Va."
250 kmls. The period of the system's revohltion
around the galactic center can be assessed as
2 n a g / u O ~7 x 1016 S, i.e. more than two hundred million years.
The law of gravitation permits to calculate
the galactic mass inside the Sun's orbit. The
total galactic mass approaches this estimation by the order of magnitude:
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immense distances reaching loz8 m. Gala
are distributed over space quite unevenly,
majority of them being joined into clusters
galaxies. Clusters, in turn, tend to join
superclusters. Nevertheless the universe in
era1 seems to be filled with matter rather ev
even the number of superclusters in the 0
able part of the universe is quite significant.
I n the early 30s the American astro
E. Hubble proved by observations that
cities of remote galaxies are directed f r
Moreover, the farther a galaxy, the f
escapes. The galactic velocities are Prop
t o the distance to t h e respective galax
statement is called the Hubhle princip
actual proportiona~ityfactor is hard to e
the universe distances are to0 long corn
terrestrial measures. The value of the
constant H is about 50-100 km s-'/me
I t demonstrates the rate of recession
parsec. The parsec, an astronomica
length, eguals the distance a t which
of one astronomical unit subtends a
one second of arc. Thus, i t is easy t
megaparsec is equal to 3,086 x 1p2
transfer t h e Hubble constant from a
units t o the physical with d.ecreased
of length. Then H is approximately 3
The idea of the expanding univ
that all matter of the world was init
i n t o a compact superdense agglo
then i t was hurled in a l l directions b
ic explosion. The higher the initi
matter, the farther i t has recessed.
of discovered galaxies move a t a spe
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with the velocity of light. We shall see further
that there i s no complete analogy between a conventional explosion and the big-bang expansion
of the universe. Yet a natural question may arise:
how much time has elapsed since the Big Bang?
To answer this question one must know-beside
the Hubble principle-how
the universe gravitation decelerates the expansion. This and other
problems concerning our world in general are the
subject of cosmology. I t is quite easy to make
an approximate assessment of the age of the
universe if gravitation is neglected. Taken the
velocities of galactic recession time-independent,

-

1°17
I0l0 years.
curate calculations indicate that the age
iverse is between 14 and 20 billion years.
counted from the start of expansion
cosmological time.
gly, the extraordinary idea of the
world had been theoretically predicted
was proved by observations. In 1922
scientist A. A. Fridman demonstrated
solutions to Einstein's equations for
as a whole are unstable and depend
nd that the expansion of the universe
t natural effect of gravitational equaman lived a short life (1888 to 1925)
ied out a number of most interesting
a1 research and investigations into
f the Earth's atmosphere. The final
Fridman's work On the curvature
lished before the galactic expansion
d and the Hubble constant was
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first calculated) was the following: "Taken M to
be equal to 5 X 1OZ1 masses of the Sun, we get
the age of the world to be equal to about 10 billion
years." M represents here the mass of the observable universe. Science knows very few examples
of such a deep insight!
A clock able of measuring time periods of
billion years is also available. For this purpose
the radioisotope technique is employed. The
technique is based on the instability of isotopes
of some chemical elements. Isotopes decay spontaneously and transmute from one to another.
The number of radioactive atoms and the mass of
the isotope decrease with time in all cases independently of external conditions and in conformity with the following principle:

m.( t )= m (0) 2

-'IT0.6
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unstable isotopes has specific lives between a
minute and a week, but there are also-some longlivers. The latter are used for radioactive dating.
Nuclear reactions which take place in the cores
of stars generate various isotopes of chemical

,

where m (0) is the initial mass of the isotope,
and T o . , is the half-life, a constant value strictly
individual for each isotope. The half-life is the
time in which the amount of a radioactive nuclide
decays to half its original value.
Half-lives of various isotopes are absolutely
different. Short-living atomic nuclei decay ix
millionth fractions of a second; there are iso.
topes with
equal to several seconds, thg
half-life of others may be minutes, days, years
We know presently more than two thousanc
isotopes of the 107 elements of the periodic table
305 of them are stable or have half-lives by fa
exceeding the age of the universe. The distri
bution of half-lives of other isotopes is given ii
Fig. 3. I t demonstrates that the major part o

I day 1 year

lo9 years

Fig. 3. The distribution of half-lives of isotopes.

dements. We shall discuss some of these processes
,aking as an example our star, the Sun. There
s one more source of unstable isotopes, namely
iuclear reactions in the upper layers of the atmoiphere induced by fast particles of cosmic rays.
rhat is how Earth's atmosphere, for example,
s enriched with carbonic acid which contains
,arbon isotope 14C. The isotope's half-life is
,570 years. Measuring the content of 14C i11 wood,

--
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one can calculate the time when that tree w
green and growing, when i t synthesized orga
c o m p o u n ~ sfrom the atmospheric carbon dioxi
Isotopes of star origin with half-lives betw
906 and 107 years have not survived in the E a r
crust. such isotopes appeared on Earth
after1942 as a result of controlled nuclear
tions and nuclear explosions.
Finallyl several isotopes have half-lives
to the age of the universe. These in
two uranium isotopes, aSbU and 238U1 t h
ZszTh, potassium ~ Q Kand
, strontium "Sr.
A
of concentration of these
livers with the concentration Of those the
into allows to determine the age of oldest
ime. the tirne which has passed since the
of their last melting. For 'example1 out
of solid
sium40K, which is a
a gas is slowly formed, argon 40Ar.
argon admixtures have left t
that
of rock during the last melting and
atoms newly formed from potassiu
break through the crystal lattice of
']rhus the number of argon atoms wil
to that qf the remaining 40K in a roc
instance, 1.26 x 109 years which i
life of 40K.
~~~k~ aged between lob and lo7 Yea
by way of track counting, i.e. c
traces of fast particles produced by d
~h~
convenient material for
merit technique are glassy partic1
tuff and ash. Amazingly, the gr
error occurs in dating of rather yo
between 30 and 100 thousand yea

overed on Earth
ge of lunar rocks

ramazoff Brothers by Dostoevsky,
rdyakov asked Grigoryl K
~

r created light on the first day
he Moon, and stars on the fourth.
light shine from on the first day?
sity he was beaten up.

extremely high temperature.
ecreased with expansion, and
iformly filled the entire uniYet this primary light still
the eye, i t can be registered

~
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Before we proceed t o a deeper di~cussionof th
primary light let US look into the principles
thermal radiation.* YOU have certainly not
t h a t the more a body is.heated the brighter
glows. The chaotic thermal motion of molec"
and the frequency of their collisions inere
with temperature. The fact is that these phe
mena are also accompanied by intensificatio
chaotic electromagnetic field which we
natural light.
~f a body's radiation interacts sufficiently
with the heated medium, i t Comes to the
of thermal equilibrium. Then the body's
perties are determined exclusively by the t
erature of its environment. This
called the black-body radiation.
The matter is that thermal equilibri
ed if the body absorbs the incident li
ly well while the absorbed energy is
sated by the thermal radiation. Bodie
almost completely absorb light of t h
spectrum look black.
Ludwig Boltzmann, a distinguished
physicist of the last century, has est
principle of the thermal radiation: the
the flux of luminous energy emitted
lutely black body is proportional to
power of the temperature:
S = uT4.
lux density S, which is also called radia
intensity, is the energy emitted by
+ y o u can read about the physics of the

in more details in the book Temperature by
rodinsky, Mir Publishers, 1984.

I
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body's surface per unit time. Thus, the factor of
~ r o ~ o r t i o n a l iu
ty
Stefan-Boltzmann constant)
is expressed by J
K". In 1900 Max Plan&,
the German physicist, proved the quantum nature
of thermal radiation. This allowed us t o express
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant in terms of fundamental constants: the velocity of light c, the
Planck constant h = 1.054 X 10-34 kg.m2/s, and
the Boltzmann constant k = 1.38 x 10-23 J/K:

s occupied with the explanation
f thermal radiation. A spectrum
of luminous intensity over fiefunction of light frequency
elength h = 2xclo demonstrathe energy falls on the frequency
was the first to introduce the
ntum, the photon, and employ
idea to explain theoretically
ctra of an absolutely black

quation is the radiant
of frequency, o , reIated to the spectral
interval dm. I t s dimensions are J/(rn2. s. s-l).
The seconds can be easily cancelled but the di-

mensions are more characteristic of the value
dS if written that way. The right-hand denodo

minator includes a power of the number e =
2.718, the base of natural logarithms. The
thermal spectrum reaches its maximum a t a
frequency of o m = 2.82 kTltL. If we plot the
vs frequency, the area
radiation spectrum
under the curve would yield exactly the value
of the Boltzmann intensity oT4. Thus, the intensity of the thermal equilibrium radiation, the
frequency of the maximum of its spectrum, and
the entire spectral dependence are determined by
a sole factor: the temperature.
Figure 4 gives the spectrum of a black-body ra.
diation a t 3 K. This is exactly the present tern
perature of the thermal radiation of the universe
The radiation is a survived evidence of higl
temperatures a t the start of the expansion of thc
universe. This is why i t is called relic, i.e. onc
t h a t came from the remote past. The relic radi
ation of the universe was predicted in 1946 b:
the Russian physicist George Gamow. H e esti
mated the modern temperature of the universl
a t 10 K which is very close to the trul
value.
Figure 4 shows the peak value
the 'pectr
curve of the relic radiation to fall On the wav
length of several millimeters+ The same
magnetic radiation occurs in the radiO-frequen
range undetectable, certainly, by a naked
The three-degree black radiation of the univ
was discovered by the American
A. Penzias and R. Wilson in 1965.

.A natural question may arise: why modern
measurements show such a low Big Bang temperi~ture? The fact is that only helium can persist
in liquid state a t 3 K: the so-called helium temperatures (the extremely low temperatures) have

-$

I
(

c

r
0

?ig. 4. The spectrum of thermal radiation of the universe

vith temperature 3 K .

ot their name from that specific property of this
A temperature so low is a poor match for
n idea of explosion. imagine a radiotelescope
>ceiving the relic radiation. where does it come
us from? H~~ long ago did it start? which
&ace and what material were the source of this
AS.

,

connection we may not fail to mention
le uniformity of the universe thermal radiation
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in all directions. Whatever part of the heave
the radiotelescope is directed at, i t receives r
diation of the same temperature varying by mer
several thousandths. Yet even these insignific
variations have their own reason and explanat
as we shall see below.

Fig. 5. The diagram of universe expansion and reli
radiation propagation.

We shall try to answer the above questio
from qualitative positions since their quant
tive analysis would require a stricter aparo
t o the notions of cosmology. Consider Fig.
The Earth and a radiotelescope receiving t
relic radiation are placed arbitrarily at point
You know already that the modern estimation
cosmological time, to, equals approximate
101° years. If we receive today radiation emitt
a t the moment t,, we should assume that i t h
travelled the path c (to - t,). The vel
light c is the highest possible velocity of
tion transfer. J t is clear t h a t no inf
can reach us from the distances longer

A part of the sphere of this radius is represented
by a continuous arc. The points inside the crosshatched area are theoretically observable. But
the light emitted in this zone is intensively
nbsorbed. This happens because the density and
temperature of the material are high at short
cosmological time periods: the material is then
in the state of plasma and opaque to light.
The recombination of the cosmic plasma, i.e.
the composition of electrons and ions into neutral
~rtomsoccurred when the universe temperature
was approximately 3000 K. The time interval
between the moment of recombination t, and
the start of expansion was merely 1 to 1.5 million
years. I t was then that the universe matter turned
transparent from the light-absorbing black. The
moment of recombination is expressed in Fig. 5
hy the sphere with radius c (to - t,) indicated
by dashed lines. I t is the radiation of this very
aurface that is received by radiotelescopes. But
why don't we see the red-hot heaven heated to
three thousand degrees and do register a temperature thousand times lower?
Recall to mind that the universe does expand.
'I'he surface of recombination is relatively close
to the limiting sphere with radius ct,. Thus, i t
moves away from us a t a speed close to the velocity of light. You are familiar with the Doppler
uffect: if the source of waves moves relatively to
the radiation receiver, the received frequency
differs from the emitted one. The universe expands, therefore we receive the radiation of expanding galaxies shifted to the red side, the side
of longer waves. The surface emitting the relic
light moves away very fast at a speed slightly

r
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lower than the velocity of light. For this reason
all frequencies of the thermal radiation of this
surface decrease by thousand times a t 3000 KIn the same way falls the detectable temperature,
therefore radiotelescopes "see" the radiation at
3 K.
TO understand the composition of the univer
one should comprehend the uniformity of a
its points: the universe is homogeneous. Figur
may lead t o an erroneous assumption that
are placed in the center of the world. Howe
the limiting sphere with the radius
is
a border of the universe: i t is merely an expand
sphere of the information we get about the wor
For example, the limiting sphere would b
different for an observer placed in galaxy C. T
illustrate the homogeneity of the universe
shall describe its evolution once again with t
origin of coordinates taken at one of the poin
from which the relic radiation comes to us
the present moment: at point B. We shall
scribe in succession a part of the universe
various moments of cosmol
stages of expansion when i
position a1ter significantly.
We shall start (see Fig.
only a few seconds after t
I n this case the order of
perature is 10" K. At t h i
is opaque, the high-temperature radiati
ted from point B being absorbed at a very s
distance from the source
emit radiation, including point A a
Galaxy would form later. Point A
from point B due t o expa
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of the wodd is characterized by the
formation of the nuclei of the f i ~ elements'
t
(deuterium 'D, helium JHe and 1 ~
and lithium ' ~ i ) from protons and neutrons.
studies indicate that this primary
synthesis of elements results in 25 to 27% of
4He (by mass), and 73 to 75% of the

~
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material remains in the form of protons (hydrogen l H nuclei). The shares of other resulting
isotopes are insignificant: deuterium takes about
10-4, helium 3He accounts for 3 x
lithium's share is between
and 10-lo. Heavier
elements are not formed a t that moment: we
shall treat the way and time of their coming to
this world in Chapter 111. Our confidence in the
above interpretation of processes which had
occurred so long ago is based on the later evidence corroborating just this composition of the
universe.
Figure 6 b gives the universe a t the moment of
hydrogen's recombination a t 3000 K (helium
had recombined a bit earlier when the tempera
ture was twice higher). The light is dispersed an
absorbed mainly by electrons which are fr
in neutral atoms. At that moment about half
electrons are still free but the portion of fr
electrons will decrease rapidly with temperatur
and the universe would turn transparent.
Figure 6c indicates an intermediate mom
when the radiation emitted from pbint B
not yet reached point A. This point, howe
is reached by light from nearer points. From
physical point of view this stage of expansio
is marked by the violation of the initial co
plete homogeneity of the distribution of mater
caused by gravitation, as a result, clusters
galaxies and galaxies themselves are formed.
that stage of the universe evolution the temp
rature of the relic radiation was between 1 0
and 20 K.
Finally, Figure 6d demonstrates the pres
situation. The radiotelescope receives the r

I
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radiation from point B. As pentioned above, we
move from that point at a speed approaching the
velocity of light. Thus, in conformity with the
Doppler effect we see the spectrum of the universe radiation not a t the temperature of 3000 K
but of 3 K.
Well, let us arrange now an imaginary experiment. We mount a radiotelescope on a spacecraft which accelerates to a high velocity. Will
the relic radiation remain isotropic, i.e. uniform
at all sides of the vehicle? No, i t will not. The
matter is that vehicle's motion creates a motion
in a certain direction i n the photon gas filling
the universe. Therefore the relic radiation will be
received with a different Dopphr shift depending
on the direction of the radiotelescope in relation
lo the course of the spacecraft. I t means that we
rnay measure the spacecraft velocity through the
temperature dependence of the relic radiation
on the direction.
Stop here. Do we really need a spacecraft?
Let us check first whether the Earth itself moves
in relation to the black radiation of the universe.
Such an experiment was actually carried out in
1979. I t has demonstrated that the temperature
of the thermal radiation is by 0.1 per cent higher
if the radiotelescope is directed a t Leo and just
c~smuch lower if i t faces Aquarius. Hence a conclusion: the solar system moves a t a speed of
nbout 400 kmls in relation to the system of coordinates with isotropic temperature of the universe relic radiation. This velocity is called the
c~bsolutevelocity of the Sun.
We shall treat Earth's orbital motion around
the Sun i n the next section, and meanwhile we
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take advantage of some information available
on this subject. The matter is that the vector of
the absolute velocity of the Sun happens to lie
on practically the same plane as the Earth's
orbit. Thus the Earth's orbital velocity is added
to the absolute velocity of the Sun in winter and
is subtracted from i t in summer. Consequently,
the absolute velocity of the Earth i n summer
differs from that in winter by 60 km/s and the
temperature of the relic radiation in direction
to Leo differs from that in direction to Aquarius
by 0.54 mK. A comparison of measurements made
in Decembet 1980 and J u l y 1981 has revealed
that the difference in the temperature of relic
radiation approximates the theoretical value.
This helped to measure not only the absolute
velocity of the Earth but also the yearly alterations of this velocity.
The galactic orbit of the Sun being known, i
is possible to calculate the velocity of Galaxy'
absolute motion. For this purpose the vector o
the orbital velocity of the Sun should be sub
tracted from the vector of its absolute velocity
So the absolute velocity of the Galaxy approxi
mates 600 km/s. Directions of the above-men
tioned motions are given in Fig. 7.
Random deviations of the galactic
from the Hubble principle reach appr
the same value: about 600 km/s. T h
existence of the absolute velocity of o
does not contradict the homogeneity and isotro
of the universe which are effective only on
supergalactic scale. Yet the thermal radiat
of the universe-taking into account our d
in relation thereto-is
isotropic with a hlg
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Fig. 7. Diagram of the position of the solar system in
Ll~c Galaxy and directions of motion of the Sun and

(iulaxy in relation to the relic radiation.

rlcgree of accuracy; the deviations from isotropy
~lcpend upon the accuracy of the experiment.
The calculated absolute velocity of the Earth
i a of principal importance. Textbooks on physics
ntate that velocity is relative. Should we not
doubt i t now?
The principle of relativity was introduced by
(ialileo. I t reads that physical principles are
identical in all frames of reference moving uniformly and in a straight line. Galileo certainly
considered only mechanical experiments when
IIC described in his Dialogue on Two Systems, the
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Ptolemaean and the Copernican (1632) experiment
in a closed cabin inside a ship: "If only the ship'
motion is uniform and i t does not change course
you would not feel any change in all mention
phenomena and by none of them you would
able to judge whether the ship is moving
standing still".
However, the Galilean principle remained a
true for electromagnetic phenomena. The
chelson's experiment proved in 1881 that t h
velocity of light is independent of the frame o
reference thereby having discarded Lorentz'
theory of a motionless ether. The ether w
regarded as a certain hypothetical medium
which electromagnetic modes propaga
trodynamic laws and the Galilean
were combined by Albert Einstein into t
of relativity. The notion of ether lost
meaning. In memory of the past scientific sear
and errors the American astrophysicist P. J.
bles has called the displacement relative to
thermal radiation of the universe "the new et
drift". The experiment made in 1979 was a
his idea.
Note however that the measurement of
absolute velocity of the Earth does not ref
the Galilean principle since measurements
made not in a closed cabin but in the ent
observable part of the universe. The measu
ment of the absolute velocity also does not c
tradict the principle of relativity because
velocity in relation to the relic radiation is
sufficient to introduce the absolute referen
frame of spatial coordinates. Let us make s
of that.
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If the absolute velocity of the Galaxy Vabs.Gal
is known, we can theoretically indicate the point
in the modern universe from which our Galaxy
liad escaped, i.e. the point where the matter
of the Galaxy was a t the moment of the Big Bang.
'l'he direction to it lies somewhere in Pegasus (it
concerns certainly only direction and not the
p tars of the constellation). The distance to that
point is approximately tOvabs.Gals 2 x
m.
There is no sense, however, in the assumption
that this point was the ground zero of the Big
I jang.
Imagine a distant galaxy, for example, a t
point C in Fig. 5. It is moving away from us a t
R speed much higher than 600 km/s but at the
name time i t may be motionless in relation to the
relic radiation. We could as well believe that
this galaxy is the plane the world is expanding
from. Therefore there is no natural reference
point in the universe.
The effect of the relic radiation on our planet
is extremely weak: its source is far away and
the temperature is low. This effect could have
been neglected but the description of the Earth's
motion would be incomplete without considering
the absolute velocity. Let us return now from
remote areas of the universe to the immediate
surroundings of our planet-the solar system.

4. The Motion of the Earth
rtnd the Planets Around the Sun
The orbital motion in the Galaxy-not to mention
the new ether drift-is insignificant for our further
discussion. Thus, it is convenient to take the
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center of mass of the solar system as the referenc
point. Since 99.87 per cent of system's mass i
concentrated in the Sun itself, the reference poin
would naturally coincide with the center of t h
Sun.
Nine major planets (Mercury, Venus, the Earth
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, P l u t
and a multitude of minor celestial bodies rota
around the Sun. Notably, the orbital planes
all planets except Pluto almost coincide. T
plane of the Earth's orbit is certainly the firs
priority of our discussion. As you already k
the ecliptic is the projection of the Earth's
on the celestial sphere. The majority of obser
events which take place in the solar
occurs a t the ecliptic* "against the bac
of Zodiac. Note that the plane of Moon's
around the Earth slopes towards the ecl
the angle less than 6". The Moon is alw
jected on Zodiac constellations and is seen
tween them. Therefore the ecliptic is the mo
convenient reference point of the celestial sphe
for the study of the solar system.
The first five planets besides the Earth h a
been known to the humanity since ancient t i m
Their slow and mysterious motion among Zodi
constellations has always attracted the ey
men. These planets, the Sun and the Moon,
believed in ancient times to have magic
mystical properties. They were associated wl
the seven days of the week, metals known to t
ancients a t that time, and mythical gods. Ancie

*

Chinese idea was that planets correspond not only
to the days of the week and metals but also t o
live elements. The same idea was popular i n
ancient Rome where each planet had its own day
of the week and metal which fact is presently reflected in many European languages. All this
curiosities are given in Table 1. The table carries
no physical meaning but i t has a certain historical
and educational import. Celestial bodies are
grouped in Table 1 in the ascending order of their
periods of revolution according to Zodiac with
corresponding days of the week arranged in an
alternate sequence.
Table 1

Planets and Associated Notions
Celestial
body

Moon

Element

-

Monday

silver

Mercury

9

mercury

water

Venus

9

Wednesday
Friday

copper

metal

a

Sunday

gold

Cj)

Tuesday

iron

Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
-

AstronomiDay of
cal
the week
symbol

g

Sun

The word "ecliptic" means "the line of eclipses"

Greek.
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3

-

fire

Thursday tin

wood

Saturday lead

earth
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Twelve months of the year correspond to twelve
Zodiac constellations. The word "month" is
likely to stem from lunar phases (new moon, first
quarter, full moon, last quarter). The ancient
calendars were timed by new moons. There are
12.37 lunar months in a year. The number was
later rounded off to 12 and this could have been
the reason for grouping stars into constellations.
Note t h a t the division of Zodiac into twelve constellations is in no way natural for the celestial
sphere. On the average the angular distances
between stars of the adjacent Zodiac constellations are the same as those within the constellations. I n ancient China, by the way, there were
distinguished 28 Zodiac constellations, the reason
therefore could well have been that the same
number of days was counted in a lunar month.
Ancient humans did not know that the Earth's
motion was the actual cause of the Sun's travel
through Zodiac constellations during a year.
Thus, a tradition originated i n ancient Babylon
relates months of the year to Zodiac constellations
on which the Sun was projected when observed
from the Earth. This relation, however, is not
fully identical with the modern one: since then
the dates of the Sun's entering the successive
Zodiac constellations have shifted significantly.
We shall compare the ancient and present data
and discuss the shift somewhat later. Yet it
should be mentioned that the shift results from
the Earth's own rotation.
To trace the real way of the Earth's transit
during a year i t would be much more convenient
to consider not the Sun itself but the direction
of the vector coming from the reference point,
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i.e. from the Sun to the Earth. I n December
and January this radius vector is directed a t
Gemini, in January and February i t enters Cancer, and so forth. The points corresponding to
these directions on the first days of each month
are given in Fig. 1.
Projections of the motion of other planets on
the celestial sphere look equally simple in the
frame of reference with the Sun as the reference
point: all the planets travel quite uniformly in
a straight line from left to right (see Fig. 1).
In relation to an observer placed on the Earth
their trajectories on the celestial sphere are highly
complicated: from time to time the forward
motion is succeeded by the reverse one. Copernicus was the first to have guessed the reason for
that: the intricacy of the planetary motion over
the celestial sphere results from the combination
of the motion of planets and the Earth's motion
around the Sun.
So far we have been treating the projection of
the motion of planets on the celestial sphere.
Ancient astronomers focused their efforts mainly
on the construction of kinematic models of
these motions. The next historical step was to
measure the distances between the planets and
the Sun, to describe planetary orbits.
The great German scientist Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630) has established that planets revolve
by closed curves called ellipses. For further discussion we shall need some mathematical properties of the ellipse.
If a circular cylinder were cut obliquely or
a circle were considered a t an angle, the resulting
figure would form an ellipse. The ellipse is de-
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scribed by the following equation:
xa

y=

-aa+ y =b I ,
where a and b are two parameters of the ellipse
called semiaxes (Fig. 8). If a = b the equation
of the ellipse turns into the equation of the circle
with radius a.
I t is however more convenient to characterize
an ellipse by its major semi-axis a and a dimen-
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of the distances from any point of the ellipse
to its focuses does not depend on the location of
the point and is equal to 2a. These properties
of the ellipse focuses are easily proved with the
help of the equation of the ellipse.
Compute the area of the ellipse using a method
which is not very strict from mathematical point

Fig. 9. Deriving area of an ellipse.

Fig. 8. Ellipse.

v'
r-

sionless number e =
1 -which is called
aa
the eccentricity of the ellipse. Evidently, 0
e
I. If e = 0 is the case, it corresponds to
the circle. The greater the eccentricity, the more
extended the ellipse. When e = 1 i t degenerates
into a segment with length 2a.
There are two remarkable points inside t h e
ellipse, the focuses. They are located symmetrically on the major axis, the distance between the
focuses is 2ae. A ray emitted from one focus reflects from the ellipse and comes through the
other focus. There is one more feature: the sum

<

<

of view but rather elegant. Imagine a usual circular cylinder with radius b and height h. You
know t h a t its volume is equal to a-cb2h. Cut now
this cylinder by a plane a t an angle a. The
resultant cross-section will be an ellipse with
semi-axes b and a = blcos a (Fig. 9).
Attach the cut-off top of the cylinder to its
bottom from below. I t is clear that the volume
of t h e compound cylinder remains the same. To
calculate the volume of this cylinder, we employ
the Cavalieri principle: cut the cylinder mentally into a great number n of elliptical disks
parallel to new bases. The volume of each of the
disks is its area (the yet unknown area of the
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ellipse) multiplied by the disk's height h cos a/n.
Thus,
nbZh= nS

-.h cosn a

Hence, by cancelling out h and expressing cos a
as a, we have the area of the ellipse S = nab.
This method of calculating the area of an
ellipse was introduced in the 17th century by the
Japanese scientist Tacacatsu Seki who had independently discovered the Cavalieri principle.
Unfortunately, there was no contact between
European and oriental sciences a t that time.
Having analyzed long-term observations of the
planetary motion, Kepler derived three laws
which describe the kinematics of the motion of
the solar system bodies:
1. Every planet moves in an ellipse with the
Sun a t a focus.
2. The radius vector drawn from the Sun to
the planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times
(i.e. the areal velocity is constant).
3. The squares of the times taken to describe
their orbits by two planets are proportional to
the cubes of the major semi-axes of the orbits,
i.e.
Ta

= const.
a3
Several decades later Isaac Newton proved that
Kepler laws stem unambiguously from dynamics
of the material body motion if: (1) the celestial
bodies gravitate to one another; (2) gravitation
is directed along the straight line connecting
the centers of masses; (3) this force is inversely
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proportional to the square of the distance between
the bodies.
The connection of these three statements with
the Kepler laws is not obvious. We can demonstrate the third Kepler law for circular orbits.
Unfortunately, the proof of this law for elliptic
orbits and Kepler's first law is extremely complicated. Thus it has to be taken for granted.

(b)

Fig. 10. Deriving the constancy of areal velocity.

Yet there is a way to demonstrate the second
Kepler law with the help of the second statement.
The areal velocity, as we may see, equals half
of the area of the parallelogram constructed on
vectors v and r. We designate it by A (it is shown
by hatching in Fig. 10). Then we project radius
vector r and velocity v onto the coordinate axes;
the projections will be x, y, and v,, v,. The
area of triangle A is calculated as the sum of areas
of three smaller triangles hatched differently:
A=

(z- vx) y
2

+

(~61-Y) vr

+

(v, - Y) (2- vx)
2
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Consider now a change in the value of A resulting
from a slight increment in time d t . The definition
of velocity implies that the increments in coordinates are: d x = v,dt and d y = v,dt. Therefore

I n conformity with Newton's second law the
change in velocity d v is proportional to the force.
The force is directed towards the center, towards
the reference point. Thus the ratio between increments in velocities dv,ldv, equals the ratio x / y .
Hence the increment d A is identically equal to
zero. A is constant which fact proves the second
~ e ~ l law.
e r
Let us find the areal velocity of the Earth.
Parameters of the Earth's orbit around the Sun
are well known (see Table 2). During a year the
Earth describes an ellipse whose area is S = nab.
Thus the areal velocity of the Earth can be found
by dividing this area by the period of revolution
(@ is the astronomical symbol of the Earth):
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Table 2

Orbits of Planets

Planet

(q."

Period M a s
(years) (in m a )

Moment
(in M @ )

Inclination
orbit

Mer0.39 0.24 5 . 6 ~ 3.4X
7°0'14"
cury
Venus
0.72 0.62 8.1 x 10-I 7 . 0 ~ 1 0 - I 3'23'39"
Mars
1.52 1 . 8 8 1 . 1 ~ 1 0 - ~ 1 . 3 x l 0 -1'51'0"
~
Jupiter 5.20 11 .873.2X10a 7.6X10a 1'18'21"
Saturn 9.54 29.46 9 . 5 10'
~ 2 . 9 loa
~
2'29'25"
Uranus 19.18 84.01 1 . 5 lo1
~ 6.4 x 10' 0°46'23"
Neptune 30.06 164.8 1 . 7 ~ 1 0 ' 9 . 5 10'
~
1'46'28"
I'luto 39.44 247.6 2 . 0 ~ 1 0 - 31 . 2 ~ 1 0 17'8'38"
-~
a@= 1 . 4 9 5 9 7 5 7

5.976

x
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1011

rn; T@=3.1558150 x

X 1 0 2 4 kg; Maj = 2 . 6 6 X 1 0 4 0 kg

1 0 7 s;

e

0.2056
0.0068
0.0934
0.0484
0.0557
0.0472
0.0086
0.2486

%=

mats; e @ = 0 . 0 1 8 i

the Sun to the perihelion is a@ (1 - e). The
velocity a t perihelion is perpendicular to the
radius vector, thus i t can be easily found:

)/=

2'%
urn,, = -

Te3

-

= 30.3 kmls.

The farthest from the Sun point of the orbit is
e).
called aphelion, the distance to it is a@ (1
The constancy of the areal velocity suggests that
the velocity a t aphelion is

+

The orbital velocity increases as the planet
approaches the Sun. The point of the orbit which
is the nearest to the Sun is called perihelion
(from the Greek words peri meaning "near" and
"helios", the "sun"). For the Earth's satellites
this term is substituted by perigee (from the
Greek word ge, the "earth"). The distance from

It is evident that velocity reaches its maximum
11t perihelion and minimum at aphelion. The
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average velocity of the Earth's orbital motion
equals half the sum of its maximum and minimum
velocities:
2nae
uav =

- =29.8 kmls.

T~ I / l - e a

Now we shall consider the orbital motion of
the Earth and planets differently. We shall not
follow their travel round the orbits but focus
upon the values which are conserved during
motion. We know that the plane of revolution
of a planet is constant and value A is conserved.
These two statements can be integrated. Introduce vector M equal to the double product of A
by the planet mass m and directed perpendicularly to the plane of revolution to the northern
hemisphere of the celestial sphere. This vector
is called the moment of momentum. The conservation of its value is equivalent to the second
Kepler law, and its constant direction reflects
the constancy of the plane of revolution of the
planet.
The first two Kepler laws contain the princj
of conservation of the moment of momentum. :
these very laws manifest the conservation of
more vector. Note that the spatial orientat
of the ellipse of planetary orbit and its eccent
i t y are constant. This means that another c
stant vector can be introduced, which is eq
in value to the eccentricity and is directed at
perihelion. We shall designate it by e. I t
clear that vectors M and e are mutually perp
dicular.
The moment of momentum of the Earth
definition is perpendicular to the ecliptic and

I
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rccted a t point P, the center of the diagram of
constellations in Fig. 2. The Earth passes its
perihelion each year on January 3 and 4; in
olher words, vector e is directed a t Gemini. The
inaccurate dating does not mean a change in this
direction, i t is merely a specific feature of our
calendar.
The laws of planetary motion were established
for the Earth and five easily observed planets.
Naturally, they proved to be true also for distant
planets and minor bodies of the solar system.
The first planet previously unknown to ancient
ristronomers was discovered in 1781 by the English
r~stronomerW. Herschel. I t was called Uranus
(the astronomical symbol for i t is & or
).
In 1801 the Italian G. Piazzi discovered the first
of the minor planets on the orbit between Mars
rind Jupiter. Since then orbits of more than
2300 minor planets, or asteroids*, have been deI.ermined. Many of them, in contrast to most
planets, have a significant eccentricity and the
r~ngleof inclination to the ecliptic. In 1846 the
French scientist U. Le Verrier and the English
scientist J . Adams predicted the existence of one
more planet by the disturbance of Uranus's orbit.
That very year the German astronomer J. Galle
discovered a planet just in the sector of the
sky indicated by Le Verrier. That was Neptune
designated by astronomical symbol T, the
lrident of Poseidon, the Greek sea-god identified

'6'

Asteroid means 'star like'. This, not very appropriate,
name was given to minor celestial bodies because their
proper dimensions cannot be distinguished by telescopes; they look as point-like sources of light which is
Ll~ereflected one in contrast to the light emitted by stars.
I -Ut
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Estimate the relation between the forces of
attraction of the planets and the Sun. The relative
action of Jupiter, the most massive of planets,
on the Earth does not exceed the value

-x
5

10-5.

The relative disturbance in the Earth's orbit
produced by Venus is of the same order of magnitude (the effect of other planets is still lower):

-<Mutual disturbances in the motion of plane
are maximum a t the moments of their conjun
tion. This is the term for the planets positione
on one line with the Sun and from one side of i t
As this happens, the distances between the plan
ets are minimum. The conjunctions of planet
repeat periodically.
Let us find the period of conjunction of t
planets with respective periods of revolutio
and T,. The reciprocal of period is frequency.
revolution of all the planets takes place in
direction with the frequency which is the h
the nearer the planet is to the Sun. I t is ea
see that the frequency of conjunctions eq
the difference in frequencies of the revolut
of planets. Therefore the formula for the pe
of conjunctions TI, will be:
T-'=
10
IT;'-Till,
or Ti,=
TITz
IT~-TII

'
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svents on revolving planets and to understand
the arrangement of our calendar.
Now we can estimate the specific times during
which planets significantly change the orbits
of one another, the times of violating the laws
of conservation of moments and eccentricities
of individual planets. After each conjunction the
relative distortion of the orbit equals, by the
order of magnitude, the ratio between the forces
of attraction to the nearest planet and to the
Sun. Consequently, the specific time during
which the orbit of one planet would be significantly distorted by the gravitation of the other
planet is
T12FOIFpl TlzmO(a,- al)2/m,a:.
The time during which the Earth's orbit would
be distorted under the influence of Jupiter, Venus,
nnd, to a lesser extent, other planets is about
twenty thousand years if calculated by this
method. This is, however, only an estimate.
Accurate calculations demonstrate that the eccentricity of our orbit changes nonperiodically but
with the specific time equal t o hundred thousand
years (Fig. 11). The values of the Earth's eccentricity fluctuate about 0.028. This eccentricity
is, presently, less than the average and continues to diminish. In 25 thousand years the
Earth's orbit will become almost circular. The
maximum eccentricity of the Earth's orbit reaches
0.0658 which is more than the present value
I)y a factor of four. On the face of it, this value
does not seem great since the orbit looks very
much like a circular one with such an eccentricity.
However, i t turns out that the nonuniforrnity of
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the Earth's orbital motion and the changes in
the distance to the Sun influence significantly the
thermal equilibrium and the climate of the Earth
during a year and at great eccentricities. We shall
deal with this fact in the closing section.
The moments of momentum of planets change
under the action of disturbances with the same
em4

0.06--

Fig. 11. Changes in the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit
in the next million years.
specific times as the eccentricities. Yet they
change not in the absolute value but only in direction. This is how i t happens. We have already
mentioned that the moments of momentum of all
planets are almost parallel. The directions are
contained in a narrow solid angle around the
direction of the complete moment of momentum
of the solar system. This moment is the vectorial
sum of momenta of individual planets. I t is
a vector truly conserved in all planetary int
actions. The value of the complete moment
momentum is 3.154 X
kg.m2/s. This is
characteristic of the solar system exactly as fu
damental as its mass equal to 1.993 x IO3O k
The direction of the complete moment of
mentum is also constant. This vector is dire
at Draco. In the diagram of the celestial sp
given in Fig. 2 the point at which the vector 1
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directed is designated by letter E,. The Earth's
orbital moment perpendicular t o the ecliptic
is inclined to the moment of momentum of the
solar system. This slope equals merely 1.7".
It is directed at Draco as well, a t the center of
Fig. 2 indicated by letter E. This point is called
the pole of ecliptic.
The moments of momentum of all planets turn
slowly around the complete moment of the solar
system under the action of mutual disturbances.
This phenomenon-the
turn of the planes of
planetary orbits-is called precession. The pole
of ecliptic, which is the projection of the Earth's
orbital moment onto the celestial sphere, would
describe under the action of gravitation of other
planets in a hundred thousand years a small
circle with radius 1.7" around point Eo. Both
this circle and the direction of precession are also
indicated in Fig. 2. Frankly speaking, the trajectory of the pole of ecliptic is not strictly a
circle since its radius also changes slowly.
The period of a hundred thousand years may
seem extremely long, but nevertheless the period
of precession is short compared to the time of
existence of the solar system. This time, exceeding four billion years, can house at least forty
thousand periods of precession. Certainly we
cannot claim that the angles of precession and
the angles of inclination of planetary orbits
remain the same through such a great number of
periods. They are most likely diminishing which
is the reason for the solar system to have turned
so flat.
If you have another look a t Fig. 7, you would
see that the very moment of momentum of the
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solar system, which we have just considered as
absolutely motionless, is in no way perpendicular
to the galactic plane. This, in turn, means that
i t should also turn very slowly, i.e. precess. Yet,
more or less accurate astronomical observations
have been carried out for mere four hundred years
and this time is insufficient for determining the
actual mechanism of this turn. However, the
characteristic time, the period of this precession,
can be estimated. Since the Galaxy is significantly flattened and its mass is not concentrated in
one nucleus but is distributed over the entire
disk, the period of precession of the moment of
the solar system should approach, by the order
of magnitude, the Sun's period of revolution
around the galactic nucleus, i.e. 2 X lo8 years.
Yet this period is notably less than the existence
of the solar system: the Sun and the stars around
i t have accomplished between 10 and 30 turns
around the nucleus of the Galaxy. But the moment
of momentum of the solar system has not yet
taken a stable position approaching a perpendicular to the galactic plane.
So this is the intricate route which the center
of masses of the Earth and Moon takes in space:
i t moves around the Sun in an elliptic orbit with
a period of one year; the alteration period of the
ellipse eccentricity is about lo6 years and the
plane of the ellipse turns around a certain medium
plane. The medium plane is perpendicular to
the moment of momentum of the entire solar
system and turns with specific time of 2 X lo8
years. In addition, the Earth itself rotates. So
let us take a closer look at the rotation of planets.

1 Mobile 2Firmament of
Chapter

Heavenly Bodies
1. Kinematics of the Earth's Rotation

Imagine yourself to be an extraterrestrial approaching our planet from space. A sphere half
illuminated by the Sun is facing you. Its surface
is partially hidden by white clouds. Blue oceans
r~nd continents painted green by forests and
fields, yellow by deserts, and white by snow look
out here and there through the azure haze of the
atmosphere and gaps between clouds.
An observer placed in space would soon notice
that the motion of clouds is more or less random
while the outlines of continents are stable.
From the changing view of continents he would
easily find out that the globe rotates as a solid
body, i.e. as an integral whole and with one
nnd the same angular velocity. I t would not
take the visitor from space a long time to deterrnine the physical constants of our planet: its
form is close to a sphere with the radius R e =
6370 km; the Earth's mass is me= 5.976 X
loz4 kg; the angular velocity of rotation is
toe = 7.292115 x
s-'. The outside observor would certainly measure the angular velocity
of rotation in a star-oriented frame of reference.
Note that the respective period P@= 2nloB =
86 164.09 s differs slightly from the period of
86 400 s which the terrestrials call the day. The
cause of this difference will be treated below.

1
I
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The axis of the Earth's rotation is directed a t
Ursa Minor (the corresponding point P is indicated near the North Star in the star diagram
given in Fig. 2). The angle E between the axis of
the Earth's rotation and the direction t o the pole
of ecliptic E is 23"27'. This takes care of the
extraterrestrial's mission. Let us consider now
the human experience.
The frame of reference generally accepted on
the Earth's surface is based on the axis of rotation. The well-known geographical coordinates are
the latitude and the longitude. The axis of rotation
crosses the Earth's surface at the points called
poles; a circle of zero latitude, the equator, is
positioned a t equal distances from both poles.
As you know, the change of seasons is caused
by the inclination of the Earth's axis. Consider
Fig. 12. I t is winter in the northern hemisphere,
the month is December. The radius vector SunEarth is directed a t Gemini. The Sun is seen
from the Earth in the opposite Zodiac constellation, Sagittarius. A part of the Earth's surface
receives no solar rays a t all. The polar night
sheathes the area within the polar circle while
the Sun never sets near the South Pole.
The axis of rotation does not change its direction in the course of the planet's orbital motion,
The areas of the polar night in the north and t h e
polar day in the south gradually diminish.
March 21 is the moment when the axis of rotat
becomes perpendicular to the direction to
the Sun. This is the day of vernal equinox
day and night are of equal length on the
planet. The Sun is in Pisces and the Eart
Virgo if observed from the Sun. However, t

~
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Night

Pig. 12. Seasons of the year. Directions to Zodiac constellations are indicated by arrows.

point of vernal equinox is marked in Figs. 1 and
12 by sign r,the symbol of Aries. This is a tradition. More than two thousand years ago this
point was actually located in Aries. We shall soon
see why it has changed position.
Then summer comes to the northern hemisphere.
June 22 is the day of summer solstice. The
term "solstice" stems from the fact that the points
of sunrise and sunset on the horizon and Sun's
altitude a t noon do not almost change for several
days adjacent to the days of summer and winter
solstices. The latitudes in which the Sun a t noon
stands during these days a t zenith are called tropics. "Tropes" means a "turn" in Greek. The Sun
seems t o turn over the tropics during solstices.
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The northern tropic is called the Tropic of Cancer. This is also a tradition since the Sun is in
fact in Gemini. The southern tropic is called the
Tropic of Capricorn although on December 22 the
Sun is positioned in Sagittarius.
On September 22 or 23 the Earth passes the
last of characteristic points of its orbit, the poinb
of autumnal equinox. The axis of rotation is
again perpendicular to sun rays, the length of
the day is again equal to that of the night.
If you count the number of days between t h e
vernal and autumnal equinoxes you may be surprised by the result of 186 which is more than
half a year. In contrast, the period between the
autumnal and vernal equinoxes is less than half
a year. The obvious reason for that is the elliptic
character of the Earth's orbit. The Earth passes
its perihelion in winter therefore i t has to go a longer way in summer while the velocity of its orbital motion is lower than in winter.
You know that the principle of the conservation of the moment of momentum results in the
invariability of the orbital plane of the planet.
One more effect of this principle is that the direction of the axis of the Earth's rotation is constant.
To distinguish between the orbital moment of
momentum and the moment of momentum of
t h e Earth, associated with the planet's rotation
around i t s axis, we shall further call the latte
the moment of the Earth's rotation. Si
the axis of rotation, i t is directed at t
Star. Its value is hard t o be calculated
Earth is a massive sphere and comp
its mass are located a t various distanc
axis of rotation. Moreover, the density of t
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Earth's interior increases towards the center of
the planet.
The moment of momentum of a point mass m
located a t the distance r from the axis of rotation
cquals mwr2. Thus, the moment of momentum of
lhe Earth's rotation can be roughly estimated
with the help of the expression
Compare this to the Earth's orbital moment of
momentum (cf. Table 2)-it is less by many
orders of magnitude. For this reason the rotation
of planets can be ignored when the total moment
of momentum of the solar system is calculated.
The Earth's moment of rotation does not
change which is quite natural for a constant
value (Fig. 13). But if i t s direction were measured with a higher accuracy and new results were
compared to those previously obtained, i t would
come out that the moment of rotation does turn.
Almost without changing the value it rotates
slowly around the pole of ecliptic and around the
orbital momentum of the Earth. The angle of its
rotation in a year equals mere 20", but in twenty
~ i xthousand years the moment would describe
a cone around the pole of ecliptic and return
11lmost to the initial position.
We have met this physical phenomena already-it is precession. We shall further see which
forces cause the precession of the axis of rotation.
For the time being we are interested in i t s kinematics in relation to the Earth's rotation. Thus, the
period of precession is TT = 2.578 X lo4 years,
lhe angular velocity being
= 2x/TT =
7.72 X 10-l2 s-l. This is the velocity with
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Our calendar is so designed that the vernal
oquinox occurs annually on one and the same day:
March 21. This fact permits us to calculate the
lime when the vernal equinox got its symbol
of Aries and when the tropics of Cancer and CapTable 3

Ancient and Modern Dates of the Sun's Passage
Through Constellations
Constellation

Ancient dates

Modern dates

Aquarius
Pisces

)C

Aries

T

January 20February 18
February 19March 20

Taurus

8

February 21March 18
March 19April 21
April 22May 21
May 22June 21
June 22July 22
July 23August 23

Gemini
Cancer

r

%

r

,

"

Virgo
s
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn

\

-

<
2

April 20May 20
May 21June 21

A
22
September 23October 22
October 23November 21
November 22December 21
December 22January 19

i

August 24September 23
September 24October 24
October 25November 23
November 24December 23
December 24January 22
January 23February 20
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ricorn were named. The matter is that ther
remains-beside these traditional terms-a
commonly used correlation of Zodiac sig
months and dates. On these dates the Sun passe
the boundaries of constellations in ancient times.
Let us compare the dates of the Sun's passage
through the constellations i n ancient times and
presently (cf. Table 3).
The table indicates t h a t Cancer actually corre
sponded to the summer solstice as well as Ca
corn did t o the winter solstice. Therefore
names of tropics were fully justified. Nowa
this ancient correspondence between months
constellations has no real sense. Yet
signs are sometimes used to designate the momen
of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes a
ancient dating is employed by astro
as also thousands years ago, to cast
scopes.
The only thing the ancient correlation
dates and Zodiac constellations can be seri
used for is t o determine the time of its intr
tion. We know the velocity with which the
of vernal equinox moves. I n ancient times
Sun entered Aries on March 21 and in moder
time i t is located in Pisces on that day. The S
covers the distance between the old and the n
equinox points in 32 days. The period of prec
sion equals approximately 26 000 years,
which time the point of equinox makes a fu
turn round the ecliptic and shifts by 365 day
Therefore a 32 days shift occurs in
26 000

&

= 2280

years.
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This means that the ancient correlation of dates to
Zodiac constellations was accurate in about
300 B. C.
In 331 B.C. the army of Alexander the Great
ontered Babylon. In that raid Alexander was
accompanied by many Greek scientists. Babylonian priests, the Chaldeans, were by far more
ndvanced i n astronomy than the Greeks. The
Greeks borrowed from the Babylonians the system of units based on astronomical observations:
the division of the day into 24 hours (two hours
per each Zodiac constellation), the division of
the circle into 360 degrees (the Sun passes about
2" of ecliptic each day), the division of the hour
into 60 minutes and of the minute into 60 seconds,
the division of the degree into angular minutes
rind seconds. I t is thus not surprising that the
Greeks designed the solar calendar in approximately 300 B.C. having taken the advantage of
Chaldeans' astronomical knowledge. In that calondar months of the year strictly corresponded
to Zodiac constellations and the Sun was really
in Aries on the day of the vernal equinox.
I t is easy t o calculate the time when the Sun
flue to precession had displaced on the day of
vernal equinox to Pisces, which made Pisces, in
H certain sense, the major constellation of the
Zodiac. However, i t should be taken into considoration that in ancient times the boundaries
between constellations were designated with
lower accuracy than presently. Thus, we need only
to estimate the moment of transition within
II century: the result would be the 1st century
I1.C. This event, of course, was not a real astro~ ~ o m i c aphenomenon
l
since the boundaries be-
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tween the constellations are arbitrary. Neve
less, i t was not ignored by the ancients
attached so much importance to the positions
celestial bodies. There is a hypothesis that t
very event had produced an increased
i n this sphere of mystical beliefs, the
which was the advent of Christianity. I t i
for example, that the religious symbol
Christians was not the cross but a picture o
a fish.
The next constellation after Pisces to h o
the Sun on the day of vernal equinox will
Aquarius. This transition will occur approxima
ly i n 2600.

2. Physical Background of the Calendar
The precession of the Earth's axis of rotation
a slow process quite negligible in a life-time
one generation. I t is, however, the cause
astronomers' discomfort. They measure coordi
nates of stars from the point of vernal e
therefore they have to make a correction
ing with time in the longitude of stars,
correction first measured by Hipparchus. If a c
endar is designed to serve more than one gen
tion, the precession also should be taken i
account.
As far as we, the residents of the Earth a
concerned, the most important periodical eve
are the change of day and night and the cha
of seasons. Our everyday life is closely con
with the Sun. The change of seasons brings
weather changes on the planet and the agric
a1 production also depends upon weather.

I
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t,lle calendar based on the periodic character of
these phenomena is most convenient for us but
l o have matched i t was not an easy task.
Let us again write down the adequately accurnte physical data required to construct a solar
calendar:
sidereal year
T@ = 3.155815014 X lo7 s
sidereal day
P, = 8.616409 X lo4 s
period of precession TT = 25780 x 3.156
x lo7 s = 8.135 x 1011 s.
Determine the period of time between two
s~lccessivevernal equinoxes. This period is called
rr solar year (or a tropical year). I t is this year
on which a calendar should be based to make
equinoxes and seasonal changes fall on the same
tlntes.
The point of equinox on the celestial sphere
is determined by the moment at which the
direction from the Earth to the Sun is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. This point transits
rrlong the ecliptic in the direction reverse to the
Earth's motion and with the period of precession TT. Calculating the periods of planets'
conjunctions, we have seen that the frequency of
c.onjunctions is equal to the difference in the freq~~encies
of rotations. A similar procedure can be
ornployed to calculate the period between equinoxes. However, planets rotate in one direction and
l l ~ epoint of the equinox transits opposite to the
ISarth's motion. For this reason, frequencies,
Ihe reverse periods of these motions, should be
added to determine the reverse solar year:
T-1

sol

- Tg + 'f?';

-
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The solar year is by 1224 seconds, or by t
and a half minutes, shorter than the si
year, the true period of the Earth's revolution.
The above formula gives, in fact, the value o
the circular motion period in a frame of reference
rotating with another known period. I t is also
valid for calculating solar days. Since the Earth's
orbit has a form of an ellipse, the Sun transits
along the ecliptic nonuniformly over a year.
Therefore the angular velocity of Sun's motion
over the celestial sphere slightly changes. To
construct a calendar, a mean solar day of the
year, P o , is to be found. In other words, we have
to determine the period of the Earth's rotation
in the frame of reference where the Sun-to-Earth
vector does not rotate, on the average, duri
a year. Since the Earth's rotation and revoluti
occur in one direction, the mean frequency
the Sun's appearance Pii is the difference o
frequencies: the frequency of the Earth's rotation Pgi and the frequency of the occurrence of
equinoxes Ti&. The result is the following:

1
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nnces in the angular velocity of the Earth's
rotation and extremely low deceleration of its
motion.
Now let us calculate the number of solar days
in a solar year:
The first three figures of this number are well
familiar to everybody: this is the number of days
in a year. If the fractional part is rounded off to
0.25 = 114, the origin of leap-years becomes
quite clear: one more day (February 29) sh,ould
be added every four years to keep the date of
uquinox down to March 21.
However, the divergence of N and its approximation to 365.25 is still significant. A one-day
shift of the equinox will occur in such a calendar
in (N - 365.25)-I = 128 years. For this reason
the presently accepted calendar has not 100 but
!I7 leap-years per each 400 years. For example,
1600 was a leap-year, 1700, 1800, and 1900 were
not, and 2000 will be again a leap-year, and so
forth.
1
The approximation 365 - 4030 = 365.2425
4
illso does not absolutely coincide with N. Howwer, i t is not so easy to calculate the moment
when the date of vernal equinox would shift
I)y one day. The matter is that number N itself
is not strictly constant. I t diminishes very slowly
tach year by mere 6 x
due to deceleration
of the Earth's rotation. I n any case, the modern
calendar can be safely operative for the nearest
thousand years without any corrections in dates.
The vernal equinox will stick to March 21.

+

Here comes the familiar to us number of seco
in a day: 86 400 = 24 x 60 x 60. Hence
second was previously determined as 1/86 40
part of the mean solar day. However, in the
the atomic clock was invented whose accurac
higher than the stability of the Earth's rotat
The standard of time was changed then and
second is presently determined by the freque
of oscillations of a cesium atom. This has a
provided an opportunity to measure minor disturb
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The humanity has adopted the decimal system
for nearly all units of measurement with the excep
tion of time and angles. The long life of complicated Babylonian units, connected by relationships, which may seem strange at first sight
(360, 60, and 24), has its own reasons. First, any
radical change in the calendar or units of time
is very toilsome since all historical dates have
to be recalculated. Second, the basic natural
units of time, the year and the day, are incompatible with any units of time system. The adopted
system of time and angle measurement has one
advantage. The Sun transits round the ecliptic
(Fig. 1) approximately by 1" per day. I t is also
useful to know that the Sun and the Moon transit
over the celestial sphere by one half of their
respective disks per minute.

3. Rotation of the Moon and Planets
All planets and their satellites rotate. The rotation of planets conforms to a certain regularity:
the more the mass of the planet, the faster it rotates. I t is not a strict and proved law, there are
exclusions from this rule, but on the whole
(cf. Fig. 14) this regularity looks to be true.
The answer to i t may lie in the history of formation of the solar system. According to modern
concepts the Sun and planets had formed out of
a rotating nebula composed of gas and solid
dust particles. The particles collided and joined
into larger bodies thereby forming embryos of the
Sun and planets. The largest number of collisions occurred at the center of mass of the system
where almost all the gas of the nebula had been

I
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attracted. So the Sun was formed. But almost
nll the initial moment of momentum of the
nebula appeared to be concentrated not in the
Sun but in planets. After the Sun was ignited (the
rnechanism of its burning is treated in Chapter I1 I),

1
Pig. 14. Dependence of the angular velocity of rotation
on the masses of planets. Corresponding points are ipdicated by symbols of planets, straight lines with quesbion
marks indicate a possible deceleration of rotation.

its radiation dispersed the light gases from
the immediate surroundings to peripheral areas
to form there giant planets. Planets of the terrestrial group turned out to be composed of solid
particles.
The matter of the rotating nebula being compressed into dense spheres, the velocity of rotation increases due to the principle of the conser-
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vation of the moment of momentum. Thus i t is
not surprising that the giant planets have a
higher velocity of rotation than that of smaller
planets.
I t is interesting to have a look at deviations
from this regularity represented in Fig. 14 by
a line connecting the majority of planets. Let
us assume that a similar regularity was operative
with all planets in the course of the formation
of the solar system but some planets decelerated
their rotation later for different reasons. This
probable evolution of rotation is indicated in
Fig. 14 by dashed lines with questionmarks.
Neptune is very far from us and our kno
about i t does not yet suffice to discuss se
the "correctness" of its rotation. Recall ho
the assumption that Pluto had previously
its satellite. Maybe Neptune has partia
the moment of rotation after Pluto had
away?
We
the cause
the decel
of the Earth's rotation and the present v
this deceleration. The Earth is braked by its
satellite, the Moon. The actual mechanism of
this process will be treated below. When the
evolution of the solar system had just started,
the deceleration was apparently reciprocal: not
only did the Moon brake the Earth's rotation
but the Earth also impeded the fast rotation of
its satellite. As the result of this the Moon is
facing the Earth always by one side.
This does not imply t h a t the Moon does not
rotate i n relation to stars, but its sidereal period
of rotation equals exactly the Moon's period of
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revolution around the Earth: Pa*= T a .=
27.322 days. The kinematics of Moon s rotation
is clear from Fig. 15.
If the ratios of the frequencies of oscillations
or the frequencies of rotations are multiple of the
ratio of integers, the frequencies are said to be in
' A

0
'A

/
/

I?

Fig. 15. Rotation of the Moon and succession of its phases.
The crescent indicates Moon's side facing the Earth
the cross-hatching denotes the shady side of the Moon:

resonance. The term stems from the Latin word
resonare meaning "to repeat sound". The importance of this physical phenomenon consists in
that the resonance is indispensable for the interaction of bodies which supports the multiplicity
of frequencies and makes the resonance stable.
The Moon's rotation is resonant to its revolution,
but the Moon is not the only body of the solar
system to rotate resonantly.
The cause of the anomalously slow rotation
of Mercury and Venus is not clear. The explana-
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1st turn
(day turn)
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Fig. 16. Rotation and
revolution of Mercury;
the diagram shows two
successive turns of the
planet around the Sun:
the "day turn" and the
"night turn" in relation
to Mercury's side marked
by "horns' of its astronomical symbol.

\\\@
2nd turn

(night turn)

tion is probably to be looked for in the hypothesis which reads that in the past they revolved
around the Sun together in one orbit. I t is interesting, however, that presently both planets
take part in resonant rotation but their resonance
is not between themselves.
Mercury's period of rotation was measured not
very long ago with the help of radio astronomy.
I t turned out to be exactly equal to two thirds
of the planet's period of revolution. The resonanc
results in a very special kinematics of Mercury'
motion. Consider Fig. 16. The ellipse of Mercury'
orbit has a significant eccentricity, therefore
the Sun positioned in the focus of the ellipse i
notably displaced from the center. The velocit
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of Mercury's transit round the orbit is rather non-

uniform: i t is by 1.52 times higher a t perihelion
l l ~ a n a t aphelion.
Mercury's period of revolution T g is 88 terreslrial days and its period of rotation is P g =
2Tg/3 = 58.7 days. Let us employ the form111a of the solar day to find Po?, the period
t)etween two sunrises on Mercury:
11-1
0,

-p - f
-

g

-

~

-

gf -&; 1

I ) , ,=~2 T g = 176 days.

'I'hus Mercury's solar day is three times longer
Lhan its sidereal day and twice longer than its
period of revolution. For this reason Mercury's
orbit had to be sketched twice in Fig. 16: once
for a day turn and once for a night turn. Hornlets
rind cross-tail of the astronomical symbol serve
Lo facilitate the description of its rotation. Note
Lhat in perihelion Mercury is turned to the Sun
oither by one or other side while in aphelion it
faces the Sun either by horns or the tail.
The rotation of Venus is still slower but it
occurs in reverse direction! All the planets move
ill one direction around the Sun, the majority of
t.l~emand their satellites rotating in the same
direction. This means that their moment of rotation approaches the direction of the orbital mornent of momentum, the exclusion being Venus
r~nd Uranus. The axis of Uranus's rotation is
rllmost perpendicular to its orbital moment of
momentum and is almost in the plane of ecliptic.
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The axis of Venus's rotation is almost perpendic
ular to the plane of its orbit but the directi
of its rotation is reverse. Therefore the value
its period of rotation should be written wi
a minus: P = -243.16 days.
0
The resonance of Venus's rotation turned ou
to be related to the Earth's orbital motion
The period of Venus's rotation P g , its period o
revolution T and the Earth's period of revolu
0'
tion make up the following accurate equality:
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parent:

5 = (T21
5

= 116.8

Pa)-'
days (a solar day of Venus);

-' c - (T$p21)-1
4

= 146.0

days (a "terrestrial" day of Venus).

At the moments of conjunction, when Venus is
nearest to the Earth, i t always faces us with one

p-1g - -4T$+5T$.

To understand the kinematics of Venus's motion, the period of the Earth and Venus conjunctions is to be calculated:
T,' = T g -T g ;

T T

Tc= T , - T ,

@

= 583.92

days.

With such a period these planets approach o
another a t a minimum distance. Consider no
a rotating frame of reference in which the Eart
is motionless. I n that case T, would be a time
during which Venus returns to the Earth afte
having made one more turn around the Sun.
I t is easy to check that the period of conjunction,
i.e. 583.92 terrestrial days, covers exactly five
solar days on Venus which means that the Sun
would rise five times above Venus's h
during that time. An observer placed on
would see four "earthrises" during the
period if the planet's atmosphere were trans-

Fig. 17. Rotation of Venus and its revolution around
the Sun in a system of coordinates of a motionless Earth.
At the moments of conjunction Venus always faces the
Earth by the side marked by the cross of its astronomical symbol.

and the same section of its surface. This place
is marked in Fig. 17 by the cross of Venus's
astronomical symbol.
Thus, planets that do not conform to the regularity indicated in Fig. 14 have their special
characteristics of rotation. This makes us believe

.
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that the rule "a faster rotation to a larger planet'
is not accidental.
Note one more significant difference betwee
the rotation of terrestrial-type planets and gi
planets. Mercury, Venus, the Earth, and
rotate as a whole, as a solid body. The veloc
of rotation of giant planets is not homogeneo
I t is notably dependent on latitude, and, app
ently, on depth. (The angular velocities give
in Fig. 14 are calculated for the periods of rota
tion of equatorial areas.) This indicates tha
giant planets are not solid bodies.
We have so far discussed only the kinematic
of the planetary rotation while internal force
of planets induced by rotation and gravitatio
have been ignored. Further we shall treat t h
internal dynamics of planets.
4. Forms of Celestial Bodies

The great Russian writer Leo Tolstoy said t h a t
all happy families are alike while each unhappy
family is miserable in its own way. The same
can be said about planets: all planets and their
large satellites are alike while each asteroid and
a small satellite are shapeless in their own way.
The form of the Sun and planets is a sphere slightly flattened by rotation. This is so because the
sphere is a stable form of a heavy body. But where
is the boundary between minor and major celestial bodies? What is the critical mass and size
to gain a spheric form?
Celestial bodies become spherical under the
action of their own gravity. A small asteroid may
retain an arbitrary form, but there is a certain

1
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limiting mass a t which the acceleration of free
11111 becomes so great on the body's surface that
I,he rock cannot sustain its own weight: projecting
parts of the asteroid will break away to yield
a spherical body. Let us try to estimate the
rrlass and size of a celestial body still able of
I,aking up an arbitrary form.
Let the mass of a celestial body be m and its
rlverage density p . In this case its volume is mlp
rlnd the size of the body approaches R -- ( r n l p ) l / 3 .
Our objective is not an accurate result but an
clstimate. An estimate may ignore numerical
c:oefficients not very much different from unity.
So let us consider R as the specific size of a body,
regardless of its shape for the time being.
The free fall acceleration on the surface of
41 celestial body can be estimated as g-- GmIR2
Gm1/3p2/3.I t is directed approximately to the
I)ody's center of mass. Estimate now the pressure
produced in its central part under the action of
its own weight. As you know, the pressure produced by a homogeneous column with height R
in the field of gravity g is p = pgR. I n our case
lhe acceleration changes along, the radius and
lhis formula becomes inaccurate, but quite
rlpplicable for an estimate. Thus, pressure inside
11 celestial body equals, by the order of magnitude,
1' -- pgR
Gm2/3p4/3.

-

1

-

Pressure compressing a material from all sides
does not destroy it. However, if the body's shape
is irregular, i.e. nonspherical, shear stresses are
induced i n i t by gravity. Stress is a physical
term describing the distribution of internal forces
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in a material. Pressure is also a stress but sucl
that the forces applied to each point of a bod:
act on the given point uniformly from all sides
i.e. isotropically. In addition to the pressure
the tension of the uniform compression (Fig. 18a)

Fig. 18. Stresses in a solid body: (a) pressure or comprc
sion from all sides; ( b ) shear and pressure; (c) aimF
shear or torsion.

a shear stress is also possible. The latter occu
in a situation when the forces are exerted
indicated in Fig. 18b, c.
In liquids or gases shear stresses produce cu
rents. Therefore the familiar to you Pascal's pri
ciple holds true for liquids and gases a t re
since tensions are isotropic i n such a mediui
Solid bodies elastically resist shear stress. TI
is why the existence of arbitrary shaped sol
bodies is possible, which concerns not on
celestial bodies since there are shear stresses r
most in any solid body. If the form of a celesti
body is other than the sphere, shear stresses
i t are of the same order of magnitude as pressu~
a p. Gm2/3p4/3.
Solld bodies resist shear stress elastically
some limit, which depends on the material. TI
limit is either the shear strength for brittle bodi
N

N
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which crack or crumble, or the yield strength
lor plastic materials. I n either case, there is an
ultimate strength for all solids. Let us designate
it by a,. When the stress exceeds a, the body
changes its form irreversibly.
Therefore the condition a a, provides an
ostimate for the critical mass mcr and critical size
I$, above which celestial bodies may only
have a shape approaching the sphere. Here are
the formulas for the critical mass and size:

-

Estimates for some cosmic and terrestrial materials are given in Table 4.
Table 4

Maximum Masses and Dimensions of Shapeless Solid
Celestial Bodies

i
Density
(103 kg/m3)
Ultimate
strength (Nfm2)
Mass m c r (k )
Radius R , &m)

I

Ice

1
I

Lunar
rmk

1
I

Granite

1

Iron

1

I

The dimensions of all the planets of the solar
nystem are by far larger than critical and they
1111are, in fact, spheres. Yet Phobos, the satellite
of Mars, looks like a potato sized 14 x 11.5 x
10 km which is less than critical. Amalthea,
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a moon of Jupiter, is 265 km long and mere 150 k
wide. One more example of a body of near-critic
size is given by Mimas, a moon of Saturn. Th
is a sphere 390 km in diameter with mass 3
l O l 9 kg and mean density approaching th
of water ice. Yet its spherical surface is distort
by a deep crater 130 km in diameter which
a probable result of some other body's fall.
I t is clear that on celestial bodies with m
approaching the critical, height of mountal
should be comparable to the radius of the bod
And what is the ultimate height of mountai
on large solid planets?
A steep mountain is also subject to shear stress
Let a mountain with density p be a cone
height h. I n this case the mean pressure on
base equals p = pghl3. If steepness exceeds
shear stress in some areas inside the mount
reaches pressure p. If the latter is related to
ultimate strength a,, we get a formula to es
mate the maximum height of mountains
planets:

The ultimate height of the Earth's
mountains assessed by this formula is
Assuming that the rocks on other plane
the same characteristics, we get that
cannot accommodate a mountain higher
13 km, Mars and Mercury dictate a 30 km limi
Compare the above estimate with the act
data about the highest points of planets:
Earth's Everest is 9 km high, Maxwell volc
on Venus is 12 km high; Arsia Mons and Olymp
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Mons volcanoes are the highest mountains on
Mars with the height respectively 27 and 24 km.
You see that surface deflections from the average
depend essentially on the free fall acceleration
on planets, the height of mountains being insignificant compared to their radii. Therefore, the

Fig. 19. Equilibrium form of a rotating planet. Normal
to the surface is directed along the vector sum of gravitational and centrifugal ameleration.

shapes of giant planets as well as of solid terrestrial-type bodies approach their stable, equilibrium state. Consider now the effects of rotation
on the shapes of planets.
If a planet of size R , which is larger than critical, rotates, its equilibrium form is not an
ideal sphere but a sphere flattened a t the poles.
The radius of equator R e q of the rotating planet
is greater than the distance from the center to
the pole RPo1. Figure 19 indicates that a stable
shape of a planet is characterized by the perpendicularity of its surface to the vector sum of
gravitational and centrifugal accelerations at any
point. The ratio of these values 02Rlg =
w2R3/mG is a major factor determining the
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shape of a rotating planet. I t turns out t h a t
a planet's oblateness, i.e. a relative deviation of
its surface from the spheric form, approaches the
ratio of accelerations
Req-Ryol
Rw

x-

o2R3

mG

'

Check this statement against Table 5. I t is clear
that this primitive formula provides an acceptable agreement between estimates and actual flattening of planets.
Table 5

Periods of Rotation and Oblateness of Planets

Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn

6.37 x l o 8
3.39X108
7.14X lo7
6.03X107

86 164
88643
35430
36840

11289
11220
1/11
116

11298
1/190
1/15
119.5

According to the accurate theory of liquid
sphere equilibrium the Earth's compression is
11299.67
while its actual oblateness equals
11298.26. This exceeds the calculated value,
therefore i t corresponds to a higher velocity of
the Earth's rotation: 1.002 ma. This was the
velocity of the Earth's rotation 10 million years
ago. I n such a long time the internal terrestrial
rocks "flow over'' to a new equilibrium state,
This is the time i t takes the Earth to tune its
shape to rotation.
Thus the Earth approaches the equilibrium
shape. Amazingly, the Earth's surface is divided
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into continents and oceans with distinct borders
between them. The continents rise above the
ocean bottom by 4 to 5 kilometers. An individual
mountain t h a t high would not surprise anybody
but the area of continents is enormous: 30% of
the Earth's entire surface. Though oceanic depressions are filled with water but water density is
twice or thrice lower than t h a t of rocks, therefore water cannot compensate the pressure they
produce by all these five kilometers of solidity.
Why do the continents fail to submerse then?
Terrestrial rocks are sufficiently pliable. Assumingly, the Earth's surface should sooner or later
become smoother but for some reason this does
not happen. Is there any explanation for that?
The matter is that continents actually float.
The Earth's crust is composed of two major types
of rock: basalts and granites. These are covered
by a layer of sedimentary rocks with a lower
density. The density of basalts is higher than t h a t
of granites a t similar temperature and pressure.
Five-kilometer thick continental mass floats on
granite "cushions" the thickness of which varies
between fifteen and twenty kilometers. The
granite and basalt are underlied by the Earth's
mantle composed of even denser rocks. The
actual composition of the mantle is so far unknown since we are still failing to drill the
Earth's crust that deep.
The continents float but only from the hydrostatic point of view. They also transit in relation
to one another together with adjoining areas of
oceanic crust. Continents move by several centimeters per year. The striking similarity of African and South-American coastlines is not acci-
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dental: about 200 million years ago these continents were a unified whole. The opposite coasts
of Atlantic Ocean, which is in fact a widening
gap between these continents, also have similar
geological structures.
.
About 100 million years ago Australia was
integrated with Antarctica. The center of that
parent continent was positioned, however, not at
the South Pole but approximately in latitude 60"
South. Bones of the ancestors of marsupials,
which now live only in Australia, were found
in Antarctica.
The hypothesis of continental drift was originated by a German geophysicist A. Wegener as
early as 1912. For many years the hypothesis
was considered groundless. I t revived only in
the 60s but as a theory supported by various
evidence about the structure of the ocean floor.
This theory is called global tectonics, or tectonics
of plates. The basic principle of this theory reads
that it is not the continents that move but plates,
large areas of the Earth's crust including both
continents and adjoining sections of the ocean
floor. There are six major plates: Euroasiatic, African, Antarctic, Indo-Australian, American, and
Pacific. Several minor plates are positioned
between them and move t o some extent independently.
At some boundaries of plates a new crust
is being formed. All these boundaries are situated in oceans. For example, the mid-Atlantic
ridge runs the length of the Atlantic Ocean. The
Earth's crust builds up towards American plate
on the one side and towards African and Euroasiatic plates on the other side, There are bovnda-
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ries where plates collide. I n this case one of
Lhem submerges under the other, which is happening in Far East where the Pacific plate submerges under the Euroasiatic plate.
The new crust's birth being a relatively quiet
ovent, the old crust's burial is attended by heavy
oarthquakes and volcanic eruptions. Earthquakes
are caused by friction on the boundaries of the
plates moving together. Accumulated shear
stresses exceed periodically the ultimate strength
of rocks and this results in powerful tremors of the
Earth's crust. Volcanic eruptions result from
Lhe heating of the sedimentary layer of the
submerging plate. The heating originates chemical reactions and gaseous products, mainly water
vapor and carbon dioxide, rise to the surface.
The outlet of gases forms a volcanic chain along
Lhe bound'ary of colliding plates.
Unfortunately, this book does not have all
Lhat space required for a detailed discussion of
these, most interesting, natural phenomena. Thus,
we shall limit ourselves only t o the source of
onergy of tectonic phenomena.
Geological processes are accompanied by differontiation, a separation of matter in the gravita1,ional field: rocks with higher density mainly
descend while the lighter move upwards. Thus,
forces applied to blocks of individual rocks are
identical t o Archimedean forces in liquids, while
Lhe energy, which is eventually responsible for
Lhe mobility of the Earth's material, is a potenLial energy of masses with different chemical
c-omposition in the field of gravity. This energy
is released in the form of heat in the course of
lectonic phenomena,
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the center of mass of the Earth-Moon sys
When we discussed the Earth's orbit, i t wa
orbit of the center of mass, or the Earth's
averaged over monthly variations, which
actually meant. I t is easy to find out tha
amplitude of the Earth's deviations from
average orbit caused by the lunar attraction
equals aamaIm9 = 4700 km. The trajectory of
this planet arodnd the Sun is slightly corrugated.
Each full moon, when the Sun and the Moon are
positioned at the opposite sides of the Earth,
are by 1.5 terrestrial radii closer to the Sun t
at the nearest new moon. These
tions are however much less than
tions in the distance to the Sun caused
eccentricity of the Earth's orbit.
t s n t for the accurate astronomical obser
of the solar system bodies. Other significa
ical effects of the Earth's corrugated m
unknown. Yet the interaction between t
' motion and the Earth's rotation yiel
effects significant both for their daily
tion and for the history of our planet.
Let us start with a qualitative expl
the precession of the axis of rotati0
Newton knew that the Moon was
of precession. The precession
nonuniform gravitation of the equatori
ing of the Earth's shape to the Moon.
The lunar orbit can be considered e
in a rough approximation. The plane
orbit and the direction to perihelion c
fast with periods of several decade
action of the Sun and planets. As y
the period of precession is by far lo
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to 2aa tan i, where i = 5'9' which is the mean
inclination of the lunar orbit to the plane of
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then easier to see the direction of this act
The Earth is just slightly flattened, by mere
three-hundredth, but i t is sufficient for the a t t
tion by the doughnut of the equatorial broade
of the Earth's shape to produce a pair of f
i.e. the moment of forces. I t tries to t u r
Earth so that the equator would coincide
the plane of ecliptic and the axis of ro
would coincide with that of the doughnut of l u
orbits.
The laws of mechanics of a rotating body
rather complicated. You know that a whir
top behaves quite differently from a nonrotat
top: instead of falling aside i t persists in r
tion while the top's axis of rotation preces
i.e. describes a cone. Just in the same way
Earth's axis does not immediately take a s t a
position. I t precesses around the perpendicu
to the ecliptic. Those who are familiar with t
dynamics of a rotating body can easily trans
all these speculations into the language of
merical estimations and work out an expres
of the Earth's period of precession:

The assessment agrees rather well with the t r
value.
If there were no Moon, the axis of rotation wou
precess just the same under the similar act
the Sun and planets but the period of prec
in such a case would be about a hundred
sand years. The total action of the solar sys
causes not only a precession with a constant an
of inclination but also a slow change in
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very angle of inclination E of the axis of rotation
the ecliptic. The results of accurate calculalions of the future alterations of value E are given
111 Fig. 21. The character of past alterations of
the angle of inclination E was the same: the major
poriod of its variations is 41 thousand years,
while that of the envelope of amplitudes is two
hundred thousand years. These minor changes in
lo

I

0

100

I

I

200

I

I

I

I

300 t. thousand years

Fig. 21. Variations of the slope of the axis of the Earth
the future 400 thousand years.
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l l ~ einclination of the axis of rotation to the plane
of ecliptic are responsible for climatic alterations
on the Earth which we shall discuss in the final
nuction of this book.
The most apparent consequence of the close
vicinity of a large satellite is certainly not precession but tides and ebbs. Twice a day, actually
overy 12 hours 25 minutes, the level of water in
the seas rises by approximately one meter, and
11 quarter of a day later the sea retires. Tides and
chbs are a n obvious demonstration of minor
tlistortions of the Earth's shape under the influunce of the lunar attraction. Why then is the
ltiajor period of tides equal to approximately
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half a day? Each point of the Earth in the co
of rotation approaches the Moon with a pe

( P 3 - T-')-'
a = 24

hours 50 minutes

which is twice longer than that of tides. So w
is the cause of two tidal humps running 0
rotating Earth?
The lunar force of attraction, as you rem
causes the Earth's motion around the
Moon center of mass with
Gmalak. However, i t acts upon
located on the Earth nearer to
a force Gmma/(ac - Ra)' and
located on the opposlte side of the Earth,
Re)'. The result is
a force Gmmal(aa
the first body should accelerate faster
second body slower than the Earth doe
average. Therefore the tidal hump on the s
of the Earth turned to the Moon results from
own intensified attraction while that on
site side stems from the fact that the Earth gr
itation is stronger on the average than
gravitation of its farther side. These humps
sketched in Fig. 22.
The above discussion allows
distortion of the Earth's shape
of the lunar attraction as follows: the h
of the tide equals, by the order of magni
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llian that of the Earth's crust, respond more actively to the tidal action than the land does. I n
high seas, however, the height of tides is merely
ribout half a meter.
The observable height of tides increases
significantly near coasts. The highest tides take
place in contracting gulfs and shallow seas
such as the Bering Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk

+

-

S R ~R@%

me

(+)3

-

0.36 m.

Such estimate of the height of tides on the
is more or less true for a solid shell, the Eart
crust. Yet oceans, the density of which i

a rotating planet and its

which absorb the energy of Pacific tides. I n genernl, sea tides are especially high in latitudes
cp = 50' North and South. Tidal humps move
lhere over the Earth's surface a t a speed of
oaRe cos cp N 290 mls. This speed approximates the velocity of propagation of the longest
oceanic waves. Thus, tides seem to be transportcd by oceanic waves and amplified on the way.
The greatest difference between high and low
water was registered in the Bay of Fundy, Canada,
in latitude 45" North, where i t reached 16.3 me-
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Sea tides are most apparent to us but one
should not forget t h a t the tidal action distorts the
Earth's atmosphere as well: the atmosphere
also slightly protracts towards the Moon and in
the opposite direction. However, this atmospheric protraction causes alterations of atmospheric
pressure near the surface of the Earth which are
negligible compared to deviations from t h e
average caused by weather changes.
Tides on the Earth are caused not only by t h e
Moon but also by the Sun. The height of a solar
tide can be estimated i n the same way as t h a t of
the lunar:

6 ~ 2 ) -R

,

(2)3
-

~ B

me

0.16 m.

I t is thus clear that the Sun's influence on t h
tides is twice weaker than t h a t of the Moon. Th
height of tides reaches its maximum when t h
solar and lunar actions overlap. I t is cle
t h a t such a situation is possible a t full moo
and a t new moon when the Sun, the Earth,
the Moon are positioned on one straight 1
The lunar attraction causes tides on the E a
But does the Earth cause tides on the Moon
Estimate the distortion of the Moon's shape du
to terrestrial gravitation:

6Ru

-

Ray a

R~ 3 - 1 3
(_O

I

~arth

m.

We shall return to the Moon's shape a little later
i t is distorted much more than by a mere doze
meters.
There is one more and important effect of t
close vicinity of a large satellite. No other bo
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in the solar system experiences presently such
strong influence as the Earth does: the Moon
1)rakes the rotation of this planet!
Look again a t Fig. 22. The angular velocity of
llle Earth's rotation is greater than t h a t of the
Moon's revolution around the planet. Therefore
llle Earth's rotation slightly drags the tidal humps.
'l'he humps appear not exactly on the straight
line between the Earth and the Moon, they are
lightly turned in the direction of the Earth's
rotation. This angle of drag is assessed a t 2'.
This displacement brings about the asymmetry
of the gravitation of tidal humps to the Moon
which generates a minor moment of forces decelerating the Earth's rotation. Calculations indicate
ltlat the Earth's angular velocity should decrease
by 2 X 10-lo of its magnitude per year. Consequently: the length of the day should increase
oach year by 2 x
s. Is there an experiment
lo register such a weak deceleration of rotation?
The relative accuracy of the modern atomic
clock is 10-14, i.e. its measuring error does not
oxceed 3 X
s per year. However, a direct
rrieasurement of the secular deceleration of the
Earth's rotation is hindered by significant seasonal fluctuations of the velocity of rotation resulting mainly from atmospheric winds. The mass
of the atmosphere accounts for
of the Earth's
mass. Since atmosphere has no rigid connection
with the solid part of the Earth, its rotation is
partially independent. Therefore seasonal winds
(monsoons) account for the Earth's sidereal day
being by several ten-thousandths longer in April
lhan in August. Thus, i t is difficult to measure
c~ccuratelya weak constant deceleration of rota11
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tion against the background of such fluctuatio
However, the first measurements of the secu
deceleration of rotation were made when the ato
ic clock, was not yet available. The hand
given by the Moon itself or rather by the
eclipses which i t causes. To understand the
we have to consider the angle of the Earth's
ling behind due to deceleration of rotation
the period of, say, t =' 2000 years = 6.31
101° s. Let the ,value of deceleration be -;
4.81 x
s - ~which is the most accura
according to modern data. Similarly to the f
mula of the path in uniformly retarded motion
get the value of the angle of lag 6 = - o t 2 / 2
55". This is the angle of the Earth's turn
3.5 hours.
If we assume now that the velocity of the Earth
rotation is constant and calculate back the ch
acteristics of the ancient total solar eclipses
would arrive at the conclusion that those ecli
should have been observed by several dozens
grees farther westwards from the points wh
they had been actbally observed. I t was that v
information on several solar eclipses which h
taken place in B.C. times which allowed to ma
first estimates of the secular deceleration of t
Earth's rotation.
The moment of forces decelerating the Earth
originated by the Moon. At the same time
increases the orbital moment of momentum of
Moon. Consider again Fig. 22: the tidal hump
the Earth drag the Moon. Due to this action
Moon slowly *moves away from the Earth.
average distance between them increases
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:I cm per year. I t should be noted that the specific
time of the evolution of the Earth-Moon system is
of the same order of magnitude as the age of the
nolar system.
We do not know yet how the Moon was actually
lormed. However, i t was certainly closer to the
15nrth in the past. Let us consider its shape from
tl~ispoint of view. The trajectories of the man~nndesatellites of the Moon have demonstrated
Itlilt the center of mass of the Moon is shifted
from its geometrical center towards the Earth by
2 or 3 kilometers and not by a dozen meters as
rclquired by the present equilibrium. This distortion of Moon's shape approached the equilibriIlm, when the Moon was positioned by 5 to 6 times
rloser to the Earth than i t is today.
It is possible that billions of years ago powerf111 tidal forces had turned the Moon to face the
Ihrth for ever by one side and Moon's body had
"~nemorized"the great tide of that time. Note that
the present shape of the Earth corresponds to its
pist velocity of rotation. But the Earth's "memory" is shorter: ':merelyv 10 million years.
The deceleration of the Earth's rotation alters
Its equilibrium shape from flattened at the
poles to a more sphere-like one. This means that
the mass should transit from equatorial areas to
higher latitudes. However, the estimate of mass
flow demonstrates that it is irrelevant compared
l,o mass flow observed in the course of continen1111drift of the plates.
The kinetic energy of rotation decreases with
the deceleration of the Earth's rotation. This
rc~siiltsdirectly from the friction of tidal currents
n~ninstthe floor of seas and oceans. The shallower
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the sea and the larger the surface over which t h
tidal wave was accelerating, the more intensiv
the release of the tidal energy. The highe
efficiency is observed in the shoals of the Beri
Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk, the two of wh
account for a quarter of the total power of t i
of the World Ocean.
Let us estimate this power. The kinetic energ
of the Earth's rotation equals
1
K = 0.33 m,R&o%
(the factor 0.33 is determined by the distributi
of masses inside the planet: the density in t
center is 2.4 times higher than the average densi
of the Earth). The rate of decrease of this kinet
energy, i.e.
IKI =0.33mBR&ct@
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=2.8 x 10i2 W,

is the power which the tides take away from t h
Earth's rotation. A part of this power equal t
the ratio of the periods of the Earth's rotati
and the Moon's revolution (1127.3 = 3.7
i.e. 1011 W ) is spent on the increase of the Moo
total energy in its motion away from the Ear
The major part of the tidal power is released
the form of heat in bottom currents in shoa
The thermal power released by tides is presen
ly insignificant compared to the energy wh
the Earth receives from the Sun. But in the p
when the Moon was closer to the Earth and t
planet rotated faster, tides could have be
making a significant contribution to the heat ba
ance of the Earth's surface.
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fi. Why the Interior of Planets Is Hot?
11 has been found out in the course of drilling
I)oreholes and tunnels that the temperature of
rocks increases with depth. This temperature
rise is not constant and depends on the place where
the holes are bored. The average increase approximates 30" per kilometer of immersion. Unfortunately, the accurate temperature data are available only for a thin layer of the Earth's surface
since the deepest borehole has so far reached
only 12 km, i.e. merely 0.2% of the Earth's radius. Nevertheless we can be sure that the temperature increase continues still lower. This is true
because the heat flow, i.e. the power coming from
the interior, almost does not change with depth.
llet us estimate it.
The thermal conductivity of basalt can be
umployed for an assessment ( x = 2 J1m.s.K).
'Fo find the heat flow over the entire Earth's surl ~ c e (4rcR&), i t should be multiplied by the
thermal conductivity x and temperature gradient
(dTldz = 0.03 Klm). The heat flow will be

What is the cause and source of this flow of
unergy? One of the causes is energy release due
to radioactivity. I t is known that rocks contain
n small but appreciable admixture of uranium.
Its share is most significant in granites where
it reaches several millionths of mass. The most
common isotope of uranium is 23sU, which is
the major contributor to the heat released by rocks.
Each act of uranium decay liberates an a-particle
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with the energy equal to 4.2 MeV. After flyi
about 10 pm i t stops and transfers all its ener
to surrounding rock thereby heating it. T
half-life of 238Uequals 4.5 x lo0 years. Hence 1
is easy to find out that energy release of pu
uranium is 1.8 x iOL5 W/kg and granite
which uranium accounts for
in mass, releas
W/m3.
heat at the rate of 5 >(
A layer of granite about 20 km thick lies unde
the continents. If there were no change in tlr
nium concentration with depth, it would sl
a significant share of the heat flow from the de
Hence comes a strong temptation to explai
total heat flow by the energy release assuml
that uranium is present everywhere dowc to t
depths of several thousand kilometers althoug
its concentration is lower than in granite.
But most likely it is not so. Firstly, the he
flow under the bottom of the oceans turned out
be the same as in the continents, although there
no granite there, and the content of uraniu
basalts is lower by the order of magnitude.
ondly, there is an amazing coincidence: all
elements which have long-living radioactlv
isotopes (uranillm, potassium, thorium, and stro
tiunl) are in compounds (in the state of ch
equilibrium with rocks) easily soluble in
This means that in the course of rock evo
they were migrating with water and no
concentration can be significant only in roc
containing free or crystal water. This limits t
depth of propagation of long-living radioacti
isotopes by the same 15 to 20 km.
Thirdly, the principal reason for the 11nso11n
ness of the radioactive liypothesis consists in t h
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there is another powerful source of the thermal
onergy of planet interiors: the gravitational.
'Phis source stems from the times in the very
heginning af the history of the Earth and planets
when they were only forming. The formation of
planets was accompanied by collisions, mutual
haking, and amalgamations of minor celestial
bodies. For brevity all such celestial bodies, from
cosmic specks of dust to minor planets, will be
referred to as asteroids. The scars left from the
times when the planets were forming can be seen
oven by a naked eye on the Moon's surface. These
rlre lunar seas: circular lowlands with a diameter reaching a quarter of the Moon's disk and
lilled by dark basalt lavas. The seas are in fact
the marks left by impacts of large asteroids with
tlimensions of dozens kilometers ,with which the
Moon collided about 4 billion years ago.
The lunar seas are underlied by high-density
layers resulting from the shock compression of
rocks by falling asteroids. These high-density
layers are called "mascons" (the term is an abbreviation of "massive concentration"). The largest
of mascons reach by mass
of the Moon's
mass being positioned at the depth of 50 km
under its surface. These very mascons, by the
way, make i t impossible to launch a satellite
with a service life longer than five years into the
Moon's orbit since satellite's stability is adversely affected by the gravitational field of the Earth
and low orbits are unstable because of mascons:
their perilune gradually slides down to a tangency
with the Moon's surface.
A process to some extent similar to that gravitational retardation of the satellite could prob-
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ably have taken place a t the initial and princ
pal stage of the formation of planets and the
itself. There was a swarm of celestial bodies, a
tem of gravitationally connected asteroids,
of which were like satellites of one another.
gravitational field of such a system is inhomo
neous with every body moving i n chaotic pot
tial and gradually spending energy on multi
tidal interactions. The swarm was progressiv
compressing and catching by the same gravita
onal retardation foreign asteroids, which we
flying through and by the system. The capti
became member-satellites thereby increasing
mass of the swarm. Unfortunately, all these
cesses are so complicated and versatile t h
have so far failed to calculate the entire process o
the formation of planets from the start to the en
Such an amalgamation of a swarm of bodi
into a planet cannot be strictly separated fro
the increase in its mass due to direct collision
with asteroids. The amalgamation of gravita
tionally connected bodies is finished by a
bardment of a young planet's surface.
very bombardment left its traces on the
faces of the Moon, Mercury, and Mars.
As regards the Earth, there are no mascons
craters, as old as those of the Moon, on
planet. The Earth's surface is continuo
renovated by the drift of continental plates
the active atmosphere and oceans do not
much time to wash away or erode craters. T
possibility to locate about a hundred of heavil
time-smoothed circular structures-up to a hu
dred kilometers i n diameter-was
given on
recently by contrast photos taken from spac
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With a lesser confidence can we claim a connection between asteroid impacts and such circular
rrtructures as a formation 240 kilometers in diameter and 800 meters deep in Antarctica, in
Wilkes Land, and a formation 440 km in diametar on the eastern coast of Hudson Bay, the half
of which can be seen in geographical maps. The
rea ate st easily detectable crater is located in
Arizona, USA. I t is 1265 m in diameter and
175 m deep and was formed merely 25 to 30 thou~ n n d years ago as a result of the fall of a body
with a mass of approximately 2 x lo9 kg.
The velocities with which celestial bodies fall
to the Earth are always higher than the escape
velocity (i.e. 11 kmls) and approach, generally,
20 kmls which is little less than the orbital
velocity of the Earth. This is due to the fact
that the majority of asteroids, which have a chance
of colliding with the Earth, are moving in the
Name direction and by an orbit more elongat(ad than that of the Earth. I t is a rare thing
lliat the velocity of a body entering the Earth's
~~tmosphere
may reach 53 km/s which is possible
only in the case of collisions with comets. If
the velocity is that high, the nuclei of comets do
11otreach the Earth's surface and burn completely
i n the atmosphere.
In the collision of an asteroid with a planet
t,lie major portion of its kinetic energy is spent
on the retardation in the atmosphere, heating of
rocks in the impact point, and ejection of rocks
from the crater. The mass of a material ejected
from the crater exceeds the mass of the asteroid by
a factor of one to three hundred and the velocities
of individual drops of melted rocks thrown out of
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the crater may reach several kilometers per sec
ond. We can estimate the magnitude of this veloci
t y 'with t h e help of several meteorites which
rather unexpectedly found on the Earth
infallibly identified as lunar rocks. Their 1
origin means that they were ejected with
ity higher than 2.4 kmls, the lunar escape veloc
ity, from a crater formed on the Moon,
it, and became the Earth's satellites to fall
probably after a long period of timeEarth.
The total irrevocable loss of mass due to t h
splitting of asteroids into fine particles can
extremely great, up to a total disintegration
colliding bodies if their masses are close and t
velocity of collision is high. The shell and inte
nal parts of large asteroids may differ significan
ly b y chemical composition. Therefore catastro
ic collisions of asteroids may to some e
account for the diversity of the chemical
position and c r y s t a l l i ~ estructure of meteor1
which get to the Earth.
The rare celestial visitors, C-type carbonaceo
meteorites, are considered the initial material
the solar system which has not been transform
in collisions. Their chemical composition
lar in proportions to t h a t of the Sun exclu
volatile noble gases and hydrogen. Amo
things they contain up to 20% of water in
line form, several per cent of carbon and s
A slight heating removes water from the
meteorites and leaves a material containing
of ferric oxide (FeO), 33% of silicon o
(SiO,), 23% of magnesium oxide (MgO).
very elements but in different proportions
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111ir1ethe composition of other meteorites, asteroids; and planets of the terrestrial group.
The most common meteorites are stone meteorites, the so-called chondrites. Their silicate strucIllre contains chondri, the grains with the dia~ ~ ~ coft eseveral
r
millimeters. We have failed so
I'nr to achieve such a crystallization in laboratory
rsonditions on Earth. The chondrites are somel irnes impregnated with the alloy of iron and
11icke1.Their share varies, but the contents of
iron is usually less than in heated C-type meteori Les.
Finally, the third type of meteoiites are stonyiron meteorites. The major component of these
~~lr?teorites,
in cdntrast to the above-mentioned,
is an iron-nickel alloy and stone impregnations
ure just a hardened melt without a chondral
s Lructure.
The most natural (although exposed to objecl ions) hypothesis is t h a t iron and stony-iron meI(1nrites were born in cataclysmic collisions of asteroids, i.e. formed from their central parts which
I~ndenriched them with heavy iron; stone meteorites are splits of the upper layers of asteroids
~lndminor planets chopped off in weak collisions.
In the collisions of bodies significantly differ(111t in mass-such
as a small asteroid and an
r~rnbryo of a planet-the mass of lost splits is
~rntgreat and the kinetic energy of collision is
rcleased mainly near the larger body. The material ejected by the impact is dispersed in the
vicinity of the crater heating the surface of the
planet by secondary hits. This energy is further
transported-at
rather high rate-back to the
space by the thermal radiation. The formation of
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mascons, the packings a t significant depths,
caused only by falls of large asteroids but ev
in that case the portion of energy released de
into interior is insignificant compared to t
energy heating the surface of the prototyp
planet.
At first sight this should mean that when a
et is being formed of asteroids its interior
remain cold. I t may seem to suffice there
that the surface could cool down in the t i
interval between the formation of neighbourin
craters. But this is so only a t first sight.
Each collisior~increases the mass of
embryo. As soon as i t would exceed
mass, more than loz0 kg (cf. Table
totype planet would start to turn spher
the action of gravitation. The material
center of the sphere is being inelasti
densed while the gravitational en
entire planet decreases and the exc
is released in the form of heat directly in
interiors. The heating induces a p
and starts chemical reactions. Th
containing minerals submerge in the
the center while the lighter silicate compone
are displaced upwards to the mantle-shell
gases, both produced by heating and
previously impregnated in minerals, are
sively released. This gravitational diff
of the material liberates thermal e
greater than the energy of simple compres
If the mass of the protoplanet rea
mately 1OZ8 kg, the liberated e
to melt or soften the majority of m
tained in carbonaceous chondrites.
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If the final mass distribution of a planet is
known, the total gravitational energy released
when the planet was formed of minor bodies, the
remote asteroids, can be calculated. The gravitational energy is negative. Therefore i t is logically
onsier to calculate the energy required for a dislritegration of the ready planet into small parts.
A breaking away of a minor mass Am from a plancbt with mass m and radius R requires the energy
uqual to GmAmlR. This very energy should be
calculated by gradually decreasing the values of
rnass and radius.
The present distribution of masses inside the
Earth is known sufficiently well from seismic
data, the times of sound propagation by various
trajectories inside the Earth. There is a solid
sphere a t the planet's center with the radius of
1217 km and density of about 13 g/cm3. Further
upwards the planet's material is melted up to
the radius of 3486 km. To this fact testifies
the observation that only longitudinal sound
waves pass through this area and the transverse
waves fail to propagate. The density of this melt
falls gradually from 12.1 to 9.9 g/cm3. The
material becomes solid a t the outer boundary of
the liquid nucleus and density falls down abruptly to 5.5 g/cm3. The density decreases further
evenly or by small jumps to reach the average
2.7 g/cm3 on the Earth's surface. If we assume
that the central solid nucleus is composed of iron
nnd the melt is made up by iron oxide FeO and
iron sulfide FeS, the Earth's chemical composition will be similar on the average to that of
carbonaceous chondrites.
The calculation of the Earth's total gravita-
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tional energy on the basis of this distributio
yields
Gm& - - 1.45 x
Ee =0.388 --

Re

J.

The same amount of thermal energy, but wit
the positive sign, was released in the course
the Earth's formation.
However, as it was mentioned above, not a
that energy is liberated in the depths. A conside
able portion of it remains on the protoplanet
surface after impacts of asteroids arid is irradiat
into space by thermal radiation. TO find t
radiated share of the Earth's total gravitatio
energy, calculate the gravitational energy of
imaginary planet with equal mass but compos
of incompressible material. We assume that t
total gravitational energy liberated during
formation of this imaginary planet can be
diated into space and the interior would re
cold. The density of the imaginary planet
not depend on the radius since its material
incompressible. So let the density of this PI
be equal to that of carbonaceous chondr
p, = 3 g/cm3. I n that case the radius of
imaginary Earth would be R, = (3m&~p,)'!
7800 km and its gravitational energy amounts

E,

==

3 Gm& = 9.2 x
-10 R*

1031 J .

This value should be subtracted from the tot
gravitational energy of the Earth Ee. The resu
would be that it had taken 5.3 X lo3' J to he
the Earth's interior.
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Is it much or little? To answer this question
wc have to decide whether this energy would

nuffice to melt the Earth's nucleus consisting,
rrssumingly, of ferric oxide. An assessment of
the energy required for melting is no easy task
nince melting points and specific energies of
t~lelting of all substances rise with pressure.
Nevertheless a rough estimate of the calculated
value is approximately twice higher than the
present store of the thermal energy contained
i n the melted and heated to 3000 to 4000 K nucleus of the Earth and its colder solid mantle.
The thermal energy ~f 5 x 103' J had certainly
heen liberated inside the Earth not momentarily.
'The gravitational differentiation moves masses
of different chemical composition to distances
romparable to the Earth's radius and this takes
lime. The differentiation is slowly proceeding
wen nowadays, but the most intensive division
of the Earth into iron nucleus and silicate mantle
was taking place soon after the planet's forrnation, in the first billion years of its existence.
The gravitational differentiation both libernles the energy in the interior and +gives hand
10 deliver i t to the surface: light fractions rise
llpwards and carry heat from the depths. This
lransport of heat and masses resulted in contin!lous eruptions of a multitude of volcanoes on the
surface. Ejected gases had formed the Earth's
initial atmosphere and lavas had shaped the
I~asalt crust. Because of those eruptions heat
losses from the depths were much higher in the
lirst billion years than they are now.
We have estimated the present heat flow by
heat, conduction of rocks and temperature differ-
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ences detected in them. This, however, is no
comprehensive assessment. I n addition to
heat conduction there is a convective heat
change when heated rocks rise at the boundari
of the plates where the new crust is being forme
and when the cooled crust submerges at
opposite boundaries of plates. To measure
heat flow would be quite a difficult operat
Assumingly, i t is now of the same order
magnitude as the heat conduction flow whic
amounts to 3 x 1013 for the entire Earth.
Rough calculations indicate that about a
of the total energy liberated and converted
heat of the gravitational energy was transpo
to the surface of the Earth already in the fir
billion years of its existence. Hence the aver
heat loss of the Earth's interior can be asses
a t approximately 1015 W. We shall see furt
that such a heat flow would suffice to solve
Earth's climate paradox i n its first billio
years, i.e. the paradox effectuated by the reduc
luminous emittance of the Sun a t that time.
So let us turn to the Sun, the principal sour
of the energy heating the Earth.

'I'he Sun:
( I Source of Energy
I

1. First Information on the Sun
Further description of the Earth, its atmosphere,
oceans, and climate is impossible without a
reference t o the principal source of energy of the
nolar system and the major star, the Sun. Let us
make a brief armchair tour to the Sun, look into
its interior, where the solar energy is born by
a ~ ~ c l e areactions.
r
A certain preparation should
precede any travel, even a theoretical one. For
this travel we shall need some luggage consisting
of preliminary knowledge of the Sun, the inlormation which you may be well familiar
with.
As you know, the Sun is removed from the
1Sarth t o the average' distance ag, = 1.496 x
1011 m. From that distance i t looks like a
bright disk with angular diameter slightly more
than half a degree, more precisely, 9.3 x
ri~dians. This being known, the Sun's radius is
oasily calculable: Rg = 6.96 x 108 m which is
109 times more than that of the Earth.
We know the mass of the Sun from the law of
gravitation and motion of the planets: mg =
1.99 X 1030 kg. This very law can be employed
to find the free fall acceleration on the solar
surface: ga = GmgIRb = 274 m/s2, which is
rilmost thirty times more than the free fall accelcration on the Earth. Let us calculate now the
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mean density of our star:
3ma
p a = 4nRa = 1.41 x lo3 kg/m3.

A t first sight this result may seem surprisi
The mass of the Sun and free fall acceleration
its surface being so great, the solar materi
should be highly compressed, but in fact i
mean density is slightly above that of w
and notably lower than the mean density of
Earth equal to pe = 5.52 x 109 kg/
shall see that the reason therefore is
molecular mass of the solar gas and the
temperature of solar interior. What can be s
about the temperature of the Sun from t h
cursory study?
Recall the laws of the thermal radiation whi
were treated in Chapter 1. To find the temperatu
on the surface of the Sun one should first of
examine the spectrum of the solar ligh
determine what share of energy falls on the
range of frequencies d o for all the frequen
the solar radiation. Consider Fig. 23a. Th
spectrum turns out to be rather close to Planck
spectrum of equilibrium thermal radiation a
the temperature of the Sun's surface is Ta
5780 K. Interestingly, a t such a temperatu
the maximum energy is irradiated in that sectio
of the spectrum to which the human eye is m
sensitive: in the wavelength range between
and 800 nm. Is i t a coincidence? Hardly so
eyes of the living beings should probably
to the brightest section of the spectrum o
light they live in.

The Sun: a Source of Energy
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Another experiment can also be employe
find the temperature of the Sun's surface.
could measure the energy delivered in the en

not change. Hence the value sg is called
solar constant. I t is better measured from a
lite outside the Earth's atmosphere which a
a part of the solar radiation. The solar co
equals 1.36 X lo3 W/m2.
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light in all directions and, consequently, such

In the power of solar rays passing through each

aq~iaremeter of the entire sphere with radius a@
rroiind the Sun. To find the energy irradiated by
l l ~ cSun per second, sg should be multiplied
by the surface area of this sphere. This value is
c~illed solar luminosity: La = 4na&sg =
:1.83 x XOZ6 W.
The entire flux of solar energy passes, certainly,
ll~rough the solar surface as well. What i s the
allergy flux density there, i.e. what power is
omitted by a square meter of the Sun's surface?
Let us divide the solar luminosity by the area
of the Sun's surface 4nRg. The result will be
that the radiation flux denslty, or, in other words,
llie Sun's brightness, equals S = L6/4nR& =
(1.29 X lo7 W/m2.
But we know the Boltzmann principle relating
the flux density S to the temperature of the emitting surface. Therefore, we can employ another
n~ethodto calculate the Sun's surface temperature. The result equals that established with the
help of the solar spectrum: Tg = (S/a)lI4 =
5780 K.
The solar spectrum, however, differs from the
I~lackbodyradiation spectrum even in that area
of Fig. 23a where they are shown to coincide.
'I'his difference carries the information on the
presence of chemical elements on the Sun. The
matter is that each atom has its specific and
personal spectrum of radiation composed of
very narrow lines. As early as a t the beginning
of the last century a German optician J. FraunI~oferdiscovered a multitude of dark lines in the
nolar spectrum. I t turned out therewith that the
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wavelengths a t which the dark Fraunhofer
were detected in the spectrum accurately co
pond to the spectra of chemical elements.
reason why the Fraunhofer lines are
treated in the section discu
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crlrments are oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon. Connider Fig. 24, demonstrating the distribution of
rtlements over the entire solar system, bearing
in mind that the Sun accounts for the overwhelmiug part of its mass. I t is interesting that the
Element's number In the p e r ~ o d ~table
c

surface. Consid
and interior of
to great depths, this very comp
regarded approaching the avera
of the Sun.
The Sun has turned out to be composed,
number of atoms, of
helium (app. 9 % ) ,

atom by a factor of four. Inte
was first discovered on the Su
its Fraunhofer spectrum,
any other element. 0
stems from the Greek helios, sun.
Recall now that approximately the same m
portion of helium was predicted by the cosmolo
theory of the element format
ter 1. But the initial, prestar matter
was devoid of any heavy elements w
all the elements of the periodic table
on the Sun together with hydrogen
Their total mass, however, is insig
than 3 % . The major "share-holders"

10-'2-

Fig. 24. Occurrence of elements in the solar system according to the occurrence of hydrogen. Continuous lines
c:onnect elements with odd numbers, dashed lines connett those with even numbers.

1111mberof elements with even numbers is ten
times that of their table-neighbours with odd
nnmbers. The qualitative nature of this depentience will become clear when we shall discuss
I he mechanism of the formation of other elements
from hydrogen and helium which takes place
inside the stars.
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2. The Sun's Interior
W h y do the stars shine? Where does the imm
energy, which the solar surface continuo
emits, come from? What is the internal s t
of the Sun? These questions may seem sensele
and unanswerable since no man can visit
Sun. Even man-made instruments cannot end
the enormous temperatures and pressures of
solar interior. Nevertheless, quite adequate 1
formation is already available on many process
taking place inside the stars and the Sun. Stran
i t may seem, but the fact is easily comprehe
sible.
The possibility to study the interior of t h
stars is provided by theory. But can one re
upon theoretical speculations supported by t
experience of the residents of the Earth? T
conditions in which experiments are arrang
on the Earth are much different from those
real stars. The answer is that we should try
calculate the structure of the Sun assuming t h
our theoretical conjectures are true. If the re
would be reasonable and agree with observat
i t would mean that major theoretical pr
are also true in unusual conditions. Let us t r
and see.
We shall begin with an attempt to fin
dependence between pressure, temperature,
density of the material the Sun is composed
The gas on the solar surface consists mainly
neutral atoms since hydrogen molecules disi
tegrate into individual atoms a t the temper
as high as that on the surface of the Sun.
we shall see that the temperature inside
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Sun is enormous not only by terrestrial standards,
but also compared to the temperature of its
snrface. Even a t small depth the temperature is
so high that not only molecules but also atoms
disintegrate. Electrons of atom shells break away
from nuclei and gas turns into plasma.
Plasma is an electrically neutral mixture of
negatively charged electrons and positively
charged nuclei of atoms. Experiments carried out
on the Earth indicate t h a t plasma can be reliably
considered as a mixture of ideal gases: the gas
of electrons and the gas of nuclei. For the sake
of simplicity we shall assume that the solar
plasma consists only of three types of particles:
there are 9 helium nuclei per each 91 protons
(hydrogen nuclei) and 109 electrons broken away
from the nuclei.
You know the Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation
relating pressure, density, and temperature of
;In ideal gas. Write i t down not for the density p
but for the concentration of particles n. The
usual density of each individual gas is a product
of the concentration of its particles by the mass
of one particle m:

One of the right-hand-side multipliers is BoltzJ/K.
mann constant k = 1.38 x
These equations are true for each ideal gas of
the mixture. We do not need an equation relating
overall pressure to overall density and temperature. The temperature of all gases in equilibrium
is the same. The overall density is the sum of
individual densities. The overall pressure is the
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is practically equal to m;l and its product by
the Boltzmann constant is the gas constant equal
t,o 8.31 Ji(kg. K). You would see then that the
cqliation which we have got for the solar material
is a usual Mendeleev-Clapeyron equation for a
gas with molecular mass p = 0.61.
The resulting small value of the average molectllar mass (less than one) stems from the small
Inass of the electron. The electron component of
plasma does not make a significant contribution
to the density but produces pressure higher than
Ishat of protons and helium taken together. The
low molecular mass of the solar gas is one of the
reasons for the mean density of the Sun being
that low.
Thus we have got an equation describing the
plasma of the deep solar interior. We know the
mean density of the Sun. Let us try to estimate
the pressure and temperature in the central areas
of the Sun by the order of magnitude. We have
rstimated the pressure in the interior of the
massive celestial bodies in the previous chapter.
The same considerations are applicable to the
Sun. The material inside i t is compressed by the
gravitational attraction. Therefore we can employ
the formulas of the pressure inside the planets
for a rough estimate of the mean pressure inside
the Sun:

Knowing the mean pressure and mean density
and using the equation of the solar plasma we
can easily estimate the temperature of the central
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Twenty million kelvins. This is certainly only a n
estimate but i t does not differ very much from
the results of accurate calculations. But what
techniques are employed to calculate the internal
structure of the Sun and other stars?
Accurate calculations treat the entire volume
of the star as composed of a multitude of t h i n
spheric shells. Each of the layers has its special
pressure, temperature, and density slightly different from the identical values in the adjacent
layers. These minor alterations are further calculated from layer to layer with regard to nuclear
reactions releasing energy, transfer of this energy
from depths to the surface, gravitational attrac.
tion to the center, and the pressure of outer shellsThese equations of minor increments in all relevant values from layer to layer are termed differential equations.
The equations being compiled, t h e problem
turns purely mathematical and can be solved
on a computer, the dependences of all the values
on the radius should be calculated including
temperature T (r), density p (r), pressure p (r),
gravitational acceleration g (r), and mass m (r)
within the limits of radius r. Figure 25 gives
an example of the results of such a calculation.
Note an interesting peculiarity: the gravitational acceleration reaches its maximum not on the
surface but a t a rather significant depth, a t the

JL

Ro, thousand km

Pig. 25. Alteration of temperature T, acceleration g,
density p, pressure p and mass contained within radius
r inside the Sun.

radius equal to merely 0.217 radius of the Sun*.
The maximum acceleration is 6.5 times higher
than the acceleration on the surface of the Sun,
gg. The density, pressure, and temperature
-

This statement holds true not only for the Sun but
also for the majority of planets. On the Earth the gravilational acceleration reaches its maximum not on the
yurface but at the depth of 2900 km, where it equals
10.69 m/s2 which is by 9% more than that on the surface.
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decrease monotonically with radius. However,
the pressure and density fall rapidly near t h e
very surface of the Sun while the temperature
starts to decrease very rapidly already at t h e
distance of 115 solar radius from the center. This
makes i t possible to point out the central area
of the Sun which is called solar core or t h
cleus. The nucleus is the hottest part of t h
with almost homogeneous high density exce
the mean value by a factor of hundred.
very nucleus is the source of almost all
energy and the remaining part is the "bl
of the nucleus keeping i t from cooling do
slowly conducting the energy of the
up to the surface.
Are these calculations accurate enough,
is our knowledge of solar depths adequa
major difficulty in the construction of the
of the Sun is that the comprehensive info
on the chemical composition of the in
unavailable: the contents of heavy ele
the nucleus of the Sun may be higher t
surface. This compositiori is also
proceeding from various assumption
mixing of the solar plasma but u
remains yet high. Nevertheless, i t i
that the accuracy of our knowledge about
solar depths approaches 1 0 % . Thi
is supported by the fact that the
and density of the material in the n
Sun have turned out exactly such as
suppott nuclear reactions there.
The temperature is so high deep i
t h a t all material is totally ionized
of atomic nuclei and free electrons.
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llie rise to the solar surface is accompanied by
two successive recombinations of helium and
one recombination of hydrogen. I n the process of
recombination electrically neutral atoms form
from ions and electrons.
The mean molecular mass p increases with
recombination. If p < 1 in the Sun's core due
to the contribution of light electrons, it equals p =
3 - 2X = 1.27 on the surface where free electrons
are scarce. I n other equal conditions the gas with
A greater molecular mass has a higher density.
This situation favours convection in the Sun's
nhell a t the distance from the center r > 0.7R6.
What is m m e c t i o n ? Let us leave the Sun for
n moment and turn to our everyday experience.
If you look into the distance above a fire you
would notice that the shapes of various things
fade out and tremble. You have seen this happen
~bovehot asphalt on a highway a t summer midlay, and above a pan with water placed on a stove.
winkling of stars is also an effect of convection
the Earth's atmosphere: warm jets rise and
Id ones descend to take their place. We can
this motion because the path of a ray in such
ingling medium is not straight: it curves
passing the boundaries of jets.
Conditions required for convection to occur
fire far from being apparent. I t turns out that the
condition of the upper medium being colder
than the lower one does not suffice. Convection
t h a t the temperature drop with altitude
a certain limit. The increase in the
rnean molecular mass with height contributes
much to convection since a potentially heavier
s t.he upper position. On the Sun i t hap-
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pens in recombination and in the Earth's atm
sphere i t occurs when water vapour condensat
in clonds.

3. The Energy of Nuclear Reactions
At high temperatures and pressu
of light elements may join one
sions thereby forming the nuclei
elements.
The source of energy of the stars was
in the last century. In 1905 A. Einstein
his theory of relativity and discovered
principle of conservation of ene
ciple of conservation of mass, w
chemistry, are in fact a unified law.
a system may turn out different before and af
the interaction but the difference of masses,
in other words, the mass defect
pensated by the change in the syst
energy: AE = -mc2. Thus the sum E f
the total energy of the system, is accur
conserved i n any reactions.
There was no way to test this statement
experiments until E. Rutherford discovered
possibility of nuclear conversi
reactions, in 1918. And that is
physicist W. Nernst wrote a
"The relationship established
vides a basis for further conclus
greater importance. From this poi
radioactive disintegration is one of the pass
ties t o extract enormous quantities of energy
matter. A technical exploitation of th
energy does not seem principally imp
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Just recently Rutherford has apparently produced
fallat type of energy, however on a microscopic
wale, when he managed to decompose nitrogen
by way of radioactive splitting. Yet no illusion
nlrould be made that the technical generation of
Ll~e above-mentioned energy is a matter of the
immediate future which would depreciate coal.
On the other hand, there is no objection to one
of the most serious technical problems being
tleveloped thereby". How can one fail to be impressed by the progress of science in the last
80 years and the deep insight which some scienlists have demonstrated a t the very start of that
principle of conservation of energy and
rnass holds true for chemical reactions as well.
lo those reactions, however, the change in the
mass of reaction products compared to the
Ickitial mass is so small t h a t i t is almost undetect11b1eby experiments.
Let us actually consider the decrease in mass
In the course of, say, chemical reaction of coal
Iburning. The specific heat of reaction
13 q = 3.3 X 10' Jlkg. This means that the
I~urningof 12 kg of coal, with which 32 kg of
oxygen react, liberates 3.96 x 10' J of energy.
I1 is equivalent to 4.4 x
kg of mass. This
1s exactly the figure by which the mass of carbon
nl~doxygen prior to reaction exceeds the mass of
llie produced carbon dioxide. But is there a way
1.0 detect a relative decrease that small
in
llle mass of reagents? There is none, but nobody
rver tried to do that because of its apparent use-
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lessness. There is a sufficient proof of t
ciple of equivalence between mass and
in nuclear physics. The principle of
servation remains to hold true in the
well as in everyday life: the mass
conserved with the enormous accur
AS regards the nuclear reactions,
change of mass in the transformatio
is quite observable. Therefore the energy rele
in nuclear reactions is much higher than that
chemical reactions.
The reader certainly knows that a t m i
can be considered consisting of posi
protons and electrically neutral n
number of protons in the nucleus e
ordinal number of an element. A
houses equal number of negati
electrons and protons. In atoms electrons
around nuclei at the distance between 10-I
10-9 ma They determine chemical
elements. A change in the number 0
in the nucleus does not affect chemi
of an atom. I t produces nuclear modificatio
elements, isotopes which differ from the P
element by the nucleus mass.
AS you know, the atomic masses of t
of chemical elements approach integer numb
The atomic masses of some isotopes are 0
closer to integer numbers. This)is
proton mass m p approaches the m
m , and the binding energy of the
inside the nucleus is less than mpc2.
The binding energy is generated
forces. These forces are the forces of a t t
acting between the particles of atomic
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Protons, and neutrons. I n this case the nuclear
llttraction almost does not depend upon the type
of particle: the interaction of two neutrons is
nilnilar to t h a t of two protons and coincides with
lllc nuclear interaction between a proton and a
Ilcutron. But in contrast to electromagnetic forces
lhe nuclear forces act only at very short distances.
The range of nuclear interaction ro
1.5 x
m approximately coincides with dimensions
of the proton and the neutron. If several protons
~llldneutrons are removed to distances of
r(i, they are unified by nuclear forces into a cornPact group: the atomic nucleus. The volume of
lltomic nuclei increases proportionally to the
total number of protons and neutrons in the
~lllcleus.This property of atomic nuclei reminds
of the drops of incompressible liquid the volume
which is also proportional to mass. The dimenlions of nuclei are thousands times less than the
dimensions of atoms. Even the size of heavy
jlllclei is about several radii of nuclear interaclion r,.
The attraction of nuclear forces by far exceeds
electric repulsion of protons at distances
LJlat short. But with distances reaching several
llllcleus diameters nuclear forces become extreme1.y weak. When atomic nuclei are rearranged in
the course of nuclear reactions, the short-range
1)llt powerful forces of attraction produce a rather
~ignificant work at the distance of about ro.
'I'l1is very work originates the mass defect. SimulLnneously, the decrease in total mass in the course
01 nuclear reactions results in the liberation of
tjllergY. That is the kinetic energy of reaction
OrOducts, the newly formed nuclei, and the energy
U
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of particles, in particular,
a quantum of electromagneti
by the reaction. In the final
portion of all energy liberated by nuclear
tions, which take place inside the stars, is
verted into thermal energy. The fast-mo
particles are retarded by the surrounding m
photons are also absorbed by plasma.
A reaction equation should conform to sev
principles of conservation
the principle of conservati
the algebraic sum of charges
i n the left-hand and right-hand parts of
equation. Secondly, the total number of free
nucleus-bound protons and neutrons should
main constant. The latter is called the bar
number. Finally, the last rule reads: if an
tron (e) or its antiparticle, positron (e'), aPPe
in the course of a reaction, a neutrino shou
also emerge. Electrons, positrons, and neutrin
have a collective name of leptons and the pri
ciple just mentioned is called the conservation
lepton charge.
Neutrino is a particle
and a zero mass. I t pra
with other particles and
of light immediately afte
formed inside the Sun pene
without a delay, dispersi
energy which they carry
formed into heat. However,
in that part of nuclear energy which hea
central area of the Sun.
A relatively small part of particle mass
"burnt"-converted
into heat or carried away

lleutrinos-in nuclear reactions. To avoid error
in the difference, we should need the values of the
Inass of ekmIentary particles with a high degree
of accuracy (cf. Table 7).
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Table 7

Masses of Particles and Nuclei (atomic units)
Particle

Neutrino
Electron
Positron
Neutron
Deuteron

I 1 I
::?
) a's

IJ

e
e+
n
'p

ad

0
0.00055
0.00055
1.0090
1.0076
2.0142

particle

Tritium
nucleus
Helium-3
nucleus
Helium-4
nucleus
Carbon
nucleus
Oxygen
nucleus

I I
tzy-

Mass

3T

3.0170

3He

3.0159

4He

4.0028

'zC

12.0005

'80

15.9956

that the mass of oxygen atom, i.e, the
sum of masses of its nucleus and eight electrons,
equals 16. This follows from the strict
tiefinition of the mass of atomic unit accepted in
physics. When mass difference is converted into
Onergy, one should take into account that the
lltomic unit has a mass of 1.66 x 10-27 kg and
is equivalent to the energy of 0.93 GeV or 1.49
So let us start the first nuclear reaction. Let
ons collide. The force of electric repulbetween them, therefore the probability
coalescence is very low (we shall estimrite it later). Nevertheless, it is a possible event,
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Thus, we have two protons on the left-hand s
of the equation. What can be their proba
fate? To conserve the baryon charge a deutero
the nucleus of deuterium, the hydrogen's isoto
should be taken. To conserve the electric cha
a positron should be added. The appearance
positron results in the formation of a neutri
because of the conservation of the lepton charg
'p

+ lp

+- 2d

+ e+ + v.

Positron should annihilate with electron, both
are excessive in plasma: e+
e +- 0. Therefore
let us combine these two reactions:

+

lp

+ 'p + e

+- 2d

+ v.

Calculate the mass of particles having entered
the reaction: 2mp
m e = 2.01575. The mass
of reaction products, i.e. the mass of deuteron,
equals 2.0142. Thus, the mass has decreased by
Am = 0.00155 atomic units. This mass defect
has been transformed into the kinetic energy of
the products of reaction and the energy of electromagnetic radiation. The major portion of this
energy, E = A m a = 2.31 X 10-l3 J = 1.45 MeV,
is carried away by neutrino.
Deuteron is a stable particle which does not
decay spontaneously. I n the Earth's water t
is one atom of deuterium, heavy hydrogen,
each seven thousand atoms of the usual hydrog
However there is a high probability for deuteron
to enter a nuclear reaction with proton a t th
temperature of the Sun's core:

+

Zd

+ lp

+- 3He
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Mass defect here equals 0.0059 atomic units.
l'lle energy liberated in that reaction, 8.8 X
10-l3 J = 5.5 MeV, is all spent on the heating
of the surrounding plasma. The helium isotope
with mass 3 is also stable. However, its share is
rnther insignificant compared to the more common helium-4. On the Earth i t is merely lo-"%.
'l'he occurrence of this isotope is so low because
at the temperatures and pressures which exist
Inside the stars there is a high probability for
Ibolium-3 to enter various nuclear reactions. The
rnost probable of such reactions is the following:
"Ie
3He +- "He
'p
'p.

+

+ +

Calculate the mass defect i n this reaction:
Am = 0.0138. This means that the reaction
liberates the energy equal to 2.06 X 10-l2 J =
12.9 MeV. At temperatures and pressures existing
i r ~the Sun's core, helium-4 nuclei practically do
rlot enter into further nuclear reactions. The
proton cycle of reactions is over.
Let us summarize the results. Six protons and
two electrons were spent to produce a nucleus of
helium-4, two neutrinos, and two protons. The
total mass defect of the cycle equals 0.0287. This
means that 0.7% of the initial mass has been
transformed into energy. The formation of each
helium nucleus is accompanied by the liberation
of energy equal to 4.28 x 10-l2 J or 26.8 MeV.
'I'wo neutrinos will carry away a part of this
rnergy. Let us assume that they will take away
r~pproximatelyall the energy of the first reaction
of the cycle. I n that case there will be 4 x 10-l2 J
of energy left in each proton cycle for heating the
Sun.
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Other nuclear reactions are also possible in t
core of the Sun. Specifically, the synthesi
helium may occur with the nuclei of carbon
nitrogen participating as catalysts. These nu
are being transformed one into the other
finally such a carbonic cycle produces a helium
nucleus and .the quantity of carbon and nitro
does not change. Thus, a carbonic cycle lib
energy equal to that released in a proton
Carbon and then oxygen, and heavier ele
are formed in stars as the result of the react10
34He -t 12C; 4He f 12C-t 160and so forth.
However the temperature inside the Su
not sufficiently high, therefore the rate of t
reactions is negligible there. But where did
heavy elements come to the Sun from? Even t
quantity of lead is quite significant there. No
that the formation of elements heavier than
6BFe is disadvantageous from the energy p
of view: the mass defect changes its sign w
heavy elements are formed. Recall radioactivit
spontaneous decay of the elements which a
heavier than uranium. The answer is that t
Sun is a second-generation star. According
modern concepts the evolution of stars passes t w
stages. I t begins with the formation of first-gene
ation stars out of prestar material consisti
by mass of three quarters of hydrogen and a
ter of helium. These are massive stars and p
cycle reactions proceed rather fast there. Fina
very little hydrogen is left in the center a
combustion suspends. The star condenses, t
pressure and temperature rise rapidly and heli
starts to "burn". This is a critical moment
star's history. If its mass had been sufficient
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great, the synthesis of elements would be blastlike: the matter is heated to the temperatures of
I~ondredsmillion degrees-the energetically disativantageous synthesis of heavy elements takes
place as well-but the star itself explodes. As this
happens, both hydrogen and heavy elements are
dispersed over the universe.
Note that the reactions combining helium
rluclei produce elements with even charges of
onclei. Generally, the nuclear combinations of
1111 even number of protons and an even number
ol neutrons are more stable a t stellar temperatures. Therefore the occurrence of elements with
ctven numbers is one order of magnitude higher
l11an that of odd elements (consider again Fig. 24).
After the explosion of a first-generation star,
the material enriched with minor impurities of
practically all the elements may again assemble
into stars under the action of gravitation. These
very stars would be the second-generation stars
which is exactly the Sun's case.
The explosion of the first-generation star occurred about 5 billion years ago to have blasted out
tlle material from which our solar system has
1)een formed. The majority of stars of the Galaxy
rlre also second-generation stars. However, there
rlre also hydrogen-helium stars in the system
whose evolution has not yet approached the
moment of explosion. An explosion of a star,
by the way, is quite a rare event. We shall further
we that such an incident requires specific conditions. Stars are stable in the case of normal
burning. So let us try to answer the question:
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4. Can the Sun Explode?
The stellar energy comes from nuclear reactio
the synthesis of helium from hydrogen and t
synthesis of other elements from these ligh
two. But hydrogen is also abundant on
Earth: the entire ocean consists of water
molecule of which contains two atoms of h
gen. Is there a possibility that the same proto
cycle reactions are slowly developing in th
Earth's ocean?
There is none. The fact is that definitely
two protons have ever coalesced into deuteri
for billions of years of ocean's existence.
why do nucIear reactions occur on the Sun an
stars but not on planets?
Let us not hurry with an answer. Consid
fi s t how often the solar hydrogen enters in
the synthesis reaction. We know the luminosit
the light power of the Sun: La
4 x loz8 W.
This power is supplied by the synthesis of heli
A formation of one helium atom releases
energy E
4 X 10-l2 J . Divide the first va
by the second and you would find the number
helium atoms formed on the Sun per second:

-

-

-

kHo 5
,10.8
E

.-i.

(A letter with a point above i t is used to designat
the rate of value alteration, its time derivative.
Certainly, this value could be calculated mor
accurately but for the time being we do not n
a high accuracy. Thus, 4 X
hydrogen nuc
the protons, burn in a second to form
heliu
neutrinos. Neutrinos
nuclei and 2 X
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llway power approximately equal to 0.1La.
'I'lrerefore, nuclear reactions supply solar power
crcl~ialto 1 .I La. As this happens, the Sun "loses
weight" by 1 .ILOlc2 = 4.5 X lo9 kg per second.
'I'ltis is quite a lot, isn't it? But the Sun itself
In really huge.
Could we assume, proceeding only from this
crrlculation, that the Sun's mass decreases? No,
we could not. There is also a phenomenon resultirig in the increase in the Sun's mass: the falling
of comets upon the Sun. Photos were taken of
nc~veral planets which were rushing into the
xolar disk a t a speed of 618 kmls. Those were
ntnall comets and they showed their presence by
glowing only few hours before they disappeared
l~ilvingvaporized in the Sun's atmosphere. I t is
tlifficult to estimate the mass of these comets
nrid frequency of such falls with the number of
~.rgistered cases being too little. However, the
firlls of comets are quite capable of compensating
llie radiation loss in the Sun's mass equal to
1.5 X IOl7 kg per year.
Consider now how often a hydrogen atom "has
to die" on the Sun, i.e. the probability for its
rinnihilation in one second. Let us assume for
catimation, that the Sun consists only of hydroKen. In that case the Sun houses N H
rnalrn~
105' hydrogen atoms. Therefore, only 4 x 10-ls
of the solar fuel burns out per second, only two
l~rotonsout of each 5 x 1018 enter into a reaction
1)c.r second. At such a rate even one tenth of
liydrogen available on the Sun would not burn
out in 10 billion years, the time comparable to
the age of the universe. An energy crisis does not
threaten yet our star. The low combustion rate

-

-
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accounts also f o ~the fact that the 5-billion-ye
old Sun can be still considered a young star f
of hydrogen energy.
We have calculated the probability for pro
to enter into the reaction per second. Let us
try to estimate the probability for a coalesc
of two protons i n one collision. For that p
we should find out how often a proton c
with others in one second. Let us roughly assu
that protons are balls with radius r , -- 3 X lo-'
In the central areas of the Sun where the temp
ature reaches T , -- lo7 K they move with v
-- 3 X 10'
cities of about v -and each cubic meter houses n -- p , / m ~
protons. Each proton would collide in one sec
with all protons in a cylinder with a base n
and height v. The total number of protons
loo. Thus each pro
this cylinder is nr:vn
collides with other protons IOUtimes per seco
while i t enters into the reaction only once
2.5 x 1018 seconds. Therefore the order of ma
nitude of the probability for the nuclear reacti
p
p -t d in one collision is merely 10That is for the most extreme conditions in t
very center of the Sun! What can be expect
then from the Earth's ocean?
Why is the probability so low? Recall to min
that protons have similar electric char
therefore, they repel. Only a t the shortest
tances of about ro the gain in energy from
defect, the nuclear gravitation, becomes eq
to the loss of energy in the convergence of proto
The kinetic energy of a proton i n the center of t
Sun equals kT,
10-la J but protons need
J , whi
spend the energy equal to e2/ro--

V~T,/~H

-

+

-

-
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i~ by three orders of magnitude inore than the
kinetic energy, to come to a distance of r , from
one another. I n a gas with temperature T there
rlre always some particles with energy significur~tlyhigher than kT but the number of such
particles decreases very rapidly, proportionally
lo e-ElkT , with increase in energy E . Therefore,
the probability for locating a particle with the
onergy 300 times more than kT would be about
This value is so small that it
can be well considered as equal to zero.
If the nature of nuclear reactions were ,purely
mechanical, the situation would be absolutely
bad with no chance for the nuclear synthesis to
occur and develop. Nature, however, has provided
r~notheropportunity. The matter is that protons
tlo not need to climb a power "hi1l"with height
e2/r, to enter into a coalescence reaction: they
can infiltrate beneath the "hill" due to tunnel
crffect. The passage of particles under the
onergy barrier is allowed in quantum mechanics.
Let two protons with kinetic energy equal to
I!' -- mHv2-- k¶' collide. At long distances the
potential energy of their interaction is electrostatic: U = e2/r. But a t the distances approaching
r , the nuclear forces of attraction become stronger
lhan the electric ones, therefore, a t close dislances potential U ( r ) has a well the depth of
which is proportional to the mass defect of the
reaction (Fig. 26). According to the classical
mechanics, particles cannot approach one another
closer than to the distance of r,,, = e2/E in case
of such a potential. The electric "spring" is
unwound and protons part again. This happens
t1-300

-
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in the majority of cases: protons elastically reco
from one another.
However at the temperature of ten milli
e2/kT
degrees this distance approaches r
10-l2 m. I t is three times more than the size
the nucleus r , but sufficiently small for the moti

-

EA

\

\

e2
r

mv2
G7"kT

----*--

-

- 2e2

rrnax-

mV2

I

I

Fig. 26. Potential energy of protons approaching on
another.

of particles to leave the rule of the classic
mechanics and conform to the laws of the quantu
mechanics.
The matter is that the motion of particle
with dimensions that small cannot be describe
with absolute accuracy. I n case of the qua
motion one cannot precisely identify the
location and velocity of a particle. This
that the probability of individual events can
calculated but it is impossible to predict wha
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will happen to a specific elementary particle.
I Iowever in our specific case we are just interested
i l k the probability w for the coalescence of two
protons, the probability of deuterium formation,
nnd not in the fate of an individual proton.
Proceeding from the real luminosity of the
Sun we have estimated that a solar proton enters
into reaction once in 2.5 x 1018 seconds. This
statement sounds rather strange: one proton cannot react two times. Note, however, that the
~ i v e ntime is longer than the age of the universe.
'I'liat is wliy the same idea is better expressed
ill terms of the probability: the probability for
l l ~ ereaction of deuterium formation is equal to
l l ~ evalue inverse to that time, w
4 x 10-le S-l.
'I'he dimensionality of w is inverse time and the
sense of this value is the following: during the
lime t a part of protons equal to a small number
rut would enter into reaction.
The probability for a nuclear reaction, w, depends upon the mean density of hydrogen and the
mean energy of the motion of protons, i.e. temperature. Consider Fig. 27. The figure gives the
tlependence of the probability w on the temperature with the density of the material approxim;~telyequal to that in the center of the Sun:
100 g/cm3. This dependence was calculated in
conformity with the laws of quantum mechanics.
'l'his dependence actually gives the value of w
irpproaching that calculated by the luminosity of
ltie Sun.
If the rate of nuclear reactions in the center of
Jupiter, where the temperature is about lo5 K ,
were considered, i t would turn out that the probirbility for the reaction there approaches
s-l.

I:

Ulrl \

E = Amc2
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This means that the rate of nuclear reactions
Jupiter's interior is by more than 18 orders
magnitude lower than that on the Sun, and
energy release on Jupiter is
pared to the energy of solar
it. The more so for other planets inferior
W,

S-'A

10 - I =

-

10-"l~s

l b 6

1b7

Fig. 27. Probability
nuclear reaction of deu
rium formation versus te
perature.

lb. FK

Jupiter in size. In the Earth's ocean the therm
nuclear reactions of natural origin are absolute
excluded.
The knowledge of the rat
brings about a new enigma.
of a nuclear reaction rapid1
perature. But the same thi
chemical reactions. For
of water formation does
mixture of hydrogen and
perature, but try to put t
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It would explode. How does the explosion start?
At the point of ignition the heating of a small
volume accelerates the reaction and the energy
rulease from i t heats the mixture further. The
roaction momentarily spreads over all available
material-here comes the explosion.
So why doesn't the Sun explode? The procedure
rrlay seem to be practically identical there! Let
us assume that the temperature has exceeded the
oquilibrium level at some point inside the Sun.
Nuclear reactions would be intensified a t that
place, which would result in an even higher local
uuperheating, bringing into a fast nuclear reactIon increasingly large adjacent areas of the solar
plasma. Heat removal also increases with temperature but to a lesser degree: excessive heat
fails to irradiate. What happens then? The minor
temperature disturbance should increase since
11 is unstable. Such an instability should seem
lo lead to an explosion, when the entire star would
ungage in an intensive nuclear reaction burning
ull nuclear fuel.
As mentioned above, stars do explode somelimes. Everything around you had once been the
rriaterial of an exploded star. Flares of stars are
observed even these days. I t so happens that
nome inconspicuous star becomes suddenly, in
a couple of weeks, very bright, the luminosity
illcreases by millions of times. Astronomers call
nrich a star a nova and the observed event is termed
I\ nova flare. After the flare the star slowlyin several months-returns to the more or less
iriitial state.
i
The even grander but more rare events were
termed supernova flares. The last flares of super-

/
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novas were observed in our Galaxy in
1572, and 1604 (those were certainly the
when the light from explosions reached us
last two flares had revived the interest o
manity to astronomy, soon after the telesco
was invented. But as ill luck would have
there have been no supernova flares in our Gala
since then.
After the explosion of a supernova, the lumin
i t y also decreases rapidly, but the star looses
old appearance. A fast-rotating neutron
the pulsar, takes the place of the flared s
nova and all other material is scattered with
velocity. The size of neutron stars is mer
about 10 km but their mass approaches that
the Sun. Their gravitational field is so power
that under the action of immense pressures
electrons of all atoms are pressed into nuc
the protons of nuclei turn into neutrons.
Yet there is no threat of such terrific transfor
ations for our star. The thermonuclear reacti
progress steadily. Very special conditions
required for a star to explode. That is what
vides the stability of stars. If for some reas
extra energy is liberated inside a star, the press
a t t h a t place would be equalized and the
itself would slightly expand much earlier
intensive nuclear transformations would
a chance to start. As this takes place, the s
radius increases. The temperature of the st
interior, as the formula indicates, is invers
proportional to the radius of the star, theref
i t should cool down. Thus, the liberation
energy, the heating of the star, results in a d
crease in its temperature. Stars seem to determi
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heir size themselves. The composition of stars
boing similar, the luminosity and radius depend
,xclusively on mass.
The main reason for the star stability is the
rlow rate of nuclear burning and heat removal
compared to the time of pressure equalization.
Pressure disturbed by some effect tends to return
l o equilibrium value a t the rate of the sound
volocity. The sound velocity approximately
rrquals the velocity of heat motion of atoms
14
) f k ~ l m Therefore,
~.
even the greatest in
rize pressure disturbances inside the Sun can be
aqualized during the time

-

r,

-

R ~ u25 min.
N

The specific time of energy heat removal from
ll~ecentral areas of the Sun is much longer. Let
11s estimate the time during which the energy,
ruleased by nuclear reactions, reaches the surface
of the Sun. Assume that reactions in the center
have ceased. After what time could that be detectod by the cooling of the surface? The specific
hoat of the solar plasma equals, by the order of
magnitude, k / m H . Therefore, the total store of
1l1o Sun's thermal energy is Et
m a kT,lmH
;I x 1041 J. Divide this energy by luminosity,
ll~cthermal power of the Sun, to estimate the
lilr~e of its thermal cooling:

-

E

-

r, -- "-

3X

1O14

s

-

-

107 years.

It turns out that the Sun would shine for a
Irtll geological epoch even without the nuclear
orlcrgy. However, we know that the Sun is much
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older. The time of burnup of solar hydro
also significantly longer, not less than 101°
The absolute value of the gravitational
of the Sun turns out to be about the same o
of magnitude as its thermal energy E,. Gr
tational forces are forces of attraction, there
the gravitational energy is negative. For
bodies with masses m, and m, removed to
distance R from one another i t equals -Gm,m,
To calculate accurately the intrinsic gravitatio
energy of the Sun, one should take into
the distribution of density in it, i.e. the
ence of density upon the distance to the
But if we consider only the order of magnl
of the energy of gravitational attraction,
could write the formula without a numeri
coefficient:

Egr

-

Gmh
-R@

.

The modulus of this value turns out to be
to 4 X IO4l J ; i t is actually of the same or
magnitude as the thermal energy Et.
From the law of conservation of energy i t
lows, that a decrease i n the size of a star resu
in the liberation of thermal energy. W. Kel
and H. Helmholtz, the physicists of the 1
century, believed, that i t was exactly the gra
tational energy which was transformed into rad
tion by compression of stars. They were not aw
of thermonuclear energy, therefore their cal
lationsshowed, that the Sun was merely 10 mill
years old.
However, the role of the gravitational ene
in the evolution of stars is also very importa
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'I'he decrease i n i t due to compression heats the
rnnterial in the process of formation of stars up
lo temperatures, a t which the nuclear burning
of hydrogen starts. From that point on the stabllity of stars is supported by the balance of the
lllermal and gravitational energy.
h. The Sun's Atmosphere
When is a physical problem complicated? Maybe,
when its object differs significantly from the
coriventional scale? The answer is "no", since the
structure of the solar interior is rather simple.
The physics of atomic scale is also not difficult
to comprehend. A problem becomes complicated
when i t involves several competing physical
phenomena developing simultaneously, when none
of the parameters can be neglected.
That kind of situation had not existed in physics for all times. I t was time, when the principal
lnws of nature were unknown and complete classes
of phenomena were complicated and inexplicable.
I'resently we know the fundamental laws of
physics: the theory of gravitation, the theory of
olectromagnetic phenomena, the quantum mechrl~iicsand statistics (the theory of systems composed of a large number of particles). There are
~ignificant gaps only in high-energy-particle
physics. But we have an impression that this
rlrea will be also clarified soon.
Is i t , however, possible that other fundamental
physical principles will be discovered? Yes i t is,
I ) I I ~not in the well-investigated areas of science.
1Sven the potential unification of all interactions
into one system will not cancel the accumulated
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knowledge. Perhaps, only biophysics has
opportunity to discover the laws of nature, ot
than the above mentioned. Yet the number
simple, strictly identified physical facts is
so f a r sufficient to establish fundamental
of biology, which are not the consequenc
the known laws of physics. At the same time
are numerous phenomena around us which s
await their explanation. Why is i t so?
Here is a characteristic example. Let us t

Why is this so?
We have in fact not chosen this wavelength
random. The light with that wavelength has
specific property: i t can cause a quantum
tion of a hydrogen atom from one state to a
more energetic and excited. And conve
hydrogen atom can transit from the exci
to a less energetic one having emitted a lig
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q~iantum,a photon with exactly t h a t wavelength.
'I'his wavelength can be expressed in terms of the
f~lndamental constants:
1

4nch3
h2.3==.

($+)

= 6.565 x

iO-' m.

.

The formula is written in that rather unusual
manner in order to distinguish numbers 2 and 3;

Pig. 28. Photograph of the solar surface in a wide range
of visible light.

llie light of that wavelength is irradiated or
tlbsorbed in transitions of a hydrogen atom from
its second level to the third or back to the second.
Any two integral numbers could substitute 2 and
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3 in the formula to produce a multitude of w
lengths of light which interacts with h y
atoms in a special manner. However, the
portion of this radiation does not get in
visible band of the spectrum.
The reason for the Sun to look in the hydro
light with 656.5 nm wavelength quite diff
from its appearance in the light of other
singular wavelengths is that different
filters make a camera to register the distribu
of luminance a t various altitudes of the sol
atmosphere; i t is like making slides of the s
atmosphere at various levels. Hydrogen is
most common element on the Sun. Theref
radiation which actively interacts with hydro
entangles in the acts of absorption and irradi
tion a t high altitude, where the gas is suffici
rarefied and transparent for the light of
wavelengths. The deeper layers of the sol
mosphere are visible in the usual light.
We have asked why the Sun looks differe
if viewed in different light and the answer
to be quite adequate. But we have not s t
for a moment to think of the reason for the
atmosphere being so different a t various alti
to think of what happens with a rise by t
thousand kilometers (a mere one seven-hundred
of the solar radius) which separates the altit
given in Fig. 28. Is i t not an example demons
ing that knowledge, the same as the Sun, c
have various depths of cognition?
Figure 28 gives the lower layers of the Sun
atmosphere, its main horizon of radiation,
photosphere. I t looks like a layer of sp
grain. These formations are called gran
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Granules are the observable demonstrations of
convection in the photosphere. The upward
tnotion of the heated gas occurs, as a rule, in the
bright centers of granules while a t the edges of
granules the gas, cooled by the energy losses for
radiation, descends. The observable contrast
In luminance results from that very temperature
difference. The dimensions of granules vary
between 200 and 1300 km; the solar disk houses
nbout a million of them. The granules cannot be
distinguished by a naked eye. Just as in the case
of a usual convection, the convection layout is
not stationary on the Sun: an individual granule
lives for about 10 minutes after which its boundnry becomes indistinct and the place is taken by
new granules.
The extended structures have cross dimensions
~~pproaching
those of granules. They are called
librilles when they are observed near the center
of the solar disk. The same formations observed
on the limb (the edge of the solar disk) are called
spicules, the word stemming from Latin spiculum
which means "edge", "sharp end", "sting". The
nrea of altitudes, where fibrilles and spicules are
observed, is called chromosphere; it is located
st 600 to 2000 km above the level shown in
Fig. 28.
What physical features does the observable
surface of the Sun have? Firstly, the surface is
visible, we see the boundary of the solar disk.
This means that the boundary sets a limit beyond
which the solar energy, the radiation, can leave
the star for good. The radiation's departure
results in a significant cooling of the Sun's sur-
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face, the photosphere, compared to the deep
layers.
The temperature of the photosphere is sufficien
ly low (although not lower than 4000 K) for io
of hydrogen, helium, and other elements to ca
ture electrons and turn into neutral atoms.
process is not completed, there remain
enough free electrons and ions to support a
electric conduction in the environment. At
same time even simple molecules are bei
formed in small quantities: CO, Hz, CH, C
Gases of the solar atmosphere absorb the radiati
of the lower, hotter layers, their atoms a
molecules are excited, while absorbing photon
and then transit to an unexcited state by emitti
photons. The density of atoms in the photos
rapidly decreases with height, diminishing
per each 130 km. For each frequency (or
length of light) there is an altitude, a t whi
gas turns transparent and the radiation
frequency leaves the Sun.
We have seen from the example of hydro
that the closer the frequency of light to the
quency of atom's quantum transition, the str
ger the light of this frequency interacts with t
material and, therefore, the higher position
taken by the layer of the solar atmosphere, w
the radiation of this frequency is formed.
in the photosphere the temperature falls
height and the intensity of radiation falls rap1
as the temperature goes down. That is wh
radiation of the Sun is usually weaker
frequencies, which correspond to quantum
sitions of atoms and molecules. These dark
in the salar spectrum are the Fraunhofe
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which were mentioned in the beginning of the
chapter.
Consider now again Fig. 23, especially the most
detailed part of the spectrum, Fig. 23c. The
atom of each of several dozens of elements, which
nre present on the Sun in significant quantities,
has about a hundred of quantum levels of energy
oxcited a t solar temperatures. Not every two
levels can emit a photon when a transition between them occurs-there are several quantum
rules of forbidden transitions-but nevertheless
the total number of possible transitions of the
solar atoms and molecules, which affect the
resultant spectrum, reaches several millions!
The result is about 20 thousand maximums
nnd minimums observed in the solar spectrum.
As this takes place, the spectrum of the Sun
changes throughout its surface, which can be
seen even in photographs. In addition, irregular
time changes of the spectrum occur a t every point
of the solar surface.
All those changes (in space, time, and light
frequency) carry an immense quantity of information. Imagine that a problem was set just
to record, to register in the memory of computers
the entire variety of solar spectra reaching the
Karth, all that can be in principle observed with
the help of modern instruments and record techr~iqueswithout any explanation or investigation
into the results of observations. I t turns out that
the volume of this information exceeds by 4 to
5 orders of magnitude, by tens and hundreds
thousand times, that of the total information
which we get from the rest of the universal
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quantum radiation, waves, coming from convec
tive depths, and magnetic and electric fields. Thi
is evident because the temperature of the sola
gas, which falls on the way from the center o
the Sun to the photosphere (a natural thing when
the distance to the source of energy increases),
suddenly starts to rise (Fig. 29).
T, K

50000-

3000020000-

10000-

1500

2000 H, km

Fig. 29

Alter the temperature reaches its minimum a
an altitude of about 500 km, where it falls do
to 4400 K, it rises first slowly (in the chromosp
re) and then, in the so-called sheath between
chromosphere and the Sun's corona, the temper
ture rises by two rapid jumps increasing tw
with an altitude increase of mere ten kilomete
From that level the Sun's corona stretches.
The corona, the temperature of which reach
1.5 to 2 million kelvins, makes a halo of irreg
lar and inconstant form easily observable durin
total solar eclipses. Individual rays reach out t

I
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ll~edistance of 1.5 to 2 solar radii. "Besides the
peculiarities of this atmospheric "average" (the
so-called "quiet Sun"), various surprising phenomm a take place in the solar atmosphere and
nwait still their explicit explanation. In addilion to the granules, supergranules, and spicules
characteristic for the normal (undisturbed) solar atmosphere, certain "disturbances", i.e. inllomogeneities with relatively short lives, are
ulso observed there. The major of those include
sunspots, faculae, chromospheric bursts, promitlence, coronal rays and holes." That was a quolation from a scientific paper on the hydrodytlamics of the Sun.
One cannot help recalling "Solaris" by Staniulaw Lem, where the behaviour of a live ocean of
a fantastic planet was described: "No terms can
give the idea of what is happening on Solaris.
Its treemountains, longlets, mushroomies, mymoids,
symmetriads and asymmetriads, spiners and faster~sound terribly artificial but they give an impression of Solaris even to those who have seen
nothing but vague photos and extremely inadoquate films." The analogy is also traceable in
lhe name given by Lem to the planet.
The corona gives birth to the solar wind. The
oscape velocity v, = v 2 ~ m ~ decreases
l r
with
I#hedistance from the Sun. I t equals three hundrod kilometers per second already a t the distance
of r = 4R0. The average particle velocity at the
corona temperature of about 1.5 million degrees
r~pproaches100 km/s and many protons move thri(:c faster. Therefore the velocities of many plasIna particles are sufficient for escape. At the
same time the plasma density rapidly decreases
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with the distance from the Sun. Beginning wi
the distance between 2 and 3 solar radii the c
lisions of particles become so rare that the
particles can easily leave the Sun and rush i n
space. This is the solar wind.
A clear demonstration of the latter, the t a i
produced when that wind blows over comets,
known from ancient times. However there w
only a hypothesis on the existence of a flux
charged particles emitted by the Sun before t
solar wind was actually discovered by spacecra
At the distance of the Earth's orbit a@ the me
density of the solar wind is n = 5 particles p
cubic centimeter and its average velocity
v = 320 km/s.
Let us estimate the mass lost by the Sun
second due to the solar wind. This will be
mass density of 0.5 n m multiplied
~
by the ve
ity v and the surface of the sphere4nak with
radius of the Earth's orbit:
- m a IV 2na&nmHvN 4 x 108 kgls.
I t is known that this value is only by one o
der of magnitude lower than the Sun's loss
mass due to mass defect in the course of nucle
reactions: 4.5 X lo9 kg/s.
Both t h e intensity of the solar wind and
corona size alter significantly according to
solar activity. Another apparent demonstrati
of the changes in the upper layers of the Sun
the sunspots. The more spots appear on the
and the larger they are, the farther the solar
rona stretches and the stronger the solar win
Large spots on the Sun are observable even t
naked eye. They were mentioned already in

1

t
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cient Chinese chronicles. Yet the history of the
tally scientific investigation of sunspots startcd with the invention of the telescope. In 1611
sunspots were described simultaneously by several European scientists including Galileo.
Since then a number of important regularities
ol the solar activity were established. I t was noted by the middle of the last century that the
number of sunspots alters almost periodically
and the period of this alteration approximates 11
years. These changes in the Sun's activity are
observed until the present. I t is known that sunspots are always accompanied by faculae around
lhem. Magnetic fields in sunspots have been measured: their value may exceed that of magnetic
lield outside the spots by a thousand times. I t
is known that the polarity structure of magnetic
lields in spots alters with the period of 22 years,
which is twice longer than the period of the number of spots. Many other regularities have been
discovered.
Unfortunately, the major part of our knowledge of thesolar activity is descriptive. The relalionships between some of the observed phenomc!na can be explained but we have failed so far
lo develop a comprehensive theory of the solar
rtctivity. There is not even a generally accepted
I.l~eoryon the qualitative level with numerical
c~stimates.Such a primary theory shonld provide
r~rguments for a well-grounded estin~ateof the
period of the solar activity equal to about ten
years. Alas, this has not been done yet.
In such a situation people would like to apply
observations made in the last two centuries to
longer periods. The erroneousness of that approach
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to the solar activity can be demonstrated b
following example: between 1645 and 1715
were almost no spots on the Sun! Before
the solar cycle did not sho
ty. When E. Maunder, the
Greenwich observatory, brought these facts
light from old publications in 1890, nobody
lieved them. I t was much easier to explain
absence of sunspots by a chance or irregular1
of observations than
of the solar cycle. Ye
year break in the sola
der minimum) can b
I t is confirmed both

rnys is related to the solar activity: the more
spots on the Sun, the weaker the flux of cosmic
rays. The relationship is realized through the soInr wind.
The solar wind compresses the force lines of
~(alacticmagnetic fields a t the distance of about
1013 m, which is approximately fifty radii of the
kinrth's orbit. Cosmic rays propagate mainly
along the magnetic field. Only the most energetic particles of galactic cosmic rays can penetrate
lllis magnetic bubble around the Sun. The solr~rwind covers the distance to its boundary in
six months or a year. The Sun being quiet, the
nolar wind is weaker and the boundary of the solar magnetosphere moves closer and becomes less
rlcnse. The result is an increase in the intensity
o f cosmic rays reaching the Earth and the conlurlts of 14C in atmospheric carbon dioxide.
The period of quiet Sun in the usual 11-yerar
cycle is not sufficient for the accumulation of the
ri~tlioactivecarbon in a quantity ample for tracilrg the difference from the years of active Sun
Iry annual rings of trees. But this difference becirrne quite detectable during the 70-year-long
Maunder minimum.
The Sun's thermal radiation is constant. The
solar activity alters only the short-wave, nonther111;ilpart of radiation a t wavelengths less than
100 nm. The second, lesser, maximum can be
nchcn in Fig. 23. However, less than 1% of the
Sun's total luminosity falls on this area. As we
xlliill see further, the short-wave part of the solar
ri~diationdoes not pass through the upper layers
of the Earth's atmosphere. Therefore the solar
rrc,livity practically does not change the heat

and 1720 show a 1 0 % increase in the content
radioactive carbon 14C. A small quantity of
isotope is formed from nitr
yers of the Earth's atmosp
of cosmic rays. Then 14C is
tion in the course of photosynthesis.
active carbon 14C with half-life of
date wooden articles rather accurately.
Cosmic rays are a flux of high ener
falling to the Earth from all sides, Nucle
tions in the high layers of atmosphere are
by cosmic rays not of the solar but of
origin. Nevertheless the intensity of these cosm

I*
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flux coming to our planet and almost does n
affect the Earth's weather. The alternate sh
wave radiation changes significantly only
state of the external shell of the Earth's a t
sphere.
Unfortunately, the physical origins of the s
lar activity and other phenomena in the
atmosphere are still far from being absol
clear but the Sun's effect on our world is
mense. We shall further return to its minor pa
the thermal effect of the Sun upon the Eart
For the time being just listen to poet's word

I. The Composition of the Atmosphere

Almighty Sun, the nature's vital spark and grace,
Eternal light and holy face of God,
Thou blow life into air and earth, thou make wat
Thou is time and matter's Lordl
Alexander Sumarokov, 176

1

llsve a look at the blue sky: this is atmosphere.
'I'ake a deep breath: this is also atmosphere. But
what is atmosphere from the point of view of phy~ i c s ?What accounts for its composition, presm e , and temperature at different altitudes? What
is the cause of its motion, the cause of winds?
trow do the winds produce ocean currents? Let
11stry to supply brief answers to these questions.
You know that 78% of the Earth's atmosphere
is taken by nitrogen, 21% falls on oxygen, and
rtrgon accounts for 1 %. There are also minor ad~ l ~ i x t u r eofs carbon dioxide, water vapours, and
quite negligihle quantities of neon, helium, krypton, and hydrogen. But let us try to comprehend
why the upper shell of this planet consists of
ll~esevery gases and world ocean water. The atlr~ospheresof other planets of the solar system are
lotally different and they have no ocean in the
c-onventional sense of the word. Carbon dioxide
prevails on Venus and Mars, the major atmospheric components on giant planets are helium, hydrogen, methane, and ammonia. The Moon and
Mercury do not have any atmosphere at all. Why
is it so?
The atmospheric composition is determined
lirst of all by the geological history of the given
planet. The planets of terrestrial group, which
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were formed by way of amalgamati
solid particles, apparently did not have
atmospheres a t the initial stage. The
etary material was gradually
gravity, the planets took a spheri
their interior was heated, Chemic
induced in the primary material
tion of high temperatures and pressure.
ier reaction products were sinkin
by forming the nucleus, the lighte
the outer solid crust of planets and the ga
products of reactions made up the first a t
The Earth's atmosphere had accumu
so much water vapour that the major
could not fail to condense. Thus, the prima
ocean was formed.
Do not think that all those things had happen
once and for good in ancient times. This
cess is still taking place on the Earth alth
not so intensively as a t the beginning of
evolution. The Earth's crust is still being r
nerated and the volcanos are still releasing a
of water vapour and carbon dioxide into the
mosphere. In addition to them there a r
pbur dioxide, hydrogen chloride and other
pleasant gases. Why are they absent in the
ma1 atmosphere?
The answer is almost evident. All g
atmosphere should be in chemical e
both with one another and the ocean, as
with the material of terrestrial rocks. T
acid oxides released by volcanos dissolve
in the ocean and form acids. These aci
acting with the major oxides of the E
produce salts. The soluble salts are dissol
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i n the ocean, the insoluble salts buiId up sedi~nentary rocks.
An attentive reader could have certainly noticed a weak point of the above arguments. OxyKen! This gas is absent in volcanic gases and
r~tmospheres of other planets.
The major source of the Earth's oxygen is ve~ c t a t i o n . The chIarophylI of plants processes
carbon dioxide under the action of solar rays. The
carbon from carbon dioxide enters into organic
compounds of plants and oxygen is released into
the atmosphere. There is however another source
of oxygen on this planet. To understand how it
acts, one shol~ld first clear up the question:
what hoIds the atmospheres of planets, why don't
I heir gases volatilize into space?
The air pressure a t the Earth's surface is known
lo be equal t o P o = 1.013 X 10' Pa. This means
that a total force of 4nR&p, acts upon the entire
Icarth's surface with the area 4a~R&.The primary
source of this force is certainly gravitation. According to Newton's second Iaw this force equals
the mass of the Earth's atmosphere multiplied
1)y the free fall acceIeration g. Hence it is not
difficult to calculate the mass of the Earth's at~nosphere:
QnR&p0
lnA =

g

= 5.3 x 10i8 kg.

'I'his accounts, as you can see, for almost a millionth part of the entire Earth's mass. I t is also
interesting to compare the mass of the atmosphere
to the mass of water on this planet: 98% of water
is taken by oceans, about 2% is contained in
glaciers, mainly in Antarctica and Greenland,
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while the mass of freshwater bodies and wat
vapours is relatively insignificant. The total ma
of the Earth's water equals 1.4 X
which exceeds 266 times the atmospher
mass.
Free fall acceleration does not merely produce
atmospheric pressure near the Earth's surface.
I t also impedes dissipation, the scattering of atmospheric gases into space. Let us compare the
velocities of molecules of different gases a t the
temperature, say, of 300 K with the Earth's escape velocity v, = 1 / 2 g ~ B 11.2 km/s. I t is
clear that if the thermal velocity of gas molecules U N 1/1cl'/m approaches the escape velocity,
this gas would not stay in the atmosphere. In
fact, the thermal velocity of hydrogen molecules
equals 1.1 km/s, that of helium molecules is
0.8 km/s, and the average velocity of nitrogen
and oxygen molecules approaches 0.3 km/s.
At first sight there is nothing wrong. The velocities of gases turned out to be less than the escape velocity. This means that the Earth can
hold a n y gas in its atmosphere. But in fact the
atmospheric gases do Volatilize into space
the process is very slow. This happens bet
in the top layers of the atmosphere the temperature is much higher than near the surf
shall see further that, it reaches 1200
means that the velocities of gas molecule

-

Besides, we have estimated only the aver
locities of the molecules.These are the ve
of the absolute majority of molecules in t
of thermal equilibrium. But a minor part
move a t a speed by far exceeding the
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value. These fast molecules can leave the Earth
lor good.
You have seen that at the same temperature
l l ~ chighest velocities are demonstrated by hydrogcn and helium molecules, i.e. gases with the
minimum molar mass. Consider Fig. 30. I t
gives the masses of various gases of the Earth's air
m, kg,
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Fig. 30. Masses of gases of the terrestrial atmosphere
water versus their molecular mass.

I I I I ~ ocean

lllld the total mass of water on the Earth as a funcl i o n Of their molecular mass. You may see that
majority of points are Iocated close to the curve
which reaches its maximum at the molecular
Illass of water. The relative content of various
'"ernents on the Earth depends first of all on the
(l{lantity in which they are produced by nilclear
reactions on stars- Therefore Fig. 30 should be
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compared to Fig. 24 which gives the occurre
of elements in space. You see that there i s v
little helium in the Earth's atmosphere while
the Sun and giant planets it accounts for
quarter of their mass. The reason for this is t
the Earth's gravitation is not sufficient for a
fe containment of helium and hydrogen.
The density of these gases is also lower t h
the others of their kind: they always tend to r~
upwards in the atmosphere. The Earth's
mosphere turns out to be homogeneous, i.e.
mixed, only below 90 km. This part of i t is
led homosphere. The place above i t is taken
heterosphere, the part of the Earth's atmosph
with variable composition. The concentrat
of helium and hydrogen in heterosphere in
with altitude. Above 700 km the Earth's
phere consists practically only of these
I t is mainly helium and hydrogen which vs
lize into space.
However, the concentration of helium
hydrogen in the homosphere is extremely low.
where do they come from to the heterosph
Presumably, their quantity should continuo
decrease because of volatilization.
The matter is that there are processes sup
ing the content of these light gases in t h
mosphere. Helium is formed in t h e Earth's
in decay reactions of heavy radioactive elem
As regards hydrogen of the upper atm
i t is formed from water! At the altitude of
to 50 km H,O molecules disintegrate into hy
gen and oxygen under the action of the ultralet solar radiation. Themfore the vcrlatiliza
of hydrogen into Ehe outer space results in a
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rrcase in water on the Earth and an increase in
oxygen content in the atmosphere.
Each second approximately 1 kg of hydrogen
oscapes from the Earth's atmosphere into the
o ~ ~ t space.
er
Is it much or little? Let us estimate
Ilow long would oceans and glaciers last at such
11 rate. 1 kg of hydrogen is contained in 9 kg of
wi~ter. Divide the ocean's mass by this rate of
tl(1crease and the result will be that the store of
l l ~ cEarth's water would suffice for 1.5 x 1OZ0s
which is 5000 billion years. Thus, the ocean can
Ilc considered inexhaustible since the Earth's
clgc is "merely" 4.5 billion years.
Estimate now the amount of oxygen formed
during the time of the Earth's existence. This
will be a very rough estimate because we cannot
rrally assume that the Sun had been shining just
ns now during all that time. Yet let us try:
8 kg per second in 4 billion years results in 1018kg
of oxygen which is exactly the quantity presently
contained in the atmosphere of this planet,
one fifth of the mass of the atmosphere.
This coincidence should not be overestimated.
It has been taken much more oxygen than i t s
present content in the atmosphere t o bring the
IG~rth'schemical equilibrium to its present state,
lo oxidize methane and ammonia of t h e pri111ary atmosphere, t o oxidize all rocks of the
Karth's crust. This would have been impossible
without vegetation. The plants produce about
lo1*kg of oxygen per year, i.e. 3 x 1Q6 kg per
~ocond.This is much more than the dissipation
of hydrogen into outer space produces. Hawever,
presently the content of oxygen i n the atmosphere
does not increase: all oxygen generated by prege-
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tation is consumed by living beings and s p
on the oxidation of volcanic gases, combust
and decomposition of dead plants.
The dissipation of gases into space qualitativ
l y determines the composition and masse
the atmospheres on other planets of thesolar
tern. However, to comprehend the origins of
variety of their atmospheres one should first
arn t o determine the temperatures of planet a
mospheres.

2. Thermal Equilibrium of Planets.
Their Atmospheres and Oceans
The surfaces of planets and their atmospheres
heated by the solar radiation. The Sun heated
thermonuclear reactions irradiates uniformly
all directions the light power La = 3.83
loz6 W. HOW much of it falls on the Eart
I t is easy to see that this part equals the ratio
the area of the Earth's disk, nR&, to the surf
4na& of a sphere with the radius of the Ear
orbit, a%. The Earth gets merely a half of
billionth part of the entire solar radiation.
part multiplied by the Sun's luminosity
gives the light power received by this plane
R"
~ = ~ ~ 2 = 1 x. 10'7
7 5W.
4a&

What are the consumers of this power? A pa
of it is reflected by the Earth itself back into s
ce. Other planets and the Moon are visible on
night sky just due to reflected light. In the s
way one could see light reflected by the E
when moving away from i t into outer space.
spectrum of this light differs from that of t
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source, i.e. the Sun, because the Earth's atmosphere and ocean absorb red rays better than blue
ruys. That is why our planet looks blue from space.
The share of reflected luminous energy is calIcd albedo and is designated by A . This Latin
word stems from albus meaning "white". Albedo
is a kind of a degree of whiteness. The accuracy
ol' our knowledge about the albedo of our own
planet was rather low up to a recent time. The
ICarth was believed to reflect into space between
:!O and 40% of light falling on it. Recent meas~ ~ r e m e nmade
ts
from satellites indicated the value
of albedo equal to 28%. But where does the rell~ainingpart of power, P (1 - A ) go? I t is clear
I,l~atthis very power is the reason for the climate
011 the Earth being warm compared to surroundI I I ~ space. However, the solar radiation comes
l o the Earth continuously and if there were no
l~catremoval, temperature on the Earth would
rise continuously and very fast. Therefore, heat
rc~novaldoes exist. I t is easy to guess that it is
realized through the same physical process as the
radiation of the Sun itself: tlie thermal radiation.
Amazingly, the Earth and other planets are also
sources of radiation. But the temperature of this
~.ridiationis low, so the maximum of its spectrum
I'rllls on wavelengths far from the visible range.
'I'l~ermalradiation of tlie Earth and planets occurs
I I I infrared range, it is invisible to eye.
Let us calculate the temperature of the equi11 brium thermal radiatioii of this planet taking
11s albedo equal to 28%. We have to equalize
lllc thermal flux of the radiation absorbed by
Ilic Earth P (1 - A ) to the Earth's total ther111ii1
radiation flux. On the average, the planet
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irradiates like a black body with radiation t
perature T9 which we are going to find out.
cording to Boltzmann principle, the density
radiation flux is uBT& and, to determine the
tal flux, one should multiply this value by
area of the Earth's surface 4nRk. There

Rb

4xR&oBT;B= ( I - A ) Lo
= (1- A )

471RbuBT8

R&
@

.

Extracting hence the fourth root we get:

T@~/S
A)Il4
K.
p

T@=

(1 -

= 257

At that temperature the maximum of the the
ma1 radiation falls on the wavelength h = 113
nm which is 22 times longer than the wavelen
of the maximum of the solar spectrum.
Thus the Earth's temperature amounts t
257 K or -16 "C. Quite a frost, isn't it? But
we assumed the albedo to be equal to 0.4, t
resulting temperature would be still lowe
-28 "C! What is the matter, however?
We know that the mean annual temperatu
in the Earth's middle latitudes is above zero a
a large portion of the Earth's surface is taken
tropics where temperature rarely falls be1
25 "C both in summer and in winter. Is it possi
that the Earth has a source of heat other than
solar radiation? For example, it could be hea
by a radioactive decay of heavy elements in
interior or by heat stored deep inside the plan
a t the moment of its formation.
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Such a source of heat does actually exist. Howover, estimates given in the section "Why is
llrc interior of planets hot?" demonstrate that
lllc heat flux from the depths is by 3 orders of
magnitude weaker than the heat which the Earth
guts from the Sun. The heat flux from the Earth's
tlopths taken alone could only maintain on the
Ihlrth's surface a temperature by an order of magt~itudelower than the present one, i.e. merely
35 kelvins. This is why the climate of our planet
IHpractically not affected by the heat of the
Icarth's depths which holds true even for the polr~rnight, when there is no direct supply of the
nolar power, or for areas near the boundaries of
drifting plates, where the heat flux from the
tlopths is relatively powerful.
Thus the discrepancy between the Earth's ra~liationand surface temperatures cannot be accounted for by the heat flux from its interior. We
l ~ r ~ vtoe look for another reason. Here i t is. The
Irlct is that heat is irradiated into space, as a
r~rle,not by the Earth's surface itself but by the
15arth's atmosphere, the air shell around the
planet! At first sight it may seem strange since
1110 air is transparent and should not impede
ll~eradiation of the Earth's solid surface and
occan. But the spectrum of radiation a t the templrature of the Earth's surface of about 300 K
lirs within the far infrared zone. Therefore we
c:rlrinot judge the radiation-transmitting propertios of materials only by our own sensations. Meas~ ~ r c m e n tmade
s
with the help of infrared specIrometers indicate the following. The .major air
co~nponents-nitrogen, oxygen, and inert gas~($5-are also transparent in the infrared band. A
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ray coming through the entire thickness of
atmosphere composed only of these gases
weaken insignificantly even if this ray is an
red one. However, the carbon dioxide CO,
water vapours H,O, which are present in the
mosphere in minor quantities, absorb the inf
red radiation so intensively that they becom
cisive factors of the transparency of the E
atmosphere in infrared light. The same co
nents, consequently, dictate the radiative pr
erties of the planet's atmosphere. The altit
a t which the infrared radiation leaves the Ea
depends on the variable air humidity and car
nic acid content.
The equilibrium temperatures of other pl
nets can be calculated i n the same way as that
the Earth. They depend mainly on the dista
from the planets to the Sun. The farther the
bit, the lower the temperature on the plan
surf ace.
The albedos of the solar system's bodies va
within a wide range: from 6 % of Mercury a
the Moon to almost 100% of Enceladus, a sat
lite of Saturn. The range of albedo alteration
other large planets is not so wide. This meth
being of little help in finding the accurate temp
ature conditions on each of them, let us t a
the albedo of all the planets for our estimates
equal to 40%. Thus calculated equilibrium t e
peratures of the planets are cited i n Table
Let us demonstrate now how the properties
a planet's atmosphere could be estimated w
its temperature, radius, and mass being kno
You have seen on the Earth's example that
ability of a celestial body to retain the gaseo
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Table 8

Atmospheres of the Solar System Bodies
':elcs-

Radius

::2y

Sun

7 x 108

Temperature
(K)

5780 4000

Mercury

2 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~400

Venus

6 . 1 ~ 1 0 ~290

Earth

6 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~250

Moon
Mars

250
1.7x108
3 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~200

Jupiter 7 . 1 x i 0 7

Saturn 6 . 0 ~ 1 0 "

Titan

12-01137

2.8

22

30
1.4
7.7

110 2000

80

2 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~ 80

Uranus 2 . 5 x 1 0 7

Description of
atmosphere

to

55

950

5.3

500

The entire Sun
is a gaseous
sphere
There is practically no atmosphere
Powerful atmosphere above
solid land
Powerful atmosphere above
ocean and land
No atmosphere
Weak atmosphere
Powerful atmosphere continuously passing
into liquid
Powerful atmosphere continuously passing
into liquid
Powerful atmosphere above
methane ocean
(1)
Powerful atmosphere

CornPOsition of
a tmosphere

e-, H+
H, He
-

COz,
N,

N,,
02,
H,O
-

COz,

Nz

H,,

He,
CH,

Hz,
He,
CH,

N,,
CH,

H,,
He
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wponds to a large and stable atmosphere of this
~ ~ l i ~ nLet
e t . us make a similar estimate for other
I-cilcstial bodies. Calculate the ratio

lor the Sun, planets, and some of their satellites

compare this value to our knowledge of
tlr~lrratmospheres. i n doing so, we shall consider
~ I I P temperature of the solar surface as the
Iolnperature of the Sun and employ radiation
l(*iirperatures of planets and satellites in order
l o estimate their temperatures.
Strictly speaking, in the case of Mercury, VeI I I I S , and the Moon i t should be taken into account
tl~iitthey rotate slowly, therefore the temperaI,~lresof their illuminated and dark sides differ
wi~nificantlyand for retaining an atmosphere the
Iehlnperature of the illuminated side is importrot. But the qualitative agreement has been
rvached all the same. Notice that the lesser go,
1I1c. weaker the planet's atmosphere and the heave r its component-gas by molecular mass. At
t,, < 3 atmosphere is totally absent. Mars, with
tlrnt value reaching 7.7, has a small atmosphere
colrsisting mainly of heavy carbon dioxide. The
colrtent of water vapoun having a low moleculr~r mass is negligible in Mars's atmosphere.
Table 8 accommodates also Titan, a satellite
III Saturn and the only, besides the planets, body
111 the solar system on which the atmosphere has
I~cberidiscovered. This fact was known from astro~lornicalobservations. I t has been finally conlirliled due to the flight of the American spacecraft
which in 1979 and 1980 transmitted
"Voyager I",

r~rltt

h=

Gme3
kN,R T-=30.
a3 e3

The parameter go of the Earth turned out t o
notably more than unity which in fact cor

i

I.*
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to the Earth photos of Jupiter, Saturn, and t h
satellites.
At the same time the large values of E,
giant planets correspond to the fact that t h
are composed of materials with low mole
mass. Hydrogen and helium can be retained
in atmospheres of sufficiently massive bo
But the giant planets themselves have proba
become so giant just because hydrogen and
um are the most widespread elements in the s
system. Apparently, the fall of the equilibr
radiation temperature with the distance from
Sun has resulted in the fact that the giant pl
ets consisting of light gases, light elements
located a t the suburbs of the solar syste
the minor planets, the mass of which is
of a dense material, are located n
Sun.
The explanation of the composition of a t m
pheres in terms of E, is attractive due to
simplicity, but i t fails to provide for an accur
estimation of the chemical composition of
mospheres. I t is also required that different
ses of the atmosphere could coexist, that t
would not react with one another and with
materials of the planet's surface. This condit
however, is not absolutely necessary. For ex
ple, there is very much oxygen in the Earth's
mosphere and this gas is very active and eas
enters into chemical reactions. There is q
lot of combustibles and materials apt to o
on the surface of our planet, recall, for ins
wood fires. The oxygen equilibrium, as has
already mentioned, is continuously maintain
by photosynthesis reactions. Thus, the atm
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plreres of planetsshould bestable in relation to the
c:l~emical equilibrium a t constant irradiation of
the half of the planet by solar light.
Apparently, carbonic acid was present in
large quantities in the Earth's primary atmosphere which a t that time was much more similar
lo that of Venus. For the present moment carbon,
111)sorbedby vegetation in the course of photosynIl~esis,has been accumulated in geological deposIts. These include coal, oil, natural gas, and
1.11alk.Chalk has been formed from the residues
of skeletons and shells
of pre-historic or~enisms.
And how did the ocean come to existence? Are
111ereoceans on other planets and what is their
cornposition? First of all let us clearly formulate
what an ocean is and under what conditions i t
can appear.
An ocean is a significant layer of liquid on the
surface of a planet separated by a clear boundary
from the atmosphere. Therefore temperature on
at least a part of the planet's surface should be
higher than the melting point of the material
making up the ocean. This alone does not suflice however. If the total mass of this chemical
compound on the planet is small, it could still
I)c an atmospheric gas even if the temperature
is all right. Consequently, the ocean's existence
tlcmands that the partial pressure of some gas
rlcar the planet's surface were higher than the
sir turated steam pressure.
Yet t h a t is not all. Values of critical pressure
I I I I ~critical temperature are known for each compound. At a pressure above critical and a temperr~ture higher than critical there is no physical
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difference between a liquid and a gas, there
no boundary surface between these two phas
and they continuously pass into one anoth
b n c e follows that there could be no helium
hydrogen ocean on any planet of the solar s
tem. The critical temperature of helium is
rely 5 K , that of hydrogen is only 33 K. They
lower than radiation temperatures of all t h e pla
ets. Helium and hydrogen abundant in the
mospheres of giant planets pass into dense laye
of highly compressed material when they su
merge into their interior in the same way as
happens on the Sun. Although this materi
looks like a liquid-distances between molecul
approach the sizes of the molecules themselves
we would not call it an ocean since there
no boundary separating i t from the atmo
phere.
For the same reason there is neither meth
nor ammoniac ocean on Jupiter, Saturn, U
nus, and Neptune although these gases are pr
ent in minor quantities in their atmospheres.
the altitudes, where the partial pressure of, s
methane would exceed the pressure of its sa
rated steam, it would start t o condensate. B
not into the ocean. Its total concentration bei
low, this condensate would be not a layer of
quid, not an ocean, but a layer of small drops
methane, a methane cloud.
To get a clearer picture of conditions for
existence of an ocean, assume for a moment
the temperature of the Earth's surface is hi
than its actual level. Would the Earth's o
boil if the temperature reached 100 "C? No,
would not. A part of water would evaporat
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I I ~ I C S into the atmosphere, so that
the partial
prpssure of water vapours near the ocean's surfaicewould amount to 1 atmosphere, which is the
~i-t.ssureof saturated water vapours a t t h a t tem~)orature. The total atmospheric pressure on
IIIP Earth would be equal to 2 atmospheres; the
other half of the pressure value will be provided
I I V the partial pressures of nitrogen and oxygen.
'1'1le ocean would still exist then. At which teml)crature, however, i t would completely evapor ;l~e?
For this case let us first find the pressure a t the
sllrface of the dried-out Earth. If the entire
ICnrtli's water passed into t h e atmosphere, i t s
pressure would exceed the present value by a faclor of 267, since the mass of water is 266 times
111orethan t h a t of the atmosphere. However, this
1)rcssure of 267 atmospheres is higher than the
I-ritical pressure of water vapour equal to 218
; I [rnospheres. Therefore the ocean's disappearance
;is the temperature increases would proceed as
~'ollows:the atmosphere would be gradually satllratpd by water vapour up to the moment when
its pressure near the ocean's surface would reach
IIIO critical level. This would happen a t the wittemperature which for water equals 374 "C
647 K . Moreover, the boundary between the
water and atmosphere disappears and the pressure
; I t the former ocean's bottom would reach 267
;I Imospheres.
Let us turn back to the conventional terrestri,,I temperature equal to 15 O C on the average. At
illis temperature the pressure of the saturated watl)r vapour equals 1700 Pa = 0.0168 atm. Hence
il is easy to estimate the total mass of water
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in the entire Earth's atmosphere:

is the rise of Saturn*. One should immediately
lcave the ocean's coast and move the spacecraft
lo a highland, to some safe place. A tide will
come soon and its height on Titan is assessed at
11l)out one hundred meters!
The ocean majestically upheaves, methane cur~.c.ritsare seething, the splashes of surf wrapped up
t ~ yvapours ascend to dark clouds completely hidil~g both the Sun and Saturn. The tide is over
r111da violent rnethane shower threatens to wash
11s down from faltering rocks ...

1

mHZoz4nRbpHzo- 2 9 X loi6 kg.
g

I t is clear that the
must exceed this
The only, besides the Earth, good candid
for possession of a real ocean in the solar syst
is Titan, a Saturn's satellite. I n addition to
trogen accounting for a major part of Titan's a
mosphere, methane and hydrocya
were discovered there. The temperature
surface was measured by "Voyager 1"
red to be equal to 93 K which is high
thane's melting point (90 K) and lo
critical temperature equal t
pheric pressure near the Titan
out to be 1.6. times higher
the Earth's atmosphere. At te
the pressure of saturated methane
0.16 atm. Consequently, it woul
for the existence of a methane ocean on Tit
that the total content of methane in its upp
layers were higher than 1 0 % .
Assume that i t is so, which i
And now imagine
There is a coast of
the usual water ice
ammonia and hydrocyanic acid.
falls on grey-green methane waves.
of the Sun-not brighter than th
on Earth-hardly breaks through r
ane clouds.
Then another vague and light circle sized as
Earth's moons ascends above the horizon. T
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:I.The "Puff-Pastry"
the Earth's Atmosphere

ol

I

'I't~evertical layout of the Earth's atmospllere
is very complicated and interesting. Density p,
pressure p, and air temperature T all change si11111ltaneously
with height. I t is easy to derive
oclnations describing the dependences of pressure
c~r~d
density on height. One of them is the equaI.ion of ideal gas with molecl~larmass p = 29,
which is the mean molecular mass of our nitro~cln-oxygenatmosphere:

You are also well familiar with another equaI.ion: a hydrostatic equation describing the alterr~l~ionof pressure in a liquid with height z.

i

* It is assumed here that Titan is not always turned to
Sltlurn with one side, but rotates in relation to it. We do
IIOL know whether it is really so. The Titan's atmosphere
In so dense that the details of its surface could not be
distinguished so far.
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Temperature decreases with elevation from the
1Sarth's surface. At the height of 17 km in tropics and about 10 k m in polar areas during the
polar day i t reaches the first minimum: -75 "C
~ ~ b o vtropics
e
and -55 "C above the pole. This

However, the density of the atmosphere is va
ble in contrast to the density of an incompressl
liquid. Therefore, the hydrostatic equation shoul
be written in a differential form for change i
pressure d p with height increment dz:

I

d p = -pgdz.

;~~OmfExorphere

II

The minus sign indicates t h a t pressure decrease
with height.
If density were excluded from these two equa
tions, one could derive a differential equation o
the dependence of pressure upon height:

-Zd p =
P

--dz. gP

Troooepnere

NA~T

Note t h a t the ratio of the increment in the pote
tial energy of the molecule, mgdz = pgdzlN
to the specific kinetic energy of molecules, k
is placed a t the right-hand side of the equatio
I n case when the temperature does not a l t
with height, this differential equation corr
sponds to a simple demonstration dependence
pressure on height. If the temperature of the a t
mosphere would remain equal to, say, 300
both the pressure and the density of the air
uld increase twice with every 6 km of elevat
I n fact, however, the dependences of pressu
and density on height notably deviate from s u
a demonstration dependence. This happens
cause the temperature of our atmosphere is far f r
being constant at different heights. I t changes
a nontrivial way. Consider Fig. 31 and try
guess why this "puff-pastryv of cold and hot inte
layers appears in our atmosphere.

K

3

3

257 K

Fig. 31. Dependence of temperature on the altitude in

I.l~eEarth's

atmosphere.

is not a mistake, a t such heights the temperature
r~bovethe pole is higher than that above the troII~CS!
The area adjacent t o the Earth's surface where
llie temperatl~refalls is called troposphere. This
word stems not from tropics but from the same
(;reek word tropos meaning "turn". The temper~rlure turns above the troposphere while above
l l ~ etropics the Sun turns during solstices.
The next layer of the atmosphere where the
Imnperature increases is called stratosphere. This
word originates from the Latin word stratum
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meaning "pavement". The minimum tem
between the troposphere and the stra
is called tropopause. The temperature rise ln
stratosphere continues up to the height of appro
imately 55 km. At that height the tempera
reaches its maximum called the stratopause
approaching 0 "C.
Tile place further upwards is taken by the m
sosphere extending lip to the altitude between 8
and 90 km. The word meso means "medium'
Greek. I n the mesosphere the temperature f
again down to -85 "C. Above the mesosphere
temperature rises and reaches 1000 to 1200
a t the altitude of 400 km; this layer i t term
thermosphere. Further upwards, in the
shell of the atmosphere called exosphere,
kinetic energy of molecules remains
I t would not be quite correct to call i t tempera
ture: the density of gas is so low a t those hei
that molecules practically do not collide
one another. But specific energy of hydrogen
helium molecules a t great heights is the Sam
a t the temperature of 1000 to 1200 degrees.
"What a nonsense!" a mistrustful reader wou
say, "How can temperature reach 1000 de
there when spacecraft fly exactly a t those
tudes and cosmonauts are never boiled har
that were true, the sky there would
red-hot."
NO, i t would not. The air pressure a t those
titudes is very low. At the altitude of 400 km
amollnts merely to lo-' mm of mercury colum
The air density there is only 3 X
kg/
In such atmosphere spacecraft meet a very we
resistance which allows them to stay in orbi
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for years. The temperature of the atmosphere is
high but because of the low density the environ~nentdoes not affect the temperature inside the
space stations. The "heat" outside does not disLurb cosmonauts. The internal temperature of
space stations is determined similarly to natural celestial bodies by the equilibrium of therlnal energy carried away by the infrared radiati01) and the energy received from the Sun plus
Lhe own heat release.
But why the sky is not red-hot? This is a more
complicated question. Have you ever noticed
that a pinch of salt or soda placed into the transparent flame of a gas burner makes i t brightyellow and opaque. And be sure, its temperature
remains the same. So the colour of a gas is deterrnined not only by temperature but also by its
composition and mainly by transparency. If
the environment is transparent, its radiation is
weak. But how co'uld air fail to be transparent
; ~ high
t
altitudes with its density being that low1
Now we are approaching the explanation of
lhe puff-pastry puzzle. The key is concealed i n
the interaction between the solar radiation and
various gases of the atmosphere since these
gases absorb the light of different wavelengths.
Figure 23 gives both the solar spectrum and
I'lanck's spectrum of the Earth's radiation with
Lemperature Te = 257 K. Those areas of spectrum
are hatched which cannot directly reach a terrestrial observer because they are absorbed by atrnospheric gases. I t is partly a coincidence, but a
lucky one for us, the residents of the Earth, that
Lhe major share of the solar radiation with wavelengths near the spectrum's maximum is not ab-
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sorbed by the atmosphere and reaches the surfac
heating i t thereby.
But where does the absorbed en
ched spectrum areas go? You know
i t is retained by the atmosphere, but a t
titudes does i t happen? Exactly a t
which Fig. 31 indicates a temperature higher
the radiation one: in the exosphere, in u
layers of the thermosphere and stratosphere.
Almost all gases making up the air contribut
to the formation of the exosphere and
sphere. Solar rays pass there through the
filter which cuts off the shortest wavelength
of the spectrum, the distant ultra-violet.
very part of the solar spectrum differs mos
Planck's spectrum, the spectrum of the
l y black body. We know already that this v
part is related to the varying sol
solar cycle. Therefore the temperatu
sphere (it does not depend on the a1
sigiiificantly lower in the years of the
(1000 K) and higher during the
the solar activity (up to 1300 K).
As regards the stratosphere, i t ow
istence to only one gas, ozone 0,. The area of it
increased concentration is located a t the a1
tude between 20 and 60 km but it complete1
sorbs the solar radiation within the
220 nm < 3L < 290 nm already in the
of this layer. Although the spectral inte
ozone absorption is not wide, the sh
radiation falling on i t is 3 t i m
the entire, more distant, ultra
i n the exosphere. However, air
higher i n the stratosphere and this e
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lributed over a much greater mass of gas. This is
why the maximum stratosphere temperature equal
lo about 0 "C is higher than the Earth's radialion temperature but significantly lower than
l l ~ eexosphere and thermosphere temperatures.
'I'here is no ozone above the stratosphere: the
solar radiation breaks i t into splits of 0, and 0.
The intervals between warm layers are taken
I)y cold ones. Consider once again Fig. 31, the
"puff-pastry" of the atmosphere. Both warm and
(bold layers emit energy into space by thermal ra~liationand exchange energy between themselves.
Ilowever, the warm layers receive energy due to
r11)sorption of the solar light while the "edible"
r'rciiation fails to reach the cold layers and they
~ c only
t
"leftovers" due to mixing and over-ratl iation.
Certainly all this is only true of the day-side
o f the Earth. The night-side cools. Therefore, in
1111 layers of the atmosphere temperatures are
l l ~ elowest in the morning, before the sunrise,
while the maximum of daily temperatures is, natrally, reached shortly before the sunset. NeverI.lreless, the layered structure of the atmosphere
rcmains for the night; i t lacks half a day to wash
over, to destroy those five spheres: the tropo-,
titrato-, meso-, thermo-, and exosphere. Only
the polar night features another composition of
1 lie atmosphere.
The first bottom layer of the atmospheric pastry is one more positive deviation from the Earth's
~bquilibrium radiation temperature. The troposphere is the area of the maximum intensity of
lliermal processes and air motion, the area of
Ilie Earth's weather. The troposphere is heated
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nlratospheric ozone. The infrared tail of the solar
rpcctrum (4 per cent) remains in the upper layI\I*S of the troposphere containing water vapours
practically no water vapour above t h a t
of the solar light energy
ric "transparency pitch":
nm. This energy penetrates
ce air layers. A significant
pnrt of i t (45 units) is dispersed by air mainly in
l l ~ evisible blue zone of the spectrum and gives
I~lnecolour to the sky. I t is dispersed but not abnorbed, i t is not transformed into heat but changes
tlirection: the straight solar rays turn into
~liffusiverays passing almost uniformly in all
tlirections. The light is dispersed most intennively by clouds, the suspension of small water
irect solar rays-the remaining 47 per
he initial light flux-reach the surface.
I1 reflects approximately 7 per cent of them and
I,llis light would share additional 3 units with
ll~ediffusive dispersed light of the sky on its
way to space. Forty per cent of the energy of soInr rays and eight units from the atmosphere are
absorbed by the Earth's surface heating thereby
Lhe land and ocean.
The luminous power dispersed in the atmos1)llere (48 per cent taken together) is partly abnorbed by i t (10 per cent) and the rest is distributo t l between the Earth's surface and the space.
more power (30 per cent
down) than tht surface?
er, seems to emit light uni-
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This happens mainly due to the clouds.
are opaque and therefore throw back much
light than they pass down. If you have ever f
by plane, you must remember the dazzling
light of clouds illuminated by the Sun.
clouds look bright from the Earth-they
mit enough light-but this light is much
than the eye-irritating light which they re
upwards. Large storm-clouds are dark since
most all the light falling on them goes upw
after plural dissipation on water drops. In
case the molecular absorption is very insig
cant therefore, light coming from the cloud
proaches the white spectrum, i.e. that of the
lar light. Recall one more thing: when the
is landing it passes through a dense lay
clouds and a milk-whi te light surrounds you
all sides, but this light is brighter above tha
low. Every given volume of a cloud, within
limits of which one can see, receives more 1
from above but disperses uniformly both upw
and downwards. Therefore, the intensity of
fusive light inside a cloud falls with desc
I t is much darker a t the bottom of a large cl
than a t the top of it.
There is left 65% of the initial flux of the
lar energy transformed into heat: 3 per cen
supplied by ozone, water vapours of the u
troposphere account for 4%, 10% was abs
in the main thickness of the atmosphere,
nally, 48 per cent was transformed into
soil and in ocean water. A part of the latt
gy returns to the atmosphere with condensa
of water vapours but this can be neglected
the time being. All those 65 shares have been
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1l111lytransformed into heat and are carried into
npnce by the thermal radiation.
Yet the entire spectrum of the Earth's thermal
rndiation-it
is indicated in Fig. 23 together
with the solar spectrum-falls on the area of abaorption of water vapours and carbon dioxide.
'I'hus, the luminous power which has been transformed near the Earth's surface into the thermal
power cannot be liberated a t once. I t resembles
very much the situation inside the Sun and a sitatio ion inside a cloud, only the luminous flux
IN infrared now, i t is invisible to eye and propagalcs not downwards but upwards. I n the same way
HY on the Sun, the radiation diffuses to outer layurs until i t reaches the altitude with so little
ribsorbing gases (water vapours in this case) that
llley already cannot impede light or reradiate
This very altitude determines the radiation
surface of this planet which is physically identicul to the sphere which we call the surface of the
Sun. I t lies in the upper part of the troposphere,
tat the point of Fig. 31, where the temperature
versus altitude curve crosses for the first time the
~ t r a i g h tline T = TB. Our planet would seem to
have this radius for an observer looking at i t
through infrared glasses. I n the diagram of the
Earth's thermal balance (see Fig. 32) this procuss of radiation transfer is symbolically indici~tedby two meeting energy fluxes: 145 of our
conditional units go upwards and 100 come down.
'I'his process of heating the Earth's surface and
lower atmosphere is also called the greenhouse
cffect. I t really looks like that. In a greenhouse
solar rays also pass easily through a transparent
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cover, heat the soil, while the heat cannot i m
diately get away.
The figures of the therma
for the entire Earth with no
cal latitude. They almost d
season of the year. I t is not easy to ca
and the accuracy of their present e
very low. The Earth's albedo itself t
35% is significantly lower accord
measurements made from space (2
thermal balance provides a clear ex
our atmosphere resembles a temperatu
pastry and accounts for the
ature outside your door b
than the Earth's equilibri
ture.

4. The Earth's Winds
Why does the wind blow? P u t
your acquaintances and most likely they
answer that the wind blows from an area
higher pressure to a n are
is partially true, but one
can pressure disturbances e

pansion due to inertia produces a rarefact
the center which was filled again and so
A sound wave has been generated; i t reach
walls of the room weakening on. the way,
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llncted from them and returned to the center. The
rcrsiilt is that after a very short time corresponding
l o room dimensions divided by the sound velocIty the pressure disturbances would damp one
nnother. I n this case no directed air motion, the
wind, would occur.
Imagine now one more thing: i t is winter, thertl is a hot radiation under the window. The air
rises above it, passes beneath the ceiling, descends
111the opposite wall and having thus heated all
tllc room moves over the floor back to the radiator
while being cooled on the way. This is approxi~rlntelythe way the Earth is heated on the whole.
'I'ropics function as a radiator, poles act as opposite walls and pressure deviations from the
lncan value are caused by temperature differtrnce and, consequently, by the difference in air
tlrnsity. They are different in sign a t different
rlllitudes and cannot be equalized in few hours
s~lfficientfor the sound to travel round the enYou see t h a t we are already familiar with the
rnuse of transfer of air masses. This is convection,
the lift of warm and light air replaced from below
e areas most heated during a day
, where solar rays fall on the Earth
The temperature gradient, its
tude near the surface, becomes
the adiabatic, the equilibrium one,
a vertical air flux is generated. Air
e equator elevating the upper boundrlry of the troposphere. The altitude of the troposphere in tropics is 17 km, which is twice
higher than its altitude near the poles. But where
Is this air to go? I t is easy to understand that

'
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a t high altitudes i t flows from the equator
northern air goes to the north and the sout
air rolls on to the south (see Fig. 33). Ver
convection currents are turned into horizon
the warm air is partly cooled in the upper tro
sphere by sharing thermal radiation with s p
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planet. I t s order of magnitude is 101' W. I n the
llnal analysis this power is totally transformed
lrlto heat and then into thermal radiation but for
n while a minor portion of i t turns into mechanicnl power Pmech= q P ( 1 - A ) 1016 W and
operates the atmospheric heat engine.
The kinetic energy of terrestrial winds equals
by the order of magnitude mAvt. We know the
Inass of the atmosphere and velocity v,, the specific velocity of the Earth's wind, we are going
to estimate. Winds born near the equator spread
over the entire planet, although as we shall see,
tl~ismotion is rather complicated. The characterlntic time of the kinetic energy transfer equals
by the order of magnitude z RBIvo, the time
during which an air mass displaces over the
distance of the Earth's radius.
To estimate the velocity of winds and the transfcr time, let us put power Pmech equal to the
viilue mAv;/Z =mAG/Re, the kinetic energy
divided by the time of its transfer. Hence

-

-
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-
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Fig. 33. Equatorial conve
tion--the cause of winds.
t

and descends in the middle latitudes and flo
back to the equator to compensate there the
of air masses resulting from the convection
This is the operating cycle of the Ea
heat engine. I t s efficiency q is not high, mer
to 2 per cent. Let us estimate the velocity
winds near the Earth's surface. We know
power of the source of energy, this is P (1 the power of solar rays which get to the E a
minus the power of the light reflected by t

- Re
"0

6 x 105 s

-

1 week.

Ten meters per second, 36 km/h, is i t not too
much for the average wind velocity near the
i3arth's surface? Firstly, this is merely an estirnate and the other thing is that one should not
judge this value by the experience of a resident
of middle latitudes. The wind in the open sea
i s notably stronger than over the dry land and the
velocity of ten meters per second is far from a hurricane.
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The second estimate is very important.
week is a characteristic time of weather alte
tion. This is both the characteristic time of
fluctuations and the time being a physical bou
ary between short-term weather alterati
caused only by motion of air masses and lo
term variations effectuated by changes i n t
conditions of the heating of the Earth.
The estimated wind velocity v, is the veloci
of air motion near the Earth's surface, since t
mass of the atmosphere, the major part
which is concentrated a t a low altitude, was i
troduced into the kinetic energy. However, t
air moves from the equator i n the upper t r
sphere where its pressure and density are
I t is clear that the velocity of wind a t that
should be sufficient t,o compensate its in
from beneath. Mass flows should be equal. A
the altitude z this condition produces the follo
~
ing estimate of the velocity: v , vqpolp,.
the upper troposphere the air denslty 1s by o
order of magnitude lower than that near the su
face. The velocity of wind there is higher b
exactly the same value. I n fact, winds blow
the altitudes of about 10 km with velocities a
proaching a hundred meters per second, hun
reds of kilometers per hour.
Yet the real direction of wind there is not a
all strictly to the north or to the south from t h
equator. The picture given by Fig. 33 is qualita
tively true but only as a projection of wind direc
tions onto a plane. The upper wind in the nor
thern and southern hemispheres virtually devi
ates to become a west wind and the lower win
coming to the equator turns to the east direction
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'I'l~iseastern wind prevailing in the open seas in
lropical latitudes is called the trade wind. The
cause of these deviations is the Earth's rotation.
To make i t easier to understand how the
ISarth's rotation deflects the trajectories of molion, consider a clear example: the motion of a
I; uutellite.
Let us have a look a t a satellite's trajcctory expressed in terms of terrestrial geographical coordinates. The satellite is acted upon
only by the gravitational attraction and if its
vrlocity is everywhere parallel to the Earth's
u~rrface,the curve of its motion will be a circumforence of a large circle the center of which is
positioned at the center of the Earth. The plane
ol this circumference is constant in relation
to stars. Yet the Earth itself rotates and during
l l ~ etime of one satellite's turn T, i t rotates by
l l ~ e angle AA = 2nT,IPe.
Therefore, on the
ICarth's surface, in geographical coordinates, the
natellite's trajectory looks like an oscillating
~ ~ r ~ c l o scurve.
ed
I t can be seen on the photos of
l l ~ eelectronic table operating in the Flight Control Center which demonstrates the motion of
upacecraft over the Earth.
This trajectory is easily calculated. For this
purpose, one should construct i t on a motionless sphere, find the change in coordinates with
time, longitudes A and latitudes cp, and then displace the angle A with angular velociy oe =
ZnlPe, the velocity of the Earth's rotation.
An example of satellite's trajectory is given in
Fig. 34.
Newton's laws in their initial form hold true
for inertial frames of reference, the systems movi
uniformly and in a straight line. However,

,
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I~eingpositioned on the Earth, i t is convenient
for us to relate the frame of reference to its surfaco. This is the system of geographical coordinatcs. I t is not an inertial system since the Earth
rotates. The second Newton's law could be rewritten so t h a t i t held true for a rotating frame of
ruference. This, however, would require the introduction of an additional force into the rightllnnd side of the equation. This force is called the
(:oriolis force.
The Coriolis force is perpendicular to the velocity of the material point and proportional t o
tlie velocity. I n addition to that, the Coriolis
force depends upon the latitude of the location
rls sin cp. The general expression of i t reads:
F(:or = 2

m o ~ sin
v cp,
where m is the mass of the body.
Consider once again the satellite's trajectory.
You see t h a t there is no curvature a t the points
of crossing the equator and the Coriolis force is
(>qua1to zero a t the equator. I n the northern hemisphere, when the satellite moves eastwards,
the Coriolis force is directed mainly to the south
which results in the trajectory's return to the
oquator. In the southern hemisphere angle cp
changes its sign and the Coriolis force turns the
~ a t e l l i t eto the north.
I t should be noted once more t h a t the Coriolis
force is not a force caused by some real field of
forces, i t occurs only as the result of a description
o l phenomena in a rotating frame of reference.
The fact is that the satellite's trajectory was first
plotted in a motionless frame of reference, where
it is just a circle, and the Coriolis force was ern-

-
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ployed only to explain i t in the geographical coo
dinates.
However, one should not regard the Coriol
force as fiction since the effect of it is quite
for us. We are living on the rotating planet
the majority of phenomena which we obs
occurs in the thin layer on the surface of the ro
ing sphere. A point moving over the sphere
surface passes from one radius of rotation to a
other. If we do not wish to notice it, if we wan
to regard the surrounding section of the Earth'
surface as a motionless plane, we should conside
the force of inertia, the Coriolis force, a real on
I n the northern hemisphere it is directed to t
right from the line of motion. The magnitude
the Coriolis force is insignificant. For example,
case of the velocity of a car equal to 20 m/s, t
Coriolis acceleration reaches merely lo-'
which is only a hundredth of per cent of the fre
fall acceleration. Therefore, the Coriolis f
practically does not affect our usual moti
However, manifestations of this force become
ticeable if the duration of its action is sufficien
ly long: thus, the right-side rails of railroads h
ve a shorter service life than the left-side o
the right banks of rivers are steep while the
banks are gently sloping. Yet the Coriolis f
has the most drastic effect on the global air flow
Let us turn back to the tropical circulation.
The velocities of air flows flowing from the e
tor to the upper troposphere are about 200
Naturally, besides the Coriolis force, th
masses are acted upon by other, aerodynaml
forces. But look how the flows initially perpendic
lar to the equator change their direction unde
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the action of the Coriolis force taken alone (Fig.
35). Firstly, the Coriolis force equals zero near
Llle equator and the flows maintain the same way
HS the trajectories of satellites, to the right in t h e
~lorthernhemisphere and to the left in thesouthclrn hemisphere. The turn by 90" occurs near la-

-'

- 20"

5]

-25"

ui

Fig. 35. Deflection of
high-altitude
winds
corning from the
equator
by Coriolis forces.

Litude rpO at which point air fluxes become directod from west to east in both hemispheres. This
limiting latitude is related to the flux velocity
41s follows:

For velocity 200 m/s this formula produces
ltle latitude cpO = 24". This however does not
lake into account the hydrodynamic, non-Coriolis, forces. In fact, this turn in the system of
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tropical circulation of the Earth's atmosph
occurs approximately near latitude of 30".
that point all the flows from the equator m
into two jet streams, the southern and the no
ern, two high-altitude winds blowing from w
to east. They are called circumpolar vorti
These vortices girdle the globe.
I t should be noted that the jet streams sh
to higher latitudes while crossing the ocean
especially the Pacific Ocean. In contrast t
that, they pass closer to the equator abo
dry land. The cause of this phenomenon is
tatively clear: the tropical convection is
intensive above the oceans. Firstly, the ocean
albedo is lower than the dry land's albedo, the
fore the absorbed solar energy is greater abo
the open sea. Secondly, the air above oceans
humid. The density of humid air is lower t h
that of the dry air a t other similar conditio
since the molecular mass of water vapours 1
lower than the average molecular mass
That is why the tropical convective stre
rise higher above the ocean than above the
land and impart a higher velocity to air mass
leaving the equator.
The average altitude a t which the jet stre
are positioned is 9 km; at that altitude pres
equals 2 x lo4 Pa which is one fifth of
pressure near the surface. The velocity in
middle of jet streams is 30 to 35 mls, mo
hundred kilometers per hour. I t takes a
stream 8 to 10 days, depending on the sea
of the year, to travel around the Earth. Sound
balloons filled with helium make sometim
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ncveral dozens turns round the Earth before they
irre carried out from the circumpolar vortex. This,
I~owever,concerns the southern hemisphere. As
rugards the northern hemisphere, two Americ1111s made an attempt in 1981 to fly around the
world on a balloon "Jules Verne" but failed. The
crucial ohstacle was the Himalaya, the highest
mountain range of the world located exactly in
the latitude of the jet stream.
The latitudes in which the circumpolar vortices are located depend, naturally, on the seaMon of the year: in spring and autumn they are
located almost symmetrically; in summer (in
the northern hemisphere) they shift to the
north-the northern vortex shifts to cp = 50°,
the southern vortex moves over to 25" south.
In winter i t is vice versa: the northern jet stream
~lescendscloser to the equator while the southern
travels to 45" south. The position of a circumpolar vortex does not remain constant also within one season. I t often forms curves called meandurs which slowly transit along the vortex. This
phenomenon is one of the main causes of significant weather variations.
The convective lift carries air masses to high
rarefied layers of the atmosphere. They expand
irr~dcool down. At the altitude where temperature falls below dew point, the air becomes saturated with water vapours which results in
water condensation and formation of clouds. The
Earth is constantly surrounded by a cloud belt
llear the equator. I t is there that the convection,
the vertical lift of the humid air, is most intenlive and the sky above the equator is almost always covered by clouds.
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Having risen to the altitude of 17 km above t
tropics, air cools down to the temperature
-75 "C and becomes very dry: i t has left
most all moisture in the clouds a t the altit
between 1 and 5 km. This air loses en
to thermal radiation into space while
ing and decelerating in the course of
motion from the equator and in jet streams.
masses of the convective flux accumulate i
mense internal energy a t the equator. The
tion of i t spent on the elevation is released
in the course of descent. Air passes the way
the equator to the latitudes of the circumpo
vortex very quickly, approximately in a d a
During that time i t cannot release much ene
into space, therefore its temperature a t
moment of descent back to the surface is h i
approximately 30 "C. The temperature a t
equator is almost the same but the air is humi
there, therefore its
internal
energy
greater.
The descent of air from circumpolar vorti
to the surface occurs in latitudes between
and 30 degrees. The air is very dry and wa
Have a look a t the physical map of the wo
this very area accommodates the largest
serts of the Earth such as the Sahara i
the Arabian Desert and the Thar in Asia.
southern hemisphere also features deserts
small areas of dry land located to the sou
of the circumpolar vortex: the Kalahari
Africa and several deserts in Australia. T
American continent houses less deserts (due
the Andes and Cordilleras) but the few i t h
are located in the same latitudes.
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The dry warm air descends from above and
apreads over the surface. The velocity of its descunt is not great and horizontal velocities are
also insignificant. The latitudes under the circumpolar vortices are the areas of calms. The
railors have long ago named them the "horse
latitudes". I n the times of sailing vessels ships
rometimes could not get out of there for months.
Men suffered from heat and thirst but before them
died horses transported by sea; a lot of horse
akeletons lie on the bottom of the Pacific and
Indian Oceans in horse latitudes.
The horse latitudes is an area of increased
pressure and near the equator, in the zone of
convective lift, the pressure is lower than normal. This refers to the standard measuring of
pressure a t the sea level. Why is this pressure
difference practically constant, why is i t not
uqualized with the velocity of sound as i t happens in case of a hand-clap? However, let us
consider the pressure distribution over height
near the equator and under the stream jets. As
we already know, pressure changes with height z
as follows:
1 dp
--=-P dz

Pg
N A ~ T'

Temperatures of the surface near the equator
rrud in horse latitudes are almost equal but the
uir near the equator is humid. Admixtures of
water vapour reaching 3% by mass lower the
mean molecular mass of gas since pwater= 18
is less than pa,, = 29. Therefore the equatorial
air is lighter, the right-hand part of the equalion for i t is less and, consequently, the pressure
14-01137
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drops with altitude slower near the surface th
near the dry air.
The coldest place of the Earth's troposphere
positioned high above the equator; the tem
ture there is -75 "C, which is by 10 de
lower than above jet streams a t the same
tude. Since the humidity is negligible in
cases, the equatorial pressure drops with alti

Fig. 36-37. Pressure
cyclone ( I ) and a
cyclone (2) versus
titude.

much more abruptly. Higher in the strat
both dependences of pressure on altitude
The dependences of pressure on altitude
for equatorial and horse latitudes look appro
mately as i t is given in Fig. 36-37. You ca
that a t the points where the pressure ne
surface is higher than normal i t is lower
upper atmosphere than in an undisturbed
phere a t the same altitude. And vice ver
whenever we speak of a "decreased pressure"
should bear in mind that i t is lower than nor
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only near the surface, where i t is usually measured, while a t the top i t is higher than that of the
rverage atmosphere!
Such pressure inhomogeneities produce not
round waves but air streams, the upper and the
lower, directed a t opposite sides. They are suported by air lift in the area of low (on the surrace!) pressure and air descent in the high pressure
rrea. The initial directions of these streams are
~ltered by the Coriolis force clockwise in the
~~orthernhemisphere and counter-clockwise in
1I1e southern hemisphere. The lower streams diructed from horse latitudes to the equator are tratle winds, the north-east winds of the northern
l~omisphereand south-east winds of the southern
I~cmisphere.
Almost the same explanation of trade winds
was given as early as 1735 by the British scienlist G. Hadley but, in his opinion, the atmospl~eric circulation was spreading from the equalor to the poles. In his honour the tropical air
circulation is called the Hadley cell.
And what are the average air directions in
higher latitudes? The increased pressure near
the surface in latitude 30" to 4O0-under the jet
ntreams-generates, besides the trade winds, winds
directed a t latitudes between 60" and 70". At
llle same time the relatively low pressure above
the jet streams draws air not only from the equator
hot also from high latitudes. Thus, another
coll of atmospheric circulation in the opposite
direction, the Ferrel* cell, is formed.

* A British school teacher who modified the Hadley
rystem in 1856.
I4 +
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The circulation in the second cell
not only by the high pressure in
but also by the low pressure near the
surface in latitudes cp =
60". I t is
similarly to the equatorial pressure, by co
tion. The energy for this convection is deli
by ocean currents.
Since the air motion in the Ferre
in the opposite direction compared to th
the Hadley cell, the Coriolis force also de
air streams in the opposite direction. For
reason west winds are prevailing in mi
titudes. In the southern hemisphere, where
only obstacle is the narrow band of the
this very west wind accelerates near the
surface almost to the speed of a hurri
is not for nothing that sailors call the
tudes the "roaring forties".
Finally, the air circulation resumes the strai
direction near the poles. Air rises from the
pressure areas and descends again near the p
producing there an increased pressure near
surface. East winds prevail near the poles
ducing there an increased pressure
surface. East winds prevail near the pol
the Coriolis deflection.
The diagram given in Fig. 38 describes
a very averaged system of terrestrial winds.
deviations from it are related to the dry
relief and the different albedo of t
and sea. The other deviations, the
changing with time, are, in fact, the
which are used to call weather.
One more thing. One could get an impre
that the physics of the global circulation

+
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nsses is absolutely clear to us and we are just
nl~mmarizing i t here without the help of wise
kwmulas. Alas, this is not true. The major
rlifficulty is that climatic phenomena cannot be
nuparated from weather phenomena. The fact is
that winds cannot blow permanently as indi-

Ibl

Pig. 38. Global pattern of terrestrial winds, cells of
1111nosphericcirculation: (a) winds near the surface;
(11) winds of the upper troposphere.

wted in Fig. 38! The variability, unsteadiness
is an inalienable property of the Earth's atmoadley wrote in his work published in
1735 in which he defined trade winds almost
in the same way as we do: "I think the causes of
(;enera1 Trade-winds have not been fully explained by any of those who have written on
that subject". 232 years later the American
~cientistE. Lorenz, one of the modern authorities on the atmospheric circulation, began his book
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with the following: "The opening words
Hadley is classical paper afford an apt descrip
of the state of the same subject today. Des
many excellent studies performed since Hadle
time, no complete explanation of the gene
circulation of the atmosphere has been produce

5. The World Ocean and Its Currents
A part of this planet's surface, the Earth'
crust, is covered with ocean water.
mass equals m,, = 1.37 x loz1kg. If the
crust were a regular sphere, the ocean'
would have been m,,/4xR&p0 = 2750 m a
points. However, the shape of the Earth's so
surface differs on the average by approx
the same value from an ideal sphere. Th
the ocean covers only two thirds of the
surface.
Consider how the Earth's firmament deviate
from the average sphere and the crust d
bution over the height of this deviation.
dependence is called a hypsographical c
Figure 39 indicates that high mountains an
deep depressions on ocean's bottom occu
merely 1 % of the Earth's surface. The
area of the Earth is taken by two re1
smooth surfaces. These are plains on dr
and ocean's bottom. There is quite
altitude difference between them.
At first sight a hypsographic curve wit
gently sloping section, one bend, would be
more natural for a purely random surface.
kind of curve, for example, is that of the wav
sea surface. Such is the surface of Venus studie

Fig. 39. Hypsographical curve-distribution
ur~ddepths of terrestrial crust.

of heights

by way of radiolocation through the dense and
clouded atmosphere. The fact that the hypsographic curve plotted for the Earth's surface
has two flat sections indicates a principal geological difference in the structure of continents,
the elevated areas of dry land, and ocean bottom.
'rhe hypsographic curve is the result of the
geological evolution of this planet.
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This curve produces an averaged an
highly smoothed profile of the transition f
dry land to ocean's bottom. The typical
pendence of the bottom surface slope on
distance from the coast is the following.
depth starts to increase slowly with t h
of merely 1.5 to 2 meters per kilometer
low-water area around the continents e
from the coasts to the distance of 80 km
average and is called the continental she
Then comes a steep precipice and after
35 km, the depth reaches 3 km. Near the
coast the slope reaches even 30". This area
called the continental slope. Then
small transition area succeeded by
plains, a vast and almost flat ocean b
depths between 3.7 and 6 km. The abys
is crossed by very few submarine ridges
oceanic trenches, the depressions, the dept
which reaches 10 to 11 km.
The ocean resembles a water-filled
edges of which reproduce the hypsographic
ve. I t is filled with water to the level h
than the average sphere of the Earth's
by 2.44 km. The modern ocean covers
of the entire Earth's surface.
The quantity of water in the ocean is
strictly constant. I t is known that the oc
level dropped more than once by 120 to 150
At that time shelf turned into dry land and
continental slope started immediately
coast and a t some places was even ex
where did those 150 meters of wat
This water was accumulated on 1
form of immense glaciers, the ice mountains
A
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tical to those which presently cover the Antarctic
nnd Greenland. During the glacial periods the

sl~rfaceoccupied by the ocean decreased approxlmately by 5 % . The ocean's area was always
lnrger than that of the dry land.
The age of the Earth's ocean is not much less
than the age of the Earth itself. Naturally, the
ocean is in the state of almost complete chemical
with the Earth's atmosphere and
The ocean is a saturated solution of atmospherIc gases. Yet their solubility in water is low. At
15 "C the share of nitrogen in the ocean's mass
Is 1.3 x
oxygen accounts for 7.9 x 10-O.
The concentration of carbonic acid is more significant and important for organic life in the ocean:
nt that temperature i t may reach 5.5 X 10-%f
tile mass of sea water. I t can be calculated that
the total mass of carbonic acid dissolved in the
ocean exceeds the total mass of atmospheric
carbonic acid by 30 to 100 times.
During the history of its existence the ocean
Itas dissolved the major part of chemical compounds soluble in water. These are mainly salts.
It is more reasonable to specify the composition
of ocean salt separately for cations and anions
nince the salts dissociate into ions in water
whole the ocean water is, naturally,
neutral. The mass of anions is larger because
Ishe mass of a chlorine atom exceeds that of soThe average content of this salt mixture in
the ocean is 35.2 g per kilogram of sea water. This
alue, the sea water salinity is usually measured
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The sea water salinity changes significan
from place to place: vaporization increases

,
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tlensity of medium-salinity sea water is
1.028 g/cm3, a t 15 OC i t is 1.026 g/cm3. Water
rlensity increases insignificantly with pressure.
Even a t the depth of 5 km where the pressure
oxceeds the atmospheric level by 500 times, the
density of sea water a t 0 OC is 1.051 g/cm3.
I t is clear that the lower the depth, the higher
the density of sea water. If this relationship is
disturbed, a current occurs. This happens a t the
places where hot dry winds in a cloudless sky
cause an intensive evaporation and salinity of
~ ~ ~ r f awaters.
ce
A clear example of such a thermohaline*
current is the water circulation in the Mediterranean Sea. A powerful stream of ocean water
with salinity 360/,, flows into the Mediterranean
Sea through the Straits of Gibraltar separating
it from the Atlantic Ocean. The salinity of
Mediterranean surface water increases to the
oast and near the Turkish coast i t reaches 39 to
/tOO/OO.
The salinizated heavy water sinks to the
bottom heating thereby bottom waters. The
depth of the Mediterranean Sea differs insignificantly from the average ocean depth but the
temperature near its bottom is 12 OC which is
I)y 9 to 10 degrees higher than the usual temperature of ocean depths. I n the bottom layers
I,he current flows in the opposite direction, to
the west. Finally, the heavy salt water flows along
llre bottom of the strait back into the ocean.
Ilowever, the total flow through the Gibraltar

*

The Greek word hals means "salt". The word halogen
meaning "producing salts1'-an element of the 7th group
o [ the periodic table-originates
from the same root.
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is directed towards the Mediterranean Sea s
all rivers falling into the sea fail to compen
the loss of water due to evaporation.
I t is interesting that the ocean water
less dense during the melting of glaciers, icebe
and sea ice, despite the fact that it i
by: desalination reduces densit
cooling increases it. Therefore,
of ice splitted from the glaciers in the
and Greenland, float on beds of almost
light-weight water which mixes with the surr
ing salt water rather

low equatorial latitudes.
the partially desa
the Antarctic is mixed by the winds o
ing forties". In that area the cold Antarctic
ter, the salinity of which becomes almost e
to that of the underlying ocean water, sinks
reaches with its cold tongue the equator in
Indian Ocean and even the Tropic of Cance
the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans (see Fig.
The salinity reaches its minimum at the dept
about 1000 meters.
I n tropics warm salty surface water gr
mixes with the cold partially desalted water
the Antarctic tongue. This is a rat
process. The matter is that the temperatu
lizes in differently heated water mo
hundred times faster than salinity
water with nonuniform salinity. T
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sence of a layer of salty warm water above a
layer of cold fresh water produces instability.
This instability develops as indicated in Fig. 41.

tongue" of practically desalted ocean water
tarctic to tropics (cross-section in the Atlan-

--

Assume that a slight bend of the boundary
surface has occurred. The salty water in it cools
faster than in the adjacent flat areas, but i t

1"ig. 41. ~

~ of salt
~ fingers
~

int foliated
h water.

ix with the surrounding fresh water.
is that this mass becomes denser than
the surrounding liquid and starts to sink extracting with it a narrow stream of the upper salty
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water, the so-called salt finger. Salt
split into more narrow streams and finally
mixed with the surrounding water deep be
Salt fingers are easily observed in labor
conditions especially if salt water is coloure
The temperature and salinity difference is no
high in the ocean but such an instability faci
litates mixing.
The Antarctic and Arctic water is tra
to equatorial latitudes deep under the su
while the surface warm water is delivered
the tropics northward and southward. The
motive force for surface currents is wind.
Let us have a look how the wind generates cur
rent. Let a wind blow over a section
surface with velocity W. I t should be n
that a strict calculation of the wind veloc
is not an easy task. Firstly, this velocity
creases with height, being practically eq
zero near the surface. Secondly, the wind abov
the sea is pulsating since it has to ski
sea waves. Thus velocity W is assumed
the average velocity of wind at the altit
15 m which is the height of masts of a small
ship. At this level the velocity of wind
to change slowly with height: at the height of
20 m the average velocity of wind is 1.037 W.
The friction of wind against water
produces in i t tension, tangential, and
shear forces. Shear stress a is the friction
per unit area. Therefore i t is measured by N/m2 =
kg/(m
The value of friction being
mined by the wind, i t depends only on
characteristics of air, its density p, and
W , These quantities can form only 0
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bination with the same dimensionality: p,Wa.
Consequently, the shear stress is proportional
to the density of wind's kinetic energy.
The experimentally measured dimensionless
coefficient of proportionality turned out to be
rather insignificant: 2.5 x
The low coefficient is accounted for by the arbitrary selection
of the altitude of wind measurement as 15 m.
In fact, the viscous processes imparting tension
to liquid occur in the air a t a low level, where
the air velocity is lower than W by an order
of magnitude. Therefore, let us write down the
dependence of shear stress on the wind velocity as

a

=

p, (0.05 W)2,

which reflects the physical meaning of the vee flowing of liquid
th depth z . In the
layers against the
anced by the forces

e coefficient of viscosity and the negndicates that the viscous friction
Consider first a wind stream in a shallow but
ottom of the water
on along the entire
result the velocity
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changes linearly with depth:
v=vo(l

-+) :

v0 OD
Dpl (0.05W)2.
- -=11
11
Let us estimate the surface current veloc
vo for a water body with depth, say, 1 m
air velocity W = I m/s. For this purpose
employ the table values of air density pi
1.2 kg/m3 and water viscosity q = r10 = 1.0
kg/(m s).
The result is absurd: v,
2.9 m/s. But the velocity of a current cann
exceed that of the wind which causes the curre
Surely there must be an error.
The erroneous assumption was that the
of liquid was treated as a plane current.
would be true only for very low
Calm and smooth liquid flows are ca
flows. A laminar flow becomes unsta
the velocity of current exceeds a certain
character of the flow of liquid or gas c
ruptly and the medium turns turb
motion of individual points becom
Such a current is called turbulent flow*.
Formulas describing the viscous flow do
always hold true for turbulence.
can be applied only to the veloc
for small-scale turbulent pulsations.
lent coefficient of viscosity, howev
significantly higher and may exceed the lami
q o b y many orders of magnitudes.
The corresponding Latin words
"a thin layer", "a plate" and turb
"perturbation*'; there is also turba
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Where is the boundary between laminar and
turbulent flows? Beginning from what limit
(toes the laminar flow become unsteady? In our
axample the characteristic velocity of liquid
Is v,, the characteristic dimension of the problorn is D . Consider a dimensionless ratio

which is called Reynolds number. I t turns out
Lhat a flow is laminar when Reynolds number'
Is low and turbulent when this factor is high.
The boundary, the critical Reynolds number
lie,, depends on the real geometry of a flow. I t s
usual range is between 10 and 30. The turbulent
viscosity grows approximately linearly with
lieynolds number and passes into the usual
laminar viscosity a t Re < Re,,:
"'"9

0ReK at Re > Re,,.

Let us again estimate the surface flow velocity
under the same conditions but a t turbulent
viscosity v, = aD/9 = aRecrlpovo. Hence

Thus, the flow velocity near the surface is proportional to the wind velocity. At the depth of
I m and wind velocity of 1 m/s the order of
magnitude of the surface velocity is v,
1 cm/s
rlnd Reynolds number is Re
lo4.
This, however, cannot be applied to the real
deep ocean. Between 1893 and 1896 a Norwegian
cxxplorer of the Arctic F. Nansen was drifting

-

-
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with his ship "Fram" in the ice of the Ar
Ocean and noted that a t constant wind
drift occurred not in the wind direction but
an angle of 20 to 40" to the right of it. Nan
himself provided a qualitative explanation
this phenomenon: in addition to the wind
the current is subject to the Coriolis acceler
Remember that i t is caused by the Earth's
tion with angular velocity o = 7.3 x 10
and is directed perpendicular to the velocity,
the right in the northern hemisphere and to t
left in the southern hemisphere. The magnitu
of this value equals 2ou sin rp.
I n 1905 the Swedish scientist W. Ekman deve
oped a theory of wind-induced current in th
open deep ocean. Look a t the amazing t u
the current a t depth due to Coriolis
(Fig. 42). Here are the formulas describin
Ekman spiral. If the wind is directed
the y axis, the current velocity vector (v,,
a t depth z equals
X
v x = * ~ , e - ~cos
' (T T k z ) ;
,)-,)

1.

e - k z sill T + k ~

("-

The lower sign refers to the southern hemisphe
The value of the surface velocity v, is appro
imately the same as in the case of shallow w
ter b u t i t is directed a t an angle of 45" to t
wind direction, to the right in the nor
hemisphere and to the left in thesouthern
isphere. The velocity vector turns with d
At the depth z = 3nl4k i t is reverse
the wind! The current velocity there equa

Fig. 42. Ekman spiralwind-induced current of
the deep ocean.

o, exp {-3nl4) = 0 . 0 9 5 ~At
~ .depth nlk water flows
in the direction reverse to the surface current
with velocity v, exD { - n ) = 0.043 v,. Parameter k determines the characteristic depth a t
which the current turns and its velocity attenuates. I t depends on the geographical latitude
rp and is numerically equal to

k=

o lsin cpI
"0

At wind velocity W = 10 m/s the surface
current velocity in the ocean is about 0.1 mls
and the depth a t which the flow, turns back is
15.
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about 100 m. At that wind veloc
number of the ocean turbulence is about 1
The turbulence mixes efficiently the ocean
the surface layer down to the depth of 100
The major transport of water masses by curre
occurs in this very layer.
The advantage of Ekman's theory is
it gives a reasonable physical picture and a
estimate of characteristic veloc
However, this is a very ideali
inapplicable, in particular, near th
where the Coriolis acceleration and
k turn into zero. But the mai
the theoretical construction
of ocean currents is dry lan
of the Earth.
I t is interesting to estimate the kineti
of all ocean currents. The average wind
on the Earth has been already esti
we calculated the kinetic ene
re; this is W
10 m/s, there
istic value of the velocity o
v,
0.1 mls. The character
rents equals v,lw. Without
all numerical constants, m
area of oceans approximately eq
the density of the kinetic ene
p,v:. Then the kinetic energ
be
N

-

po, 4 R&

-

10i8 J,

which approaches quite closely the estima
the total energy of individual currents.
energy is by three orders of magnitude
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than that of the atmosphere, which is natural,
nince the atmosphere is the ocean's major power
u~~pplier.Thermohaline currents fueled directly
by the solar radiation are less intensive compared to wind currents.
Theoretical calculation of the real currents of
: the World Ocean is very complicated. One should
take into account the inertia of currents deflected
hy coasts, the dependence of water temperature
nnd salinity on depth, and the alteration of
wind directions. Even powerful computers fail
no far to produce a detailed map of ocean currents.
One more difference between the ocean currents and the idealized scheme is that they
tend to form in the middle of the ocean narrow
jrts-merely 100 to 300 kilometers wide-flowing
with velocity up to 2 m/s. The flow of such a
river in the most powerful currents reaches
0.1 km3/s. But an ocean river bas no banks, therefore its position may change. The jet often
rnakes a bend moving with the current. Such
current bends are called meanders. The word
originates from the ancient Greek name of a
river in Asia Minor, the Maiandros. Modern maps
name the river with a "Turkish accent": the
Menderes.
The river flows in a very loose soil, erodes
it and changes its bed very often. A meandering
ocean current may fork, launch separate jets,
rrrake whirlpools several hundred kilometers in
diameter. Such a spontaneous whirlpool moves
nlowly over the ocean and does not disappear
for a long time, say, for about a year. The major
1 ~tationary currents of the World Ocean also
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perature of surface water a t the equator
to be by 2 to 3 degrees lower than the
ture of the adjacent tropical water. The
ial area of oceans

Fig. 44. Diagram of currents in the coastal area in
northern hemisphere; (a) upwelling-water elevati
(b) downwelling-water sinking.

termed "upwelling" in special literature. the ter
for sinking is "down
equatorial upwellin
when the wind di
coast line. Such
Fig. 44. This is a1
forces directing the total liquid flow, just as
Ekman's spiral, perpendicularly to the wi
direction.
When trade-wind currents approach the she1
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they have to turn from the equator near the
n~lrfaceas well. This is how the powerful currcnts of middle latitudes start including the
(;ulf Stream*, and the Brazilian currents in the
Atlantic, the Curosio, the East-Australian currents in the Pacific, and the Madagascar stream
in the Indian Ocean. The major motive force of
these currents is not the wind but the water
head near the continents. The water level in the
Mexican Gulf of the Atlantic Ocean is by 60 cm
higher than that a t the African coast, while
the difference between the levels of the east and
west coasts of the Pacific Ocean reaches 70 cm.
This surge is induced by trade winds. Yet the
structure of currents in middle latitudes is not
wind-induced; they are traced in the ocean
down to the depth of 1.5 to 2 kilometers and
H weak countercurrent can be located only a t
still lower depths.
However these currents, especially in latitudos between 40 and 50°, are also pushed and increased by winds. Continents and the Coriolis
forces deflect them to north-west in 30"-latiludes and i n latitudes between 40 and 50" they
flow straight westward. At that moment they
lire again-have
one more look a t the map of
winds-reinforced
by winds blowing from the
south-east in the northern hemisphere and from
the north-east in the southern hemisphere. The
rnost powerful of the currents thus reinforced is

* The name stems from the Mexican Gulf where the
current starts. The Japanese word Curo shiva means
"a black flow1'. The colour of water in the Gulf Stream
nnd Curosio is dark-blue, different from the colour of
surrounding water.
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t h e westwards Antarctic circumpolar curr
which collects the middle-latitude currents
all the oceans and which does not have co
nental obstacles on its path and is rushed
north-west winds.
Finally, there is an almost circular West Ar
stream in the Arctic Ocean induced by nor
east winds of the third, polar Hadley cell.
the southern hemisphere i t has a weak analog
near the very Antarctic coast.
This is the global layout of ocean curr
logically connected with the map of winds
the map of continents. There is however one mo
trouble. We have seen that both the winds
the Earth and the currents of the ocean
significantly deflected by the planet's rotati
the Coriolis forces. The question is: what is
influence of the winds and currents on the Eart
rotation, don't they brake it?
The question seems very complicated.
the answer is very
simple: no, t
do not. Both the winds and currents
induced by the solar radiation falling onto t
Earth. I t supplies power to the motion
atmosphere and ocean. This power is dis
and transformed into heat. This really ge
frictional forces but these forces are i
According to Newton's third law, for eve
force retarding the planet's rotation there is
equal reverse force accelerating the rotat
of the Earth. The total moment of all inter
forces equals zero. The solar radiation does no
change the Earth's moment of momentum
winds and currents neither slow down nor a
celerate the Earth on the average,

Chapter 5

'rhe Earth's Climate

1. Clouds
We have already discussed the sigiiificant contribution of clouds to the Earth's albedo, its
rnean coefficient of reflection of solar rays. Yet
It is not the only influence of clouds upon the
Earth's climate. We all know how much weather
depends on clouds. If the wind failed to transport clouds, the dry land, the continents, would
become almost waterless. The major part of
precipitations comes from the clouds: rain, snow,
nnd hail. Finally, the role of clouds in the planet's thermal balance is not a purely negative
one. They cover the Earth like a blanket, especially a t night, decreasing thereby its cooling
by radiation. But what is a cloud in fact?
The famous Russian dictionary by V. Dal'
roads: "A cloud is a fog in the height". I t is true.
'I'he fog, which everyone has seen and touched, is
really a suspension of minute and minutest
droplets.
A cloud consists of water drops and water
is heavier than air. Why doesn't the cloud fall,
why doesn't i t sink completely? What supports i t high i n the air? And there is one more
question. When a car moves in the fog the driver
has to turn on the windscreen wiper. Drops of
fog colliding with one another, grow slowly,
fall down, and precipitate. The same thing
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should happen in a cloud. Why does i t
rain then from every cloud?
Let us first consider the motion of an indi
ual water drop in the air. A small drop is sp
ical as a result of water surface tension: a s
gives a minimum surface area for a give
ume. Let the radius of the drop be R , t h
volume will be V = 4nR3/3 and mass wl
p,V. The weight of the drop p,gV, is m
times more than the Archimedean force
since air density p, is by far lower tha
density p,. Thus, a t first sight i t may se
the drop must fall down with the acc
almost equal to g.
But as soon as the drop starts to move, a for
resistance, the viscous force, occurs. For sph
particles this force is also called the Stokes
after the British physicist J. Stokes who so
in 1851 the problem of the motion of a visc
medium around a sphere. The Stokes fo
balances gravity, therefore the drop falls do
not with a constant acceleration but with
constant velocity.
The Stokes force is a force of resistance p
kg/(m
portional to air viscosity q = 1.8 X
The dimension of this force can be derived f r
the product of the dimension of viscosity
the dimension of the velocity of fall [v] = m
and by the dimension of the drop's radius [ R ]
m. In fact, the Stokes force, which certain
cannot be found with the help of the method
dimensions, equals the product qRv with
accuracy to a numerical coefficient 6n:

Fs = 6nqRv.
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Equating i t to the drop's weight p,gV =
/rnRSpog/3, i t is easy to find the dependence
of the velocity of fall on the radius of the drop:

1

i

Let us verify now for which drop radii the air
tnotion around the falling drop will be laminar.
'I'he formula of resistance was in fact derived
by Stokes for a laminar flow. While treating
the mechanism of ocean currents we have found
that i t is possible to determine whether a current is laminar or turbulent by way of calculatlrrg the dimensionless Reynolds number Re =
l v p l / . The Reynolds number includes air
tlonsity p,, instead of water density p,, because
It is the air and not the water in the drop that
Is moving, flowing around the drop.
If the Reynolds number does not exceed sevoral tens, the current is laminar, the Stokes
formula is true and, consequently, the velocity
of the drop's fall is really that. Let us introtlrwe the velocity into the expression of the
I{eynolds number, equate i t to 10, which is approximately the critical Reynolds number for
the flow around a spherical body, and find the
maximum radius R, a t which the air flow around
rr water drop is still laminar:

Such a drop with a radius of 100 micrometers
lrrlls with velocity v = 1.2 m/s.
If the radius of the drop exceeds the critical,
It,, the flow around the drop becomes turbulent
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and the force of air resistance is no longe
pressed by the Stokes formula. I t can be esti
ated by the order of magnitude assuming,
the ocean, t h a t the turbulent viscosity is
portiona] to the Reynolds number. I n tha
Frm
plv2R2 and equating this force to
weight of the drop produces the velocity of f
of the drop with radii larger than Rl:

-

,I I/=
P1

Note t h a t velocity grows with the radius of
drop considerably slower than in the case o
laminar flow.
Finally, new effects come into play with
further increase in the drop's radius. I t t u r
out that the surface tension of water a, = 7.2
10-2 kg/s2 fails to maintain the sph
shape of a large drop. Compare the force
turbulent resistance F,,, to the force of t
surface tension a,R. They are similar by t
o d e r of magnitude when the drop's
equals
R2

- {c
-
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0.3 em.

Drops of that radius are flattened by t h
rushing air flow. Then, with the radius in
ing the drop takes an irregular form chang
in the course of falling and finally, when
radius of several R, is reached, air splits
drop into two parts.
Thus, drops break apart when drop
exceed 0.3 cm; a t 0.01 cm < R < 0.3 cm,
fall down with the velocity proportional to
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and a t R < 0.01 the velocity of fall is proportional to R2.
This however, is not a complete picture. The
smallest droplets of a cloud behave differently.
'I'hey do not fall or, more precisely, almost do
not fall. The size of particles being fractions of
n micrometer (light clouds are composed of just
nuch particles) the fall in the field of gravity
con be neglected compared to an intensive
I Irownian movement*.
Imagine a very small droplet the size of which,
Ilowever, by far exceeds the molecular size. The
nllrrounding air molecules with masses m
PIN,
5 x
kg move with the veloclties of about v -- l/m/m -- 300 m/s. The
tlroplet moves chaotically under their impacts.
The mean kinetic energy of air molecules a t
temperature T equals by the order of magnitude
1.T. As a result of numerous collisions the molocules exchange energy between themselves and
Impart energy to the drop. This occurs in conformity with the principle of equipartition and
the mean kinetic energy of the drop also approaches kT. Hence i t is easy to estimate the
root-mean-square velocity of the Brownian mo-

-

-

The Brownian velocity depends on the radius
of the drop as Rb3I2 and the velocity of fall

*

It was discovered in 1828 by the British botanist
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of small droplets grows as A2. These velo
reach a similar order of magnitude at the
of the drops approaching
kTq2
p;g2

.- 1.5

A, .- ( - ) " I

x

10-4 em.

l:p-
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frequency of collisions as by air humidity and
temperature.
For every liquid there is a dependence of the
concentration of its saturated vapour upon temperature. Figure 46 gives such a dependence for

Droplets with radii less than several mic
meters, the Brownian particles, are movi
v, mls

lo-*

10-6,'
Ro RI RI
10-I

1 R, cm

Fig. 4 5 . Velocity of motion of water drops versus radi
I-Brownian movement; 2-fall.

fast, chaotically and to all directions. Dro
with radii larger than R , sink down. The sl
drops have radii about a micrometer and
at a speed of about 0.03 cmls. Velocities of
drops in air are indicated in Fig. 45 versus
full range of their radii.
A real cloud accommodates drops of differ
dimensions. They move, collide, merge,
grow. Brownian droplets grow rather slow1
the course of collisions. Their formation, gro
or evaporation is determined not as much by

Fig. 46. Density (p, g/m3) of saturated water steam.
Alteration of air h u m ~ d ~ tand
y water content.

water vapour. If the temperature of humid air
containing, say, 10 g of moisture per cubic meter drops lower than 11 "C, the water vapour
1)ccomes saturated. A further cooling of this
r~irmass will leave as much moisture as allowed
I)y the curve in Fig. 46 and all the remaining
water will be condensed.
This very condensate of the minutest water
tlroplets in the air gives birth to fogs and clouds.
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The mass of water drops and frozen water
unit of air volume is called water content
cloud, W . The water content of white
is low while that of thunderstorm clouds rea
3 to 5 g/m3.
B U ~then, a drop has exceeded the radius
and started to sink. I t grows now due
]isions with other small droplets and the
of size is accompanied by an increase
velocity of fall and cross-section of d
capture. During the time dt the drop will
the distance dz = vdt and sweep the v
nR2vdt. Assume that i t will collect all
drops in this volume. Multiply i t by the
water content w to find the increase in mass
the drop:

dm = 4npoR2dR = wnR2 dz = nR2wvdt
2n
-- 9

W-

p0gR4
'l

dt .

The last equation employs the Stokes ve
ity of drop's fall. The second and the fifth exp
sions of this chain of equations produce
equation for the drop's growth, the e¶
of the time-dependence for its radius.
it is easy to see that almost all the time of
ripening, T, from the small' Brownian
Ro to the large radii R 2 Ro is taken by
initial period of growth. The water cant
being constant along the drop's way. the
pening time will be
18q

6 hours

wgRo

w [g/mSl

T=-N

'
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It does not depend on the drop's final radius!
Ilowever, a life 6 hours long is rather short for
r cloud with water content of about 1 g/m3.
Normally, i t never rains from such clouds. What
la the reason?
Consider the second and the third expressions
of the same chain of equations. They indicate
tho increment in drop's dimension with sinkI I I by
~ dz. The drop's radius grows independently
of its velocity, with no regard to whether its
lull is laminar or turbulent:

Therefore, a large raindrop can grow up to a
radius approaching R , only in a powerful cloud
with high water content. Even if the mean
water content of the cloud is equal to, say,
of the cloud should not

insufficient, the final
small that they would
g the Earth. This is the
, why not every cloud
conditions are required
h cloud to form.
actly? What determines
d lower boundaries of
Recall the "puff-pastry" of the atmosphere.
Water v a p o u n do not pass the infrared thermal
radiation of the Earth's surface, Therefore ther-
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malenergy is irradiated into space by the u
layers of the troposphere where the conten
water vapour is insignificant si
been almost completely conden
lower i n clouds. At the upper boundary of
the temperature is approximately equal
Earth's radiation temperatur
and saturated water vapour
temperature equals only 1.
transparent to the thermal
that the density of air and the
vapour drop quickly with elev
the upper boundary of clouds is
the total moisture content in the
near the level a t which the infrare
of saturated water vapour becomes s
thermal radiation can escape to space.
On the other hand, while desc
cloud temperature increases. Conc
saturated vapour increases with
very fast. Thus, a t a certain altitu
ture becomes sufficient for evap
water drops of the cloud and its
turns into zero. By this reason the lower
ary of the cloud is determined by the dew
the point in Fig. 46 a t which the
centration line in the cloud's low
the curve of the saturated vapour
Clouds fall into two main c
first is termed stratus. The
the course of cooling the lo
I t usually occurs a t night whe
upper boundary releases thermal
space. The other cause of their formation is
motion of warm humid air mass above the c
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unrth surface or above a cold air mass. A fog is
Jl~sta stratus which lower boundary passes immediately near the Earth or the sea surface. The
n i n , if any, from such a cloud is a drizzle, light
ratus lacks thickness to produce
type of clouds is called cumulus.
The cumuli is the result of convection of the
air rich with moisture. I n the course of convective elevation air cools down adiabatically
rind, a t a certain altitude, its humidity becomes
m~~tnrated.This is the lower boundary of a cumulus. This boundary itself is almost motionconstantly passes through it. Air
in the cloud itself while increaslr~glycooling down and condensing its moisture.
At the cloud's upper boundary the cooled air,
lonving all its water in the cloud, flows aside and
minks around the cumulus. This is why the
cl~rnulioften look like white lambs surrounded
by cloudless intervals. If you have ever seen a
from above, from a n aircraft, you
appened to see the impressing view
of convection cells located regularly either in even
rows or individual hills rising in chess-board
order. The upper part of cumuli usually con~ i s t snot of drops but of ice crystals.
A powerful convection gives birth to a storm
(:loud, storm cumulus. I t s usual height is beLwcen 7 and 10 km and very rarely (but always
Ilnar the equator) it may reach 12 to 15 km.
'I'l~estructure of a storm cloud is more complicated, i t houses both upward and downward
rrir streams. Air is pulled downward by falling
pieces of ice and raindrops.
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The classification of clouds, however, is
completed by these two types, the strati
the cumuli. There are mixed types of cl
and one more independent type, the cirrus
means "curl" or "lock" in Latin. The cirrl c
sist of fine ice crystals and are formed a t h
altitude in fast turbulent wind jets.
There are also clouds on all other planets
powerful atmospheres. They cover compl
the surfaces of Venus and Titan. As to the
faces of Jupiter and Saturn, they are just id
tified with the upper boundary of clouds s
they do not have any other solid or liquid
face. The chemical composition of clouds
other planets is very diverse. For example, so
clouds of Venus are drops of sulphuric acid!
I t can be assumed that mechanisms of
formation on other planets are similar to
on the Earth. However, one should be
mind t h a t the formation of clouds can be cau
not only by the condensation of drops and c
tals but also by a chemical reaction. A lab
tory example of such a possibility is the
mation of a small cloud of crystals of amm
um chloride NH,Cl above bottles with hy
chloric acid HCl and ammonia solution N
placed near to one another.
The clouds on the Earth are a significant
ture and reflection of the Earth's weather. No
ally, heavy clouds are arranged above the pla
with low surface pressure. The surface wi
rush to such places being twisted by the Cori
forces (Fig. 47). I n the center of such a cyclo

* The word originates from the Greek word kykl
~ e a n i n g"wheel", "coil".
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Fig. 47. Diagrams of cyclone (a) and anticyclone (b)
I -pressure near the surface; 2 -directions
of surface
4 -directions
of
winds; 3- vertical cross-section;
high-altitude winds; 5-pressure of the upper troposphere.

nir rises upward, cools down and forms clouds.
In the upper layers of the cyclone's atmosphereabove the low pressure area-the pressure of
atmospheric air is higher (I) than the mean value,
characteristic of this altitude. In the upper
troposphere air pushed by the excessive pressure
flows from the center of the cyclone.
An area of increased atmospheric pressure near
Ihe surface is called anticyclone. Dry air sinks
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from the upper troposphere in an anticyc
This is why the sky above the anticyclone
is generally cloudless and clear.
Cyclones and anticyclones are 200 to 3000
wide and live for a weak on the average. How
some of them are located a t one and the
place for a very long time. There is one p
nent cyclone on the Earth which stands in su
mer and in winter near Iceland. I t is genera
from the meeting of the warm Gulf Strea
with cold polar air. Cloudy skies cover
In winter the weather in the USSR is
determined by the Siberian anticyclone.
major contributor to its formation are the
malayas which do not pass the moist air of t
Indian Ocean to the north. Yet the majority
pressure anomalies does travel-in
general
coincides with the directions of global winds
the Earth indicated in Fig. 38a.
The number of cyclones and anticyclones
the Earth is approximately the same at
moment of time. Clouds cover about half
surface of this planet.

2. What is Weather and What is Climate?
We know very well from everyday experie
what is weather and what is climate. What is
weather today? You look out of the window
see whether i t is raining or snowing, look
the thermometer, listen to a weather forecast
the radio and put on the appropriate clothe
Climate is also a clear thing: i t is cold in th
north and i t is hot in tropics throughout th
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year. Yet we shall have to make these intuitive
ideas a bit more accurate.
Weather is the state of the atmosphere and
the Earth's surface (dry land, ocean) a t the
given day and hour on the entire planet. Usually
we limit weather descriptions to individual
nreas of the Earth and characterize i t by meteorological parameters. These include tempernture, pressure, and air humidity near the surface, velocity and direction of wind, cloud conditions, the quantity and nature of precipitation.
Tlie modern idea of the Earth's weather is the
totality of such data collected by all weather
stations plus photographs of clouds made from
nntellites.
Unfortunately, this information is not complete. One of the reasons is that the number of
weather stations is insufficient so far, especially
in oceans. Another reason is that the complete
information on weather is not several values
measured near the surface, but their dependences
tl~rough the entire tropospheric column, the
lower layer of the atmosphere. From the theoretical point of view i t is sufficient to have two
altitude dependences, for example, for temperature and for humidity. These dependences being
known, all other physical values can be found:
air pressure and density a t any altitude can be
calculated, the upper and lower boundaries of
olouds can be determined, water content of
clouds can be estimated which, consequently,
111lowsus to find out whether it's raining. The
tlistribution of pressures makes it possible in
principle to calculate winds a t all altitudes;
winds and heating of the ocean determine the
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ocean currents. Finally, the tomorrow
depends on the motion of air and water
certainly, we do not have such
information in real life and, probably
have it. But even if the information on we
conditions, the height dependences of
two functions over the enti
much: our comp
much slower than it c

degree of accuracy a
ture?
No, it could not. The accuracy of a forec
would be very high for one da
one week, a one-month foreca
approximate, and estimates of a one-year fo
would deviate from real weather conditio
the order of magnitude approaching devi
from the average many-year climatic data.
does not mean that long-term forecast is
ly impossible but efforts in this directi
a certain limit. At any accuracy of calc
divergence would grow as a square root
comprehensive and the accur
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ocean currents are turbulent and Reynolds number of the atmosphere approaches 10lO.Therefore
one should be able to determine the turbulence
of the Earth's winds and currents correctly.
Climate is just an example of such an averaging, the averaging of not numerical calculations but the averaging of the available information on weather in the past. The notion of climate
was introduced by the scientists of ancient
Greece. The word itself is also of Greek origin
and means "inclination". The Greeks understood
that the climate of an area depends on the average inclination of solar rays.
If fact, the main component of the climate
of any area, the dependence of averaged weather
on the season of the year, is constituted by the
conditions of heating this area of the Earth's
surface by solar rays, the conditions of illuminance. Consider the variation of the globe's
illuminance in a given latitude during a year.
The most important thing for the climate is
the quantity of energy received by a unit of
surface area per day. To find this, however, one
should first calculate the alteration of the Earth's
illuminance during a day in each season of the
year and latitude.
This problem may seem more complicated since
one has to obtain more information, but in fact
it is easier. The only thing we have to do is to
calculate the illuminance of the surface of a
rotating sphere by a point source of light. This
problem is easily reduced to a purely geometrical one.
The illuminance, i.e. the light power, received
by a unit area, as you know, is inversely pro-
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portional to the squared distance to the sourc
Besides, it is proportional to the cosine of
a between the direction to the source of
and the normal, the perpendicular to the
area:
a@
E = sg (T)

cos a ,

where sg = 1.36 x 103 W/m2 is the solar constant. According to its definition this very con.
stant is the illuminance of a unit area by the
Sun's straight rays; the area being a t a distance
of a@ from the Sun. The only difference
is that the solar constant is expressed not by luxes, the units of light, but by units of energy.
They are convertible into one another with the
help of the following relationships:
1 lx = 0.001471 W/m2; 1 W/m2 = 679.6 lx.
The distance to the Sun r changes during a
year very insignificantly: at eccentricity equal
to 0.0167, the distance difference amounts to
3.3%. This means that the total difference in
the Earth's illuminance in the intervals between
its positions a t perihelion and aphelion is almost 7 % . This is a significant value. We shal
take i t into account when calculating
energies received by different latitudes d
a day.
However, the main contributor to the change of
illuminance is the variation in the angle of inclination of solar rays with time. The angle
tween direction to the Sun and the vertical of
given place changes significantly during a
and from day to day in the course of a year
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Therefore let us find first the dependence a (t).
I t would be convenient to assume that all
the angles in the problem change in a wide
range. In this case the formula of illuminance
is certainly untrue for negative values of the
cosine, i.e. when n/2 < a < 3n/2. I t is easy
to see that this means night a t the given place a t
the given time. In this case the illuminance
equals zero.
The latitude of the place will be counted, as
usual, from the equator but we shall take negative values of cp for southern latitudes. Thus the
geographical latitude would change within the
limits -n/2 < cp < n/2. Longitude A, as we know,
is counted from the Greenwich meridian. We
shall not divide i t into "to the west of Greenwich" and "to the east of Greenwich". There is
a simpler way. Let us assume that longitude h
changes within the limits between 0 and 2n,
between O0 and 360°, the positive direction
will be to the east. Then, for example, h = 2n/3
will mean longitude 120" east and h = 3n/2 will
be longitude 90' west.
The problem of dependence a (t) will be solved
by two steps. First, we shall find the yearly
variation of the angle y between the axis of the
Earth's rotation and direction to the Sun. I n
doing so we shall assume that the Earth's orbit
is approximately a circle. Consider Fig. 48. I t
is more convenient to count time t not from
the New Year but from the moment of winter
solstice. In this case the angle of the Earth's
travel round the orbit from that moment equals
2ntlT. Period T here is certainly equal to the
tropical year.
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The unit vector* s of the direction from t
Earth to the sun, as indicated in the figure,
components (-cos 2ntlT, -sin 2ntlT, 0).
unit vector m of the direction of the axis
rotation is inclined by angle E to the z-axis. I
projections onto the axes of coordinates equ

Fig. 48. Demonstration of the formula for the angle
between the Earth's axis and direction to the Sun.

(sin E, 0, cos E). The cosine of the angle
tween two unit vectors equals their scalar
duct, the sum of the products of individual
projections:
cos y = (sm) = - sin E cos 2ntlT.
Let us check this result in particular cases.
This will convince those who are still unable
understand its derivation.

* A

unit vector is a vector the square of whose lengt
i.e. the sum of squares of all projections, equals u
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1. t = 0; cosy = - s i n E; y = E
n/2 =
113.5". In winter the axis of rotation, as
Indicated in Figs. 12 and 48, does make an obtuse angle with the direction to the Sun.
2. t = T/4 or t = 3T14, the vernal or autumnal equinoxes. In this case cos y = 0, the
oxis of rotation is perpendicular to solar rays.
3. t = T/2, the summer solstice; cos y = sin E,
r~ngley reaches the minimum value of 66.5".
This simple formula produces the dependence
y (t) with an accuracy sufficient for our purpose.
I1 certainly cannot be employed to compile
~~stronomical
tables-in that case the ellipticity
of the Earth's orbit should be taken into account-but its practical value is doubtless.
Consider now how the inclination of solar
rays changes according to the time of the day
und geographical coordinates; assume that the
dependence upon the season of the year is given
Ijy the angle y. The Earth rotates in relation to
the Sun with a period approaching 24 hours. In
fact, the solar day equals Po = 86400 s only
on the average because the Earth's velocity at
Ils elliptical orbit is irregular. For example, in
January, when the Earth passes the perihelion of
Its orbit, the solar day is by 30 s longer than
I),. The total deviations of the solar time reach
$4 minutes in February and 16 minutes in the
reverse direction in October. For simplicity we
neglect these deviations and assume that the
1Sarth rotates in relation to the Sun with a conntant angular velocity o = 2nlPo.
Consider Fig. 49. Assumingly, we are interestod in the angle of incidence of solar rays in latiude (p in Greenwich meridian a = 0) a t the
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moment of the day t by Greenwich mean

makes an angle y with the z-axis; we know alrea
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nates cp and h = 0 at the moment of the day t,
as indicated in Fig. 49, has components
n = (- cos cp cos o t , -cos cp sin o t , sin cp).
Make up the scalar product of vectors s and n.
Its value equals the cosine of the angle of incidence of solar rays we are interested in:
cos a = (ns) = cos y sin cp - sin y cos cp cos o t .
Check now this formula for various specific cases.
1. At midnight t = 0, therefore cos a =
sin (y - cp). The cosine turns out to be
negative almost for all latitudes. This means
that at midnight the Earth's surface is, as a
rule, not illuminated. However, in some latitudes
cos a > 0 is possible at midnight as well. This
Is the area of the polar day. The boundary of the
polar day is determined by the condition of the
tangential incidence of solar rays a t midnight,
1.e. a = 90". Latitude cp, from which the polar
day starts is determined by the equation
nin (9, - y) = 0. This equation has two solutions in the accessible area of angle variations:
v1 = y and cp, = - rc y.

-

Fig. 49. Demonstration of the formula for the angle
illumination of an area of the Earth's surface by t
Sun in latitude q, at the time of the day t .

its value a t any season o
projections of this vector o
nates, selected as indicated in
(sin y, 0, cos y).
The unit vector of the normal to the point
the Earth's surface with geographical coor

+

It is easy to see that these conditions really protluce true boundary latitudes of the polar day:
the first is valid for the northern hemisphere in
~llrnrner,the second takes care of the southern
liemisphere between the autumnal and v e n a l
equinoxes.

*

The local time of the day is usually counted off
midnight. Midnight is 12 hours after the moment o
highest position of the Sun above the horizon,
midday. The intervals between sunset and midn
and midnight and sunrise are practicaily equal.

2. Consider now the inclination of solar rays
midday when o t = n. In this case cos a =
niri (y
cp). The solution of this equation
(a = y f cp - n/2) looks general enough, we
fit

+

17-01131
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are not troubled by negative values of a. B
cos a turns negative, i t means night. A nig
midday is the polar night. Its boundary lat
rp, is also easily derived from the equa
rp,) = 0:
sin (y
cp, = - y and cp, = 3t - y.
The first expression is true for the southern he
sphere while the second holds for the northe
hemisphere in winter.
3. Is there a way to calculate the duration
day and night in any latitude, a t any time of t
year? The moments of sunrise and sunset are co
ditioned by cos a = 0. The duration of night
the double sunrise time, consequently

+

Po arccos (tan cp cot y).
Atnlght =
If the result does not exceed the duration of
day P o , the remainder Po - Atnlght is the d
tion of the day. In the opposite case it is po
night. If the number under the argument of
arc cosine is more than one, YOU have evid
got into the domains of the polar day.
4. Consider what happens during equinoxes
y = 3112. In that case cos a = - cos cp cos wt.
reveals that the sunrise occurs at 6 o'cloc
the morning and the duration of the day amounts
12 hours in all latitudes. Day equals night. T
sunset takes place at 18 o'clock*.

*

Comparing calculations by this formula to the
of calendars one should bear in mind not only the ab
mentioned inaccuracies of the formula, but also
the sunrise and the sunset are indicated in cale
not by the center of the solar disk but by its upper
This increases the duration of the day more tha
2 minutes.
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5. Now let us move to the Earth equator and
assume that cp = 0. In that case
ros a = - sin y cos w t .
Look carefully: the duration of the day at the
equator is exactly 12 hours independently of
the season of the year. Solar rays fall vertically
nt the equator a t midday during equinoxes.
You can apply the formula to other interestIng particular cases yourself. These include the
riioments of solstices, the tropical latitudes, the
latitudes of polar circles. We have slightly digressed from climatic problems but in order to get
through with this formula i t should be mentioned that i t holds true not only for the zero lon~ i t u d e . The Greenwich meridian was taken as
roference longitude on the Earth for no physical
roason. Great Britain was the first country to start
ncientific measurement of longitude by the solar
time and the leading observatory of Great Britriin was located in Greenwich. The same forholds true for any other longitude if the
local time is substituted in it. I t is counted off
from the moment of the astronomical midnight
nl the given place. I t is clear that the local time
ti is the Greenwich mean time plus the time it
l~rkesthe Earth to turn by the angle equal to the
longitude of the place:
b
1,-= t + - =
ot + h -

1 hour
15"

'

The zone time was introduced for the sake of
convenience for people living not far from one
nnother. This is the local time rounded in such
a way that its difference from the Greenwich
17.
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mean time amounted to an integral num
hours. The entire Earth's surface was d
into 24 time zones. Their boundaries pass
oceans along meridians with longitudes X
7.5"
n x 15", where n is an int
ber. In dry land the boundaries of time
along the borders of states, rivers,
ridges or low populated areas.
For example, Moscow is located in longit
37". Hence the local time in Moscow leads
Greenwich mean time by 37"/15" hours, i.e.
2 hours 28 minutes. Moscow is in fact positio
in the I1 time zone. However, the Moscow t
differs from the Greenwich mean time not b
hours. The time difference amounts to 4 hou
summer, between April 1 and October 1, a
hours in winter. The similar time shifts ar
troduced in many countries of the world for e
nomical reasons.
Return now to the illumination of the
by the Sun. We know now the dependence
angle of incidence of the solar rays on th
of the year, time of the day, and the latitu
the place. Hence the average daily dist
tion of the flux of solar energy over the
surface can be calculated. The cooling d
night is insignificant due to the great hea
pacity of the Earth's surface, especially o
areas covered with water. Therefore, the so
energy received in a day is the principal ch
acteristic of the climate of the given latitude.
change with the season of the year dictates the c
matic progress of seasonal changes.
We have to average the formula for the cosi
of the angle of incidence over the local time. T
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Pig. 50. Latitudinal dependence of one-day l i ht power

f

roming to the Earth during equinoxes and so stices.

averaging is easy for the case of the polar day
when second variable term of the formula amounts
to zero on the average. Hence the solar energy
rtrceived by the areas of the polar day in twenty
Iollr hours equals

-- p0sa

(+)cos

sin cp.

Calculations for an arbitrary latitudes are more
complicated since one should bear in mind that
illuminance a t night is not negative. These calalllations can be performed by those who are
rlware of integration. The results are given in the
form of diagrams in Fig. 50 and 51. In the course
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Fig. 51. Yearly dependence of one-day light power co
ing to the equator and latitude 60".

of plotting the slight change in the distance
the Sun over the year was taken into accou
Pay attention to the surprising result of t
calculations indicating how much energy is
ceived by the polar areas in summer: more t
by the equator, more than by the summer tro
This is not a mistake. This happens because
duration of illumination is twenty four hou
during a polar day and the cosine of the ang
of incidence is quite significant.
Note also that the June curve in Fig. 50 is
symmetrical to the December one. Curves i
cated in Fig. 51 for northern and southern hem
spheres cannot be produced from one another

I
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a half-year shift. This happens because in the
rlorthern hemisphere we are closer to the Sun
in winter than in summer. Recall that the Earth
passes its perihelion now a t the beginning of
January. The areas located in northern latitudes
receive on the average the same amount of heat
ns the similar areas located in southern latitudes
l)ot this energy is distributed over seasons somewhat differently. This asymmetry, together with
uneven distribution of dry land and oceans over
hemispheres, leads, as we shall see below, to
ir~teresting and significant peculiarities of the
Narth's climate.
Having studied the Earth's radiation equilibrium, we calculated by the average flux of solar
onergy, the Earth's average temperature, i.e.
l l ~ etemperature of the planet's radiation. At
lirst sight here, too, one could try to estimate the
oquilibrium temperatures of sections of the Earth's
surface if the distribution of the solar energy over
latitudes and seasons of the year were known.
This, however, is quite a difficult task. The
significant change in the albedo of the Earth's
surface with latitude should be taken into account. The albedo, the averaged coefficient of
surface reflection, increases near the poles both
because there is more snow and ice in those areas
nnd because atmosphere reflects better the oblique solar rays and light comes to the polar areas
langentially. In addition to that i t is clear witho ~ any
~ t calculations that such an estimate would
produce a result significantly different from the
reality. No solar energy comes to the polar areas
(luring the long night, therefore temperatures
ltlere would be extremely low. This, however,
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does not happen. Temperature in Arctic and
tarctic regions is only slightly lower than
radiation temperature of the Earth and are
from the absolute zero.
The reason for this is easily comprehensi
The relatively high temperatures of the p

tures of the polar areas during the polar night
really do not approach the ultimate low values:
the thermal energy is redistributed over the
Earth's surface.
Note also that the minima and maxima of temperature curves lag behind approximately by one
rnonth compared to the extrema of the solar illuminance. This happens due to the thermal inertia of the ocean, dry land, and atmosphere, their
heat capacity.
The ocean has the highest heat capacity. We
know already that the turbulence and surface
currents mix the ocean's upper layer to the depth
of approximately h
100 m. The specific heat
of water equals e, = 4.18 X 103 J/(kg K). Therefore the total heat capacity of the active upper
layer of the ocean covering 70% of the Earth's
surface 4nR& is
C,, E 0.7 x 4nRhhpocoE 1.7 x 1OZ3 J/K.

T, "C A

A

20 -

60"~

-

2 2 Xll 11 21.111

V 2 2 V I Vlll 23.IX XI 22.Xll

)l

Fi . 52. Yearly dependence of average temperature i
di erent latitudes.

P

latitudes in winter are supported by the he
exchange continuously occurring on the
Thermal energy is continuously transferre
the tropical latitudes to the polar. This t
is performed by atmospheric winds and
currents. In the final analysis, the winds a
currents themselves are caused by the temperat
difference between high and low latitudes.
Consider now the real changes in average
peratures in some latitudes of the Earth d
a year (Fig. 52). You see that these dependen
look like the curves indicated in Fig. 51, the d
tribution of the light energy of the Sun ove
geographical latitudes. However, the tempera

Consider the time At during which solar rays
illuminating the Earth with power nR&s@=
1.75 x 1017 W would heat the ocean by, say,
At = 3 degrees:
~

I

t

~

nR&

M

~

3

~

1 month.
0 ~ s

-

1

As follows from Fig. 52, the estimate approaches
real values: temperatures lag behind the illuminance approximately by a month and the monthly temperature increase in spring in middle
latitudes is about 3 degrees.
The modern term climate implies a notion
111uch more sophisticated than the idea of an-
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cient Greeks. The Earth's climate is the enti
combination of time-averaged weather d a t
temperature, pressure, humidity, directions
winds and currents a t all points of the planet f
each day of the year. There is however a questio
which time interval should be taken to aver
weather in order to obtain the climate char
teristic.
For definiteness let us treat temperature. Te
peratures can be averaged over an interval whl
is short compared to the seasons of the year an
during which conditions of the solar illumina
cannot change significantly. Usually, this
riod is limited by ten days, one third of a mon
Average ten-day temperatures demonstrate a r
ular development approaching the curves in
cated in Fig. 52.
However, a comparison of these average t
day temperatures in different years would
monstrate inaccurate coincidence, a diverg
may reach ten degrees. Their average value
say, ten years would differ from the average val
for another decade only by several degrees.
us average temperatures over an even longer
riod: one third of a century. We shall see that
proximity ol such average values would furt
increase while the range of divergence wou
further reduce.
Let us take average values for 100
This brings about a new notion. The di
between adjacent hundred-year values a
ages would remain approximately the same:
would not become less than fractions of a
This, however, we refer to as a slowly c
climate.
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Why are the deviations of average ten-day
lomperatures from the climatic dependence
considered as random phenomena, weather fluctuations, while the variations of hundred-year
and thousand-year weather values are regarded
as climatic changes? The matter is that changes
even in ten-year averages have different signs a t
different points of the Earth and the sum of
lhese variations over the planet approaches zero.
llowever, the behaviour of hundred-year averages is almost the same over the entire Earth.
For example, between the 16th and 17th cenluries i t was by several degrees colder than now
and between the 11th and 12th centuries i t was
slightly warmer on the entire planet. This is the
reason why the alterations of hundred-year averctge values are attributed to climatic change
nnd the climate itself is considered a global characteristic.
I t is interesting to know that the time interval
(luring which the climate can be considered as
constant approximately coincides with the duration of human life. Thus, an intuitive approach
to weather treats i t as something fluctuating about
the permanent sinusoid of the seasons of the years,
cibout the constant climate. Only the scientific
c~pproachto climate was able to reveal its variability.
The first evidence of long very cold periods in
the history of the Earth was provided by the
sludy of glaciers. Snow falling out high in the
mountains does not melt even in summer. Being compacted it forms ice. This ice starts to
flow down gorges under the action of its own.
weight just like a river but millions times slower
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The flow velocity of a glacier is several hund
meters per year, i.e. several meters per d
A glacier carries with i t stones, the fragments
rocks. A glacier melts upon coming down to
valley but the terminal of the glacier remains a
proximately constant for years because new i
masses are continuously supplied by mou
tains.
A glacier deposits heaps of round boulders wh
i t has carried near its edge. These deposits
called end moraines. I t is impossible to mis
them for any other geological formations.
position of end moraines allows us to estima
how far had the glacier tongue extended down
the past.
I t has turned out that a number of end morai
profiles can be traced around the Alps. These
raines are located considerably lower than t
present edges of glaciers. Later end morain
the age of which approached t h a t of the a1
moraines, were found in Middle-Russian Up1
North Europe, and North America. Thus, 125 t
sand years ago a glacier extended from Scan
navia deposited an end moraine near Mos
and 250 thousand years ago a glacier got to
Dnieper downstream of Kiev.
Several dozens of glacial periods in the hist
of the Earth have been detected. The occurre
was quite irregular: the intervals between
cia1 periods varied between forty thousa
and several hundred thousand years.
the glacial periods the climate returned
less to i t s present state. The last glaci
deposited its end moraines only twenty thousan
years ago.

I

i
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Yet is there any confidence in the assumption
that the glaciation occurred simultaneously all
over the planet, are the end moraines the witnesses of the changes in the Earth's climate?
Yes, there is. The total mass of ice accumulated
in glaciers on dry land was extremely great, its
volume twice exceeded that of the present glacial shields of Antarctica and Greenland. All that
water was extracted from the World Ocean due
lo which fact its level dropped many times by
more than 100 m below the present one. This is
proved by independent geological evidence.
Presently the level of the World Ocean is
changing comparatively slow. For the last six
thousand years the level alterations did not exceed 3 m. The water level in the ocean rose by
merely 10 cm from the beginning of the 20th
century. Certainly, these fluctuations are also
connected with changes in glacial cover but on
lhe whole a comparison of these fluctuations t o
enormous level alterations in the past allows us
lo consider the climate of the last 6000 years,
llie climate of our civilization, as constant.
But are there any glacial periods to be expectcd in the future?
3. Causes of Climatic Changes

Climate changes not in individual regions of the
Earth but all over the planet. Therefore the cause
for its changing should be also global and act
upon the entire Earth. This makes clear that the
r~iajor contribution to the climate formation
is made by the thermal equilibrium of the planet.
'I'he equality of the fluxes of the solar luminous
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energy absorbed by the Earth and infrared t
ma1 radiation released by i t makes it poss
to calculate the radiation temperature of
Earth:

T@ = To

,/z
(1

41,4.

2%

I t is lower than the mean temperature of th
Earth's surface but approaches i t and determin
it together with the thermal equilibrium of t h
troposphere.
Consider carefully which factors of this formul
can change and how fast they can do it. The ave
age distance from the Sun to the Earth, the lon
semiaxis of the Earth's orbit, is not disturbed
attraction of other planets. The only conceiva
change in it can be related exclusively to
change in the Sun's mass. As mentioned abov
the Sun's mass decreases in the course of radi
tion due to mass defect and increases when
Sun is hit by comets. The first effect is insig
cant even in the cosmological time scale,
magnitude of the second is difficult to estima
but it also could scarcely cause a notable chan
in the distances between planets even for billio
of years.
Radius Rg and temperature of the Sun's s
face Tg have entered the formula from luminosi
Lg, the luminous power of the Sun. A change 1
it could be related to the evolution of the co
position of the nuclear combustible. The speci
time of this process has been estimated. I t
extremely long: about 101° years. Therefore, '
effect on the Earth's climate is possible on
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in time intervals comparable to the age of our
planet. Accurate calculations of the Sun's evolution in the process of nuclear burning of hydrogen indicate that 4 billion years ago the Sun's
radius was equal to 0.93 of its present radius and
the temperature of its surface was by 3 to 4 %
lower than the present one. This means that the
Sun's luminosity was by 25 or even by 30%
lower those days than today.
Such a minor difference results, however,
in a qualitative paradox. In that case the formula for the radiation temperature produces such
11 low temperature of the Earth that even with
rcgard to the greenhouse effect its complete glaciation seems inevitable. However, this conclusion contradicts the data on the geological history
of our planet. I n addition, completely glaciated
Earth could never transit to the present warm
climate because of the high albedo of ice.
The "small Sun" paradox can be solved if the
tl~ermal flux from the interior was taken into
nccount in the thermal balance of this planet
in the first billion years of its existence. In the
ncction "Why is the interior of planets hot?"
which treated the Earth's formation, we have
r~ssessedthe average heat flux in the first billion
years at IOl6 W. This additional power supplied
by incandescent interior of the Earth through
volcanic eruptions is sufficient to maintain positive Celsium temperatures at least in the tropical
zone of the Earth.
Tlle surprising constancy of the Earth's cliinate, keeping temperature in the ocean within
tile range of merely 30" for billions of years was
cloubtless vital for life to appear. How low then
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is the probability of life on other planets, a t
stars?! Finally comes the Earth albedo A .
changeable? I t certainly is. The matter is
the value of A is determined by the coeffici
of reflection of the atmosphere, ocean, and
land. Clouds of the atmosphere, snow co
of the dry land, and floating ice in
light most intensively. But they themse
not only upon climate but also upon
season of the year! Thus, the climate can
upon itself and its changing depends upon
own state a t the given moment.
The effects of that kind can be of two pr
cipally different types. A pendulum is an exa
ple. A minor deflection of i t causes a return
force. The pendulum's acceleration is dire
inversely to displacement. Pendulum's equ
rium is stable. But turn i t upside down so
the point of suspension were beneath the cen
of masses. This is also an equilibrium but i t
unstable: a minor deflection would cause
accelerating the pendulum from the equil
position. The system constituting ocean,
sphere, and dry land is much more complicate
a pendulum. But a t least one of its instabilities
visible a t first sight. Let the climate slig
down. This would yield an increase in
a n increment in their area. The snow
surface has a high reflectivity: 0.7 to 0.9.
fore, the Earth's albedo increases on the w
proportionally to the cooling down. Conseque
ly, the thermal power heating the planet
creases and i t is further cooled down.
The other elements of the system also cont
bute to instability. The level of the ocean d r
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[luring glacial periods, its surface decreases by
the area of the shelf, i.e. approximately by 5%.
Besides that its ice cover grows. I t should be
taken into account that the albedo of the uncovored ocean is low, only about 0.1, the ocean easily
nbsorbs solar energy. Thus the ocean's contribution
lo the Earth's thermal balance is also less during
the glaciation.
What about the atmosphere? The lower the
lemperature, the lower evaporation and saturated
air humidity. This brings down the concentration
of water vapour in the atmosphere. I t is mainly
water vapour which keeps heat near the Earth's
~urfaceand prevents i t from immediate radiation
into space. Another minor component of air capable of absorbing infrared radiation is carbonic
ncid. But the lower the temperature, the better it
dissolves in ocean water, which decreases its conturit in the atmosphere and the atmosphere becomes
uven more transparent to the thermal radiation.
After all things mentioned above i t is unclear
why the Earth's glaciation is not permanent and
what miracle has been maintaining for six thounand years warm climate. The answer is that there
nre other processes supporting equilibrium. They
onsure the relative stability of the climate. Here
is one of them. Th6 Earth's ocean and atmosphere
make up a large heat engine. Convection induces
winds and currents. Temperature decrease in
high latitudes, where the major part of glaciers
is concentrated, increases temperature difference
Ijctween the equator and the pole. An increment
in temperature difference between the heater and
the cooler of a heat engine increases its efficiency.
18-01137

-
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This enhances the equatorial convection and h
transfer by currents from the tropics to the no
and to the south. Currents heat the polar areas a
climate returns to a stable state.
Yet the glacial climate is also relatively s
The duration of each of glacial periods re
dozens thousand years. I t is hard to say ho
Earth got out of glaciations. I t is known tha
melting of immense glaciers which had covere
entire northern Europe, Asia, and America occur
relatively fast: approximately in a mere t h
sand years. The answer is difficult because
know very little about the distribution of a t m
spheric winds and ocean currents during th
ciations. The humans of the Stone Age left u
evidence on that subject and interpreting
logical data is not an easy task. But apparent
will be soon possible to calculate climate
other epochs with the aid of computers.
One of the possibilities for climate to actu
pass from the glacial state to the warm state
vice versa is a change in the pattern of curre
I t is known that meandering marine currents ca
alter their major direction for ten years. If suc
a thing happened to a large ocean current, a chan
in climate could be rather dramatic. Here
an example of such an event.
Six million years ago there was no Straits o
Gibraltar separating the Mediterranean Sea fro
the Atlantic Ocean. The Mediterranean was co
nected with the Atlantic by a more shallow
nel called the Strait of Riff. A valley rem
from t h a t channel is presently located on
territory of Morocco. Apparently, glacial perio
occurred also when the ocean's level dropped by
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lrr~~idred
meters. One of such level drops turned
ll~eMediterranean into an isolated basin separr~tedfrom the World Ocean like the modern Caspian Sea. The Mediterranean Sea is located slightly northward of the desert belt surrounding the
Karth. Due to that neighbourhood the evaporalion of water is very intensive in this sea and rivurs failed to compensate that loss of water. The
antire Mediterranean had dried out1
The bottom of its deep part was covered by
n layer of sea salt a hundred meters thick. Rivors falling into the Mediterranean-the
Nile,
Iihone, and Po-had cut canyons one to two kiloineters deep and up to thousand kilometers
loog in soft underlying rocks: both where these
rivers flow presently and across the bottom of
Ihe former sea. The rivers had fallen into small
tlrying out salt lakes located three kilometers below the ocean level.
When glaciers retreated, the ocean level elevated again, i t s water started to flow over the
Itiff valley. The powerful stream of ocean water
lilled the Mediterranean again in a short time
o[ several hundred years. Rivers gradually filled
with sand and silt their canyon-beds and re111rnedto the old river beds. Yet the character of
~cdimentsunder the present beds of these rivers
made i t possible to identify the locatioris of their
river beds in the time when Mediterranean had
tlricd up. Such an ancient canyon under the
Nile's valley was discovered by the Soviet geologist I. S. Chumakov in the course of construclion of the Aswan High Dam. He, too, suggested
l l ~ e hypothesis of the Mediterranean's dry-
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The layer of salt remained a t the bottom
the newly filled sea. Having been covered
sediments this salt did not dissolve i
ocean water. Several expeditions of the Am
research ship "Glomar Challenger", which c
special equipment for drilling the sea bo
have examined rock samples extracted from
holes to reveal that the drying up and filling
the Mediterranean had repeated many times.
least eleven layers of salt alternated by sedime
make up a stratum two kilometers thick benea
the bottom of the existing Mediterranean Se
Apparently, significant drops and elevation
the world ocean level took place eleven times
the Mediterranean dried out completely ele
times before the Straits of Gibraltar was expos
I t happened as follows.
Five million years ago a terrific earthqu
cracked the Earth's crust and moved i t apart
dozens of kilometers from the Mediterranean
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. The Atlan
waters thundering like a hundred of Niagara F a
rushed into the Mediterranean through that f
ture several kilometers wide and more t
thousand meters deep. The Straits of Gibra
having been exposed, the Mediterranean w
filled by the cold ocean water populated
isms characteristic for the ocean depths.
ever, two million years ago the Straits of G
tar shoaled to its present depth of five h u
meters and water a t the bottom of the Me
ranean warmed up to the temperature of
(the currents therein were treated in the
chapter). All deep-water organisms of the
ranean Sea failed to survive the war
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t~ndup to this day the sea remains a biological
rlcsert below the depth of 2.5 kilometers from the
~urface.
In the final analysis, all the salt buried a t the
tjottom of the Mediterranean had been extracted
from the World Ocean, Owing to this, the ocean's
~nltinesshas decreased quite significantly. I t is
oasy to calculate that the decrease amounted to
/toloo
after which the salinity was slowly increasirig until it reached the initial level of 35O/,,.
'l'he decrease in ocean's salinity reduces the meltirig of ice covering its polar areas. Therefore,
llie boundary of sea ice passed, apparently, further south, 6 to 5 million years ago, than the
present line. The Earth's albedo was slightly
liigher than now. I t is most likely that the planut's climate should have been colder on the avertlge a t that time than both the climate of today
trnd the climate before the Mediterranean's drylrlg out. We would remind you that all those events
liave taken place very recently compared to the
tige of the Earth but much earlier than the last
glacial periods.
I n contrast to the above mentioned, the ocean's
~ a l i n i t y increases during the usual glaciations
because glaciers accumulate fresh water. The
ocean level drop by 100 m increases its salinity
by 1 O i O o . The change in salinity and alteration
of the coast line can bring about a change in its
major currents. This, in turn, causes a powerful
inverse action on the climate. Why is the system
of World Ocean currents so sensitive to a change
i l l its salinity? The answer is not a simple one.
The temperature of ocean water a t the depths
lower than 1.5 kilometers falls down to 2-3 "C
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almost independently of latitude. This resu
in the accumulation of an enormous store of co
inside the World Ocean. Judge for yourself, t
is almost a paradox: the mean temperature
the Earth's surface equals 15 "C, the temperat
of the Earth's interior is also high (at the dep
of 7 km it always exceeds 200 "C), and it is mi
imum a t intermediate depths both in d
and in the ocean. Ry analogy with the g
effect maintaining near the Earth's
temperature rather high compared wit
et's equilibrium radiation temperature, t
phenomenon, namely, the cold of the ocean dept
and the subsurface cold of soil, could be call
the cellar effect.
W h y does the heat conduction fail to equali
the temperature of deep ocean water by heat flux
from below and from above? The reason ior t h
is identical to that owing to which the tempe
ture in caves is always lower than the mean yea
temperature on the surface. This reason is the a
tumnal-winter convection of ground and ocea
water.
During the summer solar rays warm u p
the top layer of the surface: about a hundred
ters of ocean and sea water and merely 1 to
of soil. The density of warm surface water beln
lower than that of the unheated water underneath
the mixing of them in spring and in sum
very slow process. I t is quite different in
and in winter. The cooled (especially a t
surface water becomes heavier than the under
water which has warmed up during the preced
warm season. The convection starts. The si
of cold water replaced by elevating warm
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rosults in a heat flux directed upwards. I t is sig~~ificantlymore powerful than heat fluxes produced by heat conduction.
However, there are important differences between the autumnal-winter convection of ground
water and the cooling of ocean depths. Firstly,
the density of almost fresh ground water has a maximum a t 4 "C, therefore, the convection of
ground water and fresh water of lakes ceases as
soon as the temperature of the surface falls below
3-4 "C. This is why the temperature in caves and
nt the bottom of deep lakes holds a t approximately that level in midlatitudes. I n tropics the depressed ground water temperature is determined not by the contrast between summer and winter but by the difference between day and night
temperatures. The ocean water with salinity of
;j5°:00 h a s no temperature maximum of density.
The colder the water, the heavier i t is, down to
temperature of -2 "C when ice crystals appear in
it.
Secondly, the autumnal convection in soil
and lakes has small horizontal dimensions. The
winter sinking of cold ocean water (downwelling)
1)y no means results in water elevation at the
same place but produces large-scale thermohaline
currents and upwelling a t very long distances.
Consider again Fig. 40.
This convection has resulted in the accumulation of enormous negative thermal power in
ocean depths, negative because the average ocean
temperature, T o , = 3.5 "C, is lower than the
average temperature of the Earth's surface,
T,,, = 15 "C. You see that nature has invented
a way of "sweeping under the carpet" the polar
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cold hiding i t in ocean depths. Let us estima
this store of cold:
Q "-- mocco (T,,, .- To,) ci 6 X loz6J .
I t is clear that even a minor disturbance of t
established system of currents can mix a part
deep water with surface water and lead t
nificant cooling of the climate. I t
compare the store of cold in the
with the energy spent on the melting of glaci
of the last glacial period. At that time the
level was lower than the present one by ap
mately h = 80 m. Consequently, the m
covering the dry land equalled the mas
in the upper ocean layer of the same
i.e. m i 0.7 x 4nRehpo 5 3 X 10l0
neglect the glaciation of the ocean i
that mass of ice, an energy of abo
required. Such a thermal energy is received
the Earth from the Sun in 2.5 years but i t is
as you already know, on the infrare
of this planet. However, this ene
of the same order of magnitude t
thermal energy deficit of the ocean,
cold. Therefore, any intensification of the de
ocean water mixing with the surface water
sults in the cooling of the climate and a v
intensive mixing of them can bring about eve
glacial period.
Besides the permanent wind currents
most regular contribution to the mixing of
water is made by hurricanes (typhoons).
moving deep cyclones (the lowest recorded
sure near the surface was 0.859 of the n
occur 6 times a year on the average (fro

=
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13 times) in western tropical areas of the Pacific
~ n dAtlantic oceans. A hurricane wind with
50 m/s velocity drives 30-meter-high waves; the
kinetic energy of a hurricane reaches l O l s J.
The liberation of this energy and its conversion
into heat, however, does not warm up the ocean
surface but cools it. Hurricanes mix the tropical
ocean intensively down to the depth of 200 to
400 m in an area about a hundred kilometers wide.
The water in a track of such hurricane remains
colder by several degrees long after the hurricane
ic eruptions produce a short-term effect
on the climate. Dust and smoke which they eject
to a high altitude are carried by winds of the upper troposphere around the entire Earth. In some
cases a smoke column from an eruption reaches
oven the stratosphere. A total precipitation of
h i s dust takes years. The dust disperses the solar
to which the Earth's albedo temporarily
Thus, on August 27, 1883 the eruption of Krakatoa took place to become the most powerful
volcanic explosion in the history of humanity
ragistered on the Earth's surface. A tsunami wave
caused by the fall of a broken-away part of Krakatoa island travelled around the globe. Unusual
optical phenomena were observed in Europe alrcady in the end of November 1883: the sky renained purple for several hours during sunsets.
'I'hat was an effect of the dispersion of the solar
light by a layer of dust injected by the volcano
into the stratosphere. For a number of successive
ears the weather on the entire Earth was colder
an usually. Note that in the given case the cool-
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ing could have beell caused not only by t
porary increase in the Earth's albedo, b
by a partial mixing of ocean water by ts
Once a hypothesis was discussed which
that spontaneous climatic coolings in t
could have been the result of water mixin
by falls of very large meteorites into th
This reasoning, however, cannot be ap
the explanation of multiple glacial peri
the probability of a fall of a meteorit
could disturb the ocean more than the
explosion had done, is extremely low.
Note one more consequence of the cellar
When we discussed in Chapter IV the E
thermal balance, we pointed out that we
failed so far to make sure that the heat
infrared radiation going away from the
exactly compensates the thermal power b
to the Earth by solar rays. In prin
tion is possible in which these fluxes
equal on the average but only wit
span of about several tens of thousand y
In other words, the possibility cannot be excl
that during warm interglacial periods the war
up atmosphere irradiates energy into space
a fraction of per cent more than the
from the Sun, and the ocean dept
gradually 8 store of cold. In contrast to that,
cooled atmosphere releases into
glacial periods a flux of energy less
ent one and the changed system of
accumulate the lacking energy in
but still deep ocean.
According to the modern idea both states
the Earth's climate, the warm and
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approach a stable condition. A transition between
them is retarded and hampered by the thermal
inertia of formation and melting of glaciers and
considerable mechanical energy required for a
change in ocean currents. Such transitions can
he due to many causes. Moreover, it is not necessary that the external action be a powerful one
nnd notably alter the flux of thermal energy coming to the Earth. The duration of the external
action is much more important. I n this connection the effect of the Sun's variable nonthermal
radiation upon the climate cannot be excluded.
Eleven years of the solar cycle is too short a period for a disturbance of the ultraviolet zone of
the solar spectrum to produce any effect on the
Earth's climate. But, for example, many scienlists think that 70 years of the Maunder minimum
can well account for the minor cooling of the climate in the 17th century.
There is one external effect which may seem
weak at first sight, but which continues for a long
time-tens and hundreds of thousands of years.
I t is probably not this effect which changes the
climate from warm to glacial condition and back,
but rather it determines the time scale of these
changes. I t is not a spring but rather a pendulum
regulating the operation of the Earth's climatic
clock.
The reason is the change in the eccentricity of
(,heEarth's orbit round the Sun and the precession
of the axis of the Earth rotation jointly influencing the Earth's climate. An astronomical theory
of climatic alterations was originated by the
outstanding Yugoslavian scientist M. Milanko"itch in the 20s of this century. The theory pro-
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vided a possibility to calculate the times of pa
glacial periods. The ages of a dozen of for
glaciations coincide with dates offered by
theory to an accuracy of the ambiguity of
logical dating. The same theory allows us to
swer the question when the next glaciation
the Earth is to be expected.

4. The Cold "Breath" of the Ecliptic
Milankovitch's reasoning was as follows. T
eccentricity of the Earth's orbit changes un
the action of minor disturbances of other plan
(Fig. 1.1). I t may reach the value of em,,
0.0658 which is not a low one. The characteris
period of eccentricity alteration is about 100 tho
sand years. In addition, the period of precessi
of the axis of rotation is 26 thousand years
the angle of inclination of the axis of rotatio
the plane of ecliptic also varies with a pe
of 41 thousand years (Fig. 21). Therefore,
conditions of the illuminance of our planet
the Sun change significantly during such t i
which approach by the order of magnitude
times of change of glacial epochs. Is it possi
that the combination of these astronomical D
nomena had been causing the multiple glaciathn
of the Earth?
Consider first how the illuminance of the Ea
by the Sun changes within a year due to the
lipticity of the Earth's orbit. At the perihelia
the distance to the Sun equals a@ (1 is less than the average distance a@. T
received by the Earth from the Sun is
proportional to the square of the distan

fore, near the perihelion i t relates to the mean
power as (1 - e)-= = 1 2e. At the moment of
passing the perihelion the Earth's surface is illuminated better and i t is relatively warmer on
the Earth. But the Earth's orbital velocity near
the perihelion is higher than the average; i t is
proportional to

+

1

v ( l + e)/(l - e)

= I + e.

Therefore, the planet passes rather fast the section of its orbit, where the illuminance of its surface is higher.
In contrast to that the distance to the Sun at
e), and the illuminance
aphelion is long, a@(1
of the Earth by solar rays is relatively low: i t
is proportional to (1
e)-2 = 1 - 2e. The Earth
spends a relatively long time in the section of
its orbit distant from the Sun. The velocity
of its motion there is not high: it is less
than the average and is proportional to

+

+

The question is: if the mean distance to the
Sun is constant and only the orbit's eccentricity
changes, does the total amount of heat received
from the Sun in a year depend on' it? To answer
this one should sum the power of solar radiation
coming to the Earth in a year. The matter is
that there is a weak dependence upon the eccentricity: the annual energy is proportional to
(1 - ea)-lIa N 1 0.5e2.
The result is that the greater the eccentricity,
the higher the average illuminance of the Earth,
but the difference is very small. Thus, we re-

+
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ceive presently, when the eccentricity equ
0.0167, merely by 0.014% more heat compa
to the circular orbit. Even provided the maxim
eccentricity, the average energy received by
Earth in a year would increase only by 0.2%
Since we are interested in the average temp
ature of the Earth, the extraction of the four
root from the yearly sum of heat would redu
these minor corrections by a factor of 4. The
fluence of the orbit's ellipticity will be negligi
Thus, we may assume that the Earth rece
from the Sun the same amount of energy e
year independently of the eccentricity of
orbit.
However, note, Milankovitch said, that
solar power varies during a year not so l i t
the difference between the illuminance of
Earth a t perihelion and aphelion relates to t
average illuminance as 4e. Thus, a t great e
tricities i t may reach 0.26 which is a drop
quarter of the average value! Therefore, we
to consider the alteration of total heat recelve
by the Earth in separate seasons. The answer
this question depends on whether the E a r
passes its perihelion in summer or in winter.
You remember that the change of seasons
determined by the apgle of inclination of t
axis of rotation to tht? ecliptic, the plane of t
Earth's orbit. The angle of this inclination,
slope, E equals now 23'26'30". I t also slo
changes, varying between the minimum 22'
the maximum 24.5" with a period of 41 thousa
years. The latitudes of tropics and polar circ
vary by 2.5'. These variations are important f
accurate calculations but they are not very si
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~~ificant
for further qualitative reasoning. I t is
nlore important that the axis of rotation itself
rotates almost without changing its slope and
prccesses around a perpendicular to the ecliptic.
We have considered this phenomenon when we
wore treating the design of our calendar. The period of precession equals 26 thousand years.
'I'his is the time after which the North Star will
ngain take its northern position, i.e. when the
r~xisof rotation will be directed a t it. However,
wo are interested now not in the period of preecssion in relation to stars but in the mutual locations of the orbit's perihelion and points of summer and winter solstices.
The perihelion of the Earth's orbit also tranmils in relation to stars. I t moves in the same diroction as the Earth itself moves by the orbit
but the velocity of its motion is 100 thousand
lirnes lower. This means that the perihelion makes
n full turn round the orbit in T p .= 100 thousand
years. The point of vernal equinox transits by
the orbit together with the points of summer and
winter solstices in the reverse direction with a
period of T , = 26 thousand years.
Thus, to find the period T o with which the mutual position of the perihelion and the point of
winter solstice is repeated, one should add the
rrngular velocities of these points, i.e. add the
values inverse to their periods:
1 =
'7'0

1
1
+;

T,

Tp

To=: 21 thousand years.

Let us find when the Earth's perihelion actually
coincided with winter solstice. These days the
Il:urth passes its perihelion on January 4 and win-
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ter solstice occurs on December 22. The
ence amounts to 1 3 days of orbital motio
12.65'. I n 21 thousand years t
crease to 360". Therefore, relativ
1250, A.D., the perihelion coi
point of winter solstice. Ncxt t i
cide in 20 thousand years*, the
tion occurred 22 thousand years ago an
that, i t took place 45.5 and 69.2 thousand
B.C. These moments are repeated not w
strict periodicity since calculations of them
into account the disturbances from all
The point of summer solstice coinci
the perihelion in the intervals betw
events. It took place 11.2, 33.2, 60.1, and
forth, years ago.
Imagine now one of the moments of
cidence of the perihelion and winte
This position is presently being real
accuracy of ten degrees. However, for the
of expressiveness, let us assume an eccentr
of 0.06. I t was such 230 thousand years ago
i t will be such again in 620 thousand years.
vernal equinox keeps to March 21, w
date recorded in our calendar. But t
solstice will take place only on June
autumnal equinox will be postponed and
on October 5. The Earth moves slowl
distant part of its orbit. The summer
ern hemisphere is long, but the E
little heat and glaciers melt slow1
Then winter comes. I t is short,
takes place on December 28, on1

*

~ u the
t orbit will be almost circular

r
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l l ~ eautumnal equinox. The Sun is close to the
ICarth, i t throws a dazzling light on snow deserts.
'l'he snow melts a t daytime but a t night everyLhing freezes anew.
Exactly such conditions are favourable for the
growth of glaciers, exactly they promote the
lransition of the climate to a glacial state. Milankovitch wrote: "The advent of glaciers is prornoted not by a severe winter but by a cool sumLet us move over to the southern hemisphere
now. In that part of the globe winter is long and
nevere, and summer is short and very hot. But
lhe ocean covering the major part of the southern
hemisphere warms up during summer and moderates the forced continentality of climate.
Merely 11 thousand years pass after the
tiescribed events and the situation becomes quite
opposite. The perihelion coincides then with
Lhe moment of summer solstice and the eccentricity still remains as great as before . I t i s
the turn of the northern hemisphere to accommodate long and severe winters. Imagine a hardringing frost of -50 "C but failing to produce
much snow. Then comes summer, short but very
hot. Glaciers melt fast and the ocean level eleial period is succeeded by a moden the southern hemisphere are
for glaciation. But there is no
r glaciers to accumulate with an
he Antarctic, bad enough as i t is
nent ice cover, and a narrow strip
rica. As for the ocean, i t easily
ice during long, although cool,
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summer. On the whole, the area of glaciers on
Earth decreases, but average-annual tem
increases.
The perihelion of the Earth's or
l y close to the point of winter solst
from the above reasoning that such a
promotes glaciation. If this is true, why is
mate not glacial now? Further
tion has been decreasing during th
years and the ocean level has been elev
A qualitative answer is that the eccen
is small and continues to diminish. I t
presently 0.0167 and in a thousand
will reach 0.0163. Such a value is insuf
bring the climate out of the relative
warm state. But 20 thousand years
tricity equalled 0.020 and a glaci
Scandinavian mountains reache
city of Kalinin a t that time. There w
Baltic Sea then.
The above discussion is purely qualita
Milankovitch has managed to translate i t
the language of numbers. He introduced the
lowing quantitative technique
modern climatic conditions to
other times. Now in the norther
average latitude a t which the lower b
glaciers descends to the sea level, th
latitude, is approximately 65". Dry land to
north of that latitude is covered by g
in summer but there is not much lan
Arctic circle. Milankovitch calculated the
energy coming to the Earth's surface in lat
65" North during the summer p f i o d
It is the illuminance of the Earth
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ntlvent or retreat of glaciers, the illuminance
when i t is summer in the northern hemisphere,
r~trd 65" is the latitude from which starts the
rowth of glaciers changing the Earth's albedo.
laving calculated the summer quantities of
heat which the Earth received in the past in latllude 65" North, Milankovitch found the latiy of heat received presquals the calculated
e past this equivalent latitude were,
6g0, i t means that a t that time climatic
conditions in latitude 65" North were close to the
conditions existing presently in latitude 69".
(:onsequently, the boundary of glaciation would
nlrift in such conditions approximately by 4"
lo the south and glaciers would cover vast terrilories of dry land i n Canada, Scandinavia, East
. I n such conditions the Earth's albedo
would so increase that climate could transit to a
that if a t any moment
as less than 65", this
the glaciation of the
thus of the Earth on
nay,

uivalent latitudes were
ow they will change in
black sections indicate
Lhe time periods when the equivalent latitude
es 69", i t is these periods which are t o be
compared with geological datiogs of previous glaciations. These curves were plotted by the Soviet atronomers 8Sh.G. Sharaf and N.A. Budnirding to Milankovitch's theory but they
more accurate information on the chang-
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glaciation which took place, for example, 115 thounand years ago, the glaciers failed to melt completely even a t higher summer illuminance.
'I'herefore, the next glacial periods with lesser
r~rnplitudes (the minima of Fig. 53 which took
place 72 and 25 thousand years ago) were not so
ostensive but resulted in significant glaciations.
Milankovitch's theory does not forecast climate
sccurately, i t gives the cIimatic rhythm.
Certainly, the real boundaries of glaciers did
r~otpass exactly along parallels of latitude. For
oxample, there were no extensive glaciers in West
Siberia even in rather high latitudes. The main
rcason for that anomaly is, apparently, the abncnce of significant mountain ridges in West
lo valleys. Another cause for the absence of glaciation is the continentality of West Siberian

that the content of the heavy isotope 180in
ter depends upon temperature. I t can be seen
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5. The Climate and Civilization
The last glacial period termina
sand years ago. This moment correspo
last maximum indicated in Fig. 53a.
dary of glaciers moved further north
higher in mountains; the ocean level
elevate rather fast and reached the
approximately six thousand y
which had lived in the nearto move over northwards and
ritories of Europe. The most
was from Hindustan and Iranian H i
languages of the majority of European peo
have common roots with the language of anc
India, the Sanskrit. This is why one of the m
human races is called Indo-European.
The migration of peoples facilita
between them and promoted the propagati
knowledge. Favourable climatic conditions
ulated cattle-breeding and agriculture. P
liberated from the constant struggle
vere nature got free hands for a spiri
ment. First written languag
of our civilization, appeare
that time. This facilitated the communication
accumulated knowledge not only
from generation to generation, but a
form to distant posterity and over 1
The volume of accumulated kn
ed to enhance a t a pace impossibl
Of all things, what do the mod
the written language for? App
change of technologies, the te
terial wealth production. This

( : l ~ r l ~ ~5.
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nvrr, was not the incentive for the appearance of
n written language i n the ancient world. The secrcrla of trades were safely passed to inheritors
wilhin a family up to the epoch of Renaissance
I~crlweenthe 15th and 16th centuries A. D. HistorIr.r~lly, it was apparently the possibility of recording astronomical and climatic events, of
cclrnparing and analyzing them over time periods
1n11chlonger than the life of one generation, t h a t
111;rinlycontributed t o the realization of the need
for a written language. The effect was the possiI~ilityto predict similar events by analogy which
In impossible without a written language.
The periodicity of lunar phases certainly
c.nn be detected simply by day counting. But
oven the creation of a primitive 365-day solar
calendar in ancient Egypt required many-year
observations of the night sky and recording of
I.l~eNile's floods, correlating them to the first
spring appearance of Sirius, the brightest star.
'I'l~escope of the mental work done by the ancients should not be underestimated. For example,
l l ~ eforecast of lunar eclipses was successfully
performed in the 2nd millenium B.C. by ancient
Cl~ineseand Babylonian astronomers. And what
ilbout you, the graduates of high school who had
nludied astronomy? Could you calculate the night
of the nearest lunar eclipse with the help of the
records of Moon's positions among constellalions? I doubt it.
The climatic effect on the progress of humanity was very significant also before the birth
of civilization. Here, the major benefactors were
not only warm interglacial periods, golden ages
of flourishing, but also the cooling which accom-
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panied the glaciers'
that the variability of the
alternation of warm and col
dicity of 40 to 200 thousan
sary condition for man's
species. Working, thinki
stimulated by the need t
cold consolidated primi
Maintaining the fire, an
to all continents wa
cia1 periods. The depre
ing glaciations connec
nents and continen
for example, disappea
separating Chukotski P
is believed that peoples
to the American continent over an isth
formed exactly during the last glacial period.
exodus took place befo
ciation and emigrants s
and South America. T
fact that American I
to Mongols and Tatars. At the same time
is no evidence of h
ican continent earl
years ago.
Australia was also populated by emigr
lier: 50 to 100 t h
living Australian
far from the majo
Asia. I n the last gla
tween Asia and Aust
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lion. There was no permanent connection between
these continents even during the greatest glacialions which depressed the ocean level by 120 to
450 m. However, such a shoaling was sufficient
for presently existing Indonesian islands to get
linked with Indo-China while they were separated
from Australia and New Guinea by a narrow strait
c~bout100 km wide. We have to assume that even
In such ancient times humans could cross water
barriers that wide.
Let us, however, return to the beginning of
our civilization which was born 6 to 7 thousand
years ago. The written language is not its sole
distinction from the primitive society. Approxlmately at the same time the humanity waved
flood-bye to the Stone Age after having learned
lo process natural metals (copper, silver, gold).
Then people learned to manufacture bronze, build
river and sea vessels, and finally the wheel was
Invented. All the successive progress of humanity
follows one and the same pattern: social connoquences result from technological developNevertheless, i t was the invention of written
l~nguagewhich drew a line between the civilizc~tionand the previous existence of humanity.
ritten language has not only facilitated
rosearch into the future with the help of an analysis of the past. I t s social significance is that
11 has reshaped the administration of human collactives, introduced into i t a rigid feedback.
e inevitably requires
. Inobedience to the
causes a punishment on the basis of
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The strengthening of administratio
solidated minor communities consi
era1 families into large states. The economi
vantage of unification has given impetus
rapid growth of the Earth's population.
permanently accelerating growth continues
spite wars and epidemics: the time of populatio
doubling is decreasing monotonically. Th
the warming-up of the climate after the end
the glacial period has stimulat
progress. But humanity also influe
mate.
First signs of climatic chan
human activities could be d
already a t the dawn of ci
from poems by Homer that
Greece were covered with
they are bare rocks. Their grass co
down by flocks of domestic goats:
grass more than any other domestic ani
Another and more significant e
Sahara. Drilling of the Nile valley has
that this desert, the greatest desert on the
Formed only about 6 thousand years ago. I n
sedimentary layers there is no eolian s
sand deposited by wind, while all upp
contain unrounded by water sand pa
Sahara origin. This means that there was no
hara during warm intervals be
glacial periods. I t is most like1
is the result of man's pasturing cattle on
fragile grass cover.
The albedo of sand deserts is h
albedo of areas with vegetation.
time, the air aridity in deserts helps
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l~rgby radiation. Therefore deserts, including
tl~oSahara which occupies 6 % of dry land, adtlit,ionally cool the Earth. These days man plants
forests and irrigates arid lands which positively
rrflects the climate.
The Earth's climate has notably warmed up
lor the last hundred years. The warming-up was
most intensive between 1890 and 1940. I n the
~lorthernhemisphere the average-annual temperc~l.oreelevated by 0.6 degrees, glaciers were relrcating to mountains, the permafrost boundary
nlrifted northwards, the line of permanent sea
ice also moved to the north by several degrees.
l~rlormationon the southern hemisphere is inadoqnate for a confident estimation of the warming~rp.On the whole the Earth's climate has changed
I11 a positive direction since the ocean level has
olovated in those fifty years by 10 cm.
Unfortunately, the actual cause of that warmIng-up is not clear. I t s explanation by the realrlts of human activity does not seem convinclr~gbecause the last 30 years have not brought
~rbouta further warming. The average temperature of the Earth's surface has stabilized and
in the northern hemisphere i t has even dropped
I)y 0.2 degrees. From 1950 the ocean level varied
within the limits of *3 cm but remained almost
constant on the average.
Note that in conformity with Milankovitch's
tl~eorythe long-term climate tendency is negative now, the alteration of astronomical paramelurs is favourable for cooling. As follows from
Fig. 53a, the summer illuminance of the northern
lromisphere is presently decreasing and will reach
its minimum in 20 thousand years. However, the
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nearest minimum is not extensive. I t is conn
ed with the eccentricity of the Earth's o
which will be almost zero a t that time and
know that only a great eccentricity
glacial periods. Thus, the nearest clima
ture of the Earth is not pessimistic. "Th
tioning of heavenly bodies", an astrologer
say, favours a cooling. However, in the la
dred years the human activity hrough
new factor which makes the climate warm
The great amount of coal, oil, an
by the humanity started to make
measurable contribution to the conte
spheric carbonic acid. In addition to that
is formed in significant quantities in the co
of cement manufacturing. Carbon dioxide,
water vapours, absorbs infrared radiation,
i t facilitates the greenhouse effect. T
there is a widespread opinion that am incre
in the extraction of minerals can bri
warming-up
the at,m0sPhe
soon.
The fact is that every year we burn
about 5 X loL2kg of carbon extracted from
logical deposits. This forms 2 X 1013 kg of
bon dioxide which amounts to 1% of its t
mass in our atmosphere. This, however, does
mean that the content of carbonic acid i n
atmosphere increases a t the same rate.
The present share of carbon dioxide in t
of its total
mosphere equals 3.37 X
Twenty years ago its content was notably
3.18 x
Consequently, the quan

the

by

I0l2 kg.
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lllrlt the actually measurable increment in conco~~tration
has turned out to be 3 or 4 times less
lllrln it could be expected from the calculations
of burnt fuel. Where does the rest of carbonic
wid disappear then?
'he cause of this discrepancy is that carbon
dioxide easily dissolves in ocean water. The dismlved carbonic acid is consumed by phytoplanklo11 (unicellular chlorophyll organisms living in
ll~uupper layer of the entire ocean) in the course
trf photosynthesis. Besides that carbonic acid
not only dissolves in the ocean but also undernos a chemical reaction: CaCO,
CO,
H,O+
FII(HCO,),. Chalk, CaCO,, is deposited in
cllormous quantities on the ocean bottom in the
hrm of dead shells and coral skeletons. This chemIcrll reaction dissolves chalk deposits since calhydrocarbonate, Ca(HCO,),, dissolves in
orean water much better than chalk. Because of
lllis reaction i t is quite difficult to answer the
lestion how much carbonic acid is presently
solved in the ocean. But we can say with conence that the ocean is in principle capable of
111)sorbinga quantity of carbon dioxide by far
nxceeding its atmospheric mass. However, this
process is riot fast enough. I t is only due to the
low rate of solution of carbon dioxide and low
rille of this chemical reaction, that we record a
curtain increment in its content in the atmosphere.
Assume for a moment that the concentration of
carbonic acid in the atmosphere has doubled.
'I'l~iswould result in an elevation of the average
lcmperature of the Earth's surface by 2 to 3 dees. The warming-,lp would be especially
able in polar areas, where the average tern-

+
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perature would elevate even by 6 to 8 degrees
the entire Arctic Ocean would be free of
summer. Alas, the doubling of CO, cont
the atmosphere will be app
reached. Firstly, the rate of carbon
tion by the ocean increases with its conc
in the atmosphere. Secondly, the photo
will be more active in a warm climate
tosynthesis transforms carbonic acid into org
life of vegetation both on dry land and in oc
However, we have to care not only forth
ing-up of the climate but also for esca
overheating of the Earth,
areas in latitudes of the de
a significant warming-up would decr
of the Antarctic and Greenland, t h
would elevate. The resultant fl
off and bury under water fertile
dry land. On the whole the economic
of a warming-up would be rathe
t h e Earth.
I t is interesting to estimate how
the direct heat release by the global
neering produce a notable effect on
In this case one should certainly
the energy produced by combusti
fuels and the atomic energy. Fir
tion and burning of agricultural
conversion of solar energy into 0th
power stations and wind motors
indirectly the energy of the solar
solar radiation has been already
count when we treated the
librium. Here we deal on
energy. In the final analysis all
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oor~verted into heat and makes an independent
aorltribution to the heating of the planet.
We know the mass of carbon burnt every year.
'I'hos, it is easy to estimate the liberation of energy (the contribution of atomic power stations is
lu fr~rrather moderate). The result is t h a t the
rd~lilionalthermal power equals presently 2 X
IOU" J per year or G x 1012 W. YOUsee t h a t
lotlrly the power engineering of the world prod ~ ~ c already
cs
a quantity of thermal power almost
rpproaching by the order of magnitude the heat
f l ~ from
~ x the interior of the entire Earth (Ch. 4).
Holh these power fluxes are insignificant against
tho background of the power flux from the Sun.
111what are we to expect in the future?
'I'he global power consumption increases very
rrpidly. At the beginning of this century i t was
dolrbling every 50 years while presently i t doubles
ovcrry 20 years. The exhaustion of easily acvnsible oil and gas deposits will not halt the
progress of power engineering. The coal will be
rvr~ilablefor a long time. I n the distant future
wo expect to make use of the thermonuclear synthosis to generate power. Within the nearest fifty
lrlrs oil-and-gas power engineering will be comolely replaced by atomic power engineering.
10 store of uranium is quite ample. Already today
I can use not only the isotope 236U but also
ll which is widely spread. Nuclear fuel is bred
111 the help of fast neutrons using the reaction
I!
n -t 2 3 0 P ~ Plutonium
.
is a nuclear fuel
111 110 way inferior to 235U.Fast neutrons required
lor plutonium formation are produced in reactor
In the course of deeay of 235U or '13BPu. That is
y this p
m ig d i d nuclear fuel b d i n g .
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In view of these prospects we may assume t1lr11
the time during which the power engineering will
double its production will remain in the futurc~
close to 20 years. This means that already ill
200 years the power production on the Earl11
will reach 1016 W, i.e. 5% of the solar heat powclrs
received by the Earth. Such a power engineerilly
will elevate the Earth's average temperature by
I
a dangerous value of 3 degrees.
However, by that time our descendants will
surely master an accurate control of the climatu,
From the teclznical point of view i t can be donc~
even today by way of changing the Earth's al.
bedo and constructing dams in straits to control
ocean currents. Realization of such projects haa,
been so far impeded by our incompetence in forecasting expected effects. But the main thing l a /
that we do not realize yet the necessity to joirt 1
efforts of the entire humanity for the solution of
such global problems.
The science about the Earth and the Earth'r
connection with space has always been deeply
emotional. There is really no need to restrain1
enthusiasm originated by the feeling that wc
can understand the magnificent natural phenomena. Very recently Vladimir Vysotsky wall
singing:
Come, rain of stars inciting our souls
With ancient passion for the Earth and sen,

i

